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Zusammenfassung 
 

ClC-K Chloridkanäle tragen zur Salzrückresorption in der Niere und zur Kaliumsekretion in die 

Endolymphe im Innenohr bei. Sie bilden Homodimere, wobei jede α-Untereinheit eine eigene 

leitende Protopore besitzt. Jede Protopore wird durch ein individuelles schnelles Tor (Fast Gate) 

reguliert, während ein gemeinsames langsames Tor (Slow Gate) beide Protoporen gemeinsam 

öffnet und schließt. Barttin ist die akzessorische β-Untereinheit der ClC-K Kanäle und beeinflusst 

deren Expression, subzelluläre Lokalisation und Schaltverhalten. Ko-Immunpräzipitationen zeigen 

eine Bindung von Barttin an die B- und J-Helices von ClC-K α-Untereinheiten, was auf eine 1:2 α:β-

Stöchiometrie für eine Protopore hindeutet. Die funktionalen Konsequenzen von 

unterschiedlichen Stöchiometrien beider Untereinheiten sind jedoch noch unbekannt. Um deren 

Auswirkungen auf die Kanalfunktion zu untersuchen, wurden Barttin-Moleküle kovalent an hClC-

Ka oder rClC-K1 Kanäle in einem 1:1, 1:2 und 2:1 α:β-Verhältnis gebunden. Diese Konkatamere 

wurden in HEK293T- und MDCKII-Zellen exprimiert, und ihr Einfluss auf Expression, subzelluläre 

Lokalisation und Kanal-Schaltverhalten wurde mit biochemischen Methoden, 

Konfokalmikroskopie und Patch-Clamp-Technik analysiert. Es zeigte sich, dass eine β- pro einer α-

Untereinheit für i) den korrekten Transport des Kanals zur Plasmamembran, ii) die Aktivierung des 

hClC-Ka Kanals und iii) die konstitutive Slow Gate Öffnung bei hClC-Ka und rClC-K1 ausreichend ist. 

Zwei β-Untereinheiten pro α-Untereinheit öffnen zusätzlich das Fast Gate beider orthologen 

Kanäle konstitutiv. Daher ermöglicht eine 1:2 α:β-Stöchiometrie pro Protopore eine vollständige, 

funktionelle Aktivierung von ClC-K Kanälen. Darüber hinaus wurden Palmitoylierungs-defiziente 

Barttin-Mutanten in Konkatamere mit unterschiedlichen α:β-Stöchiometrien eingebaut, um den 

Einfluss der Barttin-Palmitoylierung auf die Kanaleigenschaften zu untersuchen. In dieser Studie 

wurde bestätigt, dass die Palmitoylierung von Barttin nicht für den Kanaltransport notwendig ist 

aber für die Öffnung des hClC-Ka Kanals. Die Koexpression von WT Barttin öffnet den Kanal, was 

auf einen dynamischen Austausch von Barttin-Molekülen an deren Bindungsstellen hinweist. Eine 

Palmitoylierung ist für Barttin nicht notwendig, um das rClC-K1 Slow Gate konstitutiv zu öffnen, 

jedoch essentiell für die konstitutive Öffnung des rClC-K1 Fast Gates. Weiterhin könnten solche 

Konkatamere verwendet werden, um funktionale Stöchiometrien und Konsequenzen von 

krankheitsverursachenden Mutationen nicht nur für ClC-K/Barttin-Komplexe, sondern auch für 

andere Protein-Interaktionspartner aufzuklären. 

 

Schlagwörter: ClC-K Chloridkanäle; Barttin; Stöchiometrie 
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Abstract 
 

ClC-K chloride channels contribute to salt reabsorption in the kidney and to potassium 

secretion into the endolymph in the inner ear. They build homodimers with each α-subunit 

possessing its own conducting protopore. Each protopore is regulated by an individual fast 

gate, while a common slow gate opens and closes both protopores together. Barttin is the 

accessory β-subunit of ClC-K channels and affects their expression, subcellular localization and 

gating properties. Co-immunoprecipitations indicate binding of barttin to B- and J-helices of 

ClC-K α-subunits assuming a 1:2 α:β-subunit stoichiometry for one protopore. However, 

functional consequences of varying stoichiometry between both subunits are still unknown. 

To investigate effects of different subunit stoichiometries on channel function, barttin 

molecules were covalently linked to hClC-Ka or rClC-K1 in a 1:1, 1:2 and 2:1 α:β-subunit ratio. 

These concatamers were expressed in HEK293T and MDCKII cells and the impact of these 

compositions on expression, trafficking and channel gating was analyzed using biochemical 

methods, confocal microscopy and patch clamp technique. We found that one β- per one α-

subunit is sufficient for i) proper transport of the channel to the plasma membrane, ii) hClC-

Ka channel activation and iii) constitutive slow gate opening of hClC-Ka and rClC-K1. Two β-

subunits per one α-subunit additionally open the fast gate of both orthologous channels 

constitutively. Therefore, a 1:2 α:β-subunit stoichiometry per protopore allows a complete, 

functional activation of ClC-K channels. Furthermore, palmitoylation-deficient barttin mutants 

were incorporated in concatamers with different α:β-subunit ratios to study the impact of 

barttin palmitoylation on channel properties. We here confirm that barttin palmitoylation is 

not necessary for channel trafficking but for hClC-Ka activation. Co-expression of WT barttin 

opens the channel, indicating a dynamic exchange of barttin molecules at their binding sites. 

Palmitoylation is not necessary for barttin to open the rClC-K1 slow gate constitutively but it 

is essential for constitutive opening of the rClC-K1 fast gate. In further approaches such 

concatamers might be used to elucidate functional stoichiometries and consequences of 

disease causing mutations not only for ClC-K/barttin complexes but also for other protein 

interaction partners. 

Keywords: ClC-K chloride channels; Barttin; Stoichiometry
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1 Introduction 
 

1.1 The ClC protein family 
 

Members of the heterogeneous ClC chloride channel/transporter family are phylogenetically 

widespread and can therefore be found in bacteria (Fujita et al., 1994), fungi (Huang et al., 

1994), plants and animals (Jentsch et al., 1990). As the largest family of anion channels and 

transporters they fulfill numerous functions in various compartments of the cell. Some ClC 

proteins are localized in plasma membranes of cells, where they contribute to transepithelial 

transport of ions, homeostasis of ion distribution, regulation of cell volume and electrical 

excitability (Jentsch et al., 2002). Other ClC subtypes insert into membranes of cell organelles. 

These are essential for functionality of endosomes and lysosomes (Jentsch et al., 2002). So far, 

nine ClC isoforms have been identified in mammals. The phylogenetic tree of these nine 

isoforms, together with their localization and function are illustrated in figure 1. Due to 

sequence homologies they can be classified into two groups. ClC-1, ClC-2, hClC-Ka and hClC-

Kb and the corresponding rat homologue rClC-K1 and rClC-K2 represent the first group. They 

exclusively form chloride channels and localize in the plasma membrane. ClC-1 is mainly 

expressed in skeletal muscles and is responsible for about 80% of the anion conductivity at 

resting membrane potential (Steinmeyer et al., 1991a,b). In turn, the expression of ClC-1 

depends strongly on the electrical excitation and muscle innervation. 

 

  
Fig. 1 Overview of the ClC protein family in mammals 
Mammalian ClC proteins are shown in phylogenetic context (left). In addition, the corresponding sites of expression within the organism, the 
function of the ClC proteins and related human diseases are listed. ClC-1, ClC-2 as well as the ClC-K proteins are chloride ion channels, whereas 
the ClC-3 to ClC-7 proteins are chloride/proton antiporters. This figure was modified from Jentsch (2008). 
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If a muscle is less innervated or less electrically excited, the expression of ClC-1 decreases 

(Klocke et al., 1994). Mutations in the CLCN-1 gene coding for ClC-1 cause the muscle 

dysfunction myotonia congenita (George et al., 1993; Koch et al., 1992). ClC-2 is expressed in 

numerous tissues, where it fulfills various tasks (Jentsch, 2008). In the central nervous system 

ClC-2 performs excitatory tasks (Földy et al., 2010; Kleefuß-Lie et al., 2009; Rinke et al., 2010; 

Saint-Martin et al., 2009), contributes to wound healing processes in the retina (Cao et al., 

2010) and to anion absorption in many tissues (Bösl et al., 2001; Catalán et al., 2004; Pena-

Munzenmayer, 2005). ClC-2 is activated by hyperpolarization (Thiemann et al., 1992), by 

increase of cell volume (Gründer et al., 1992) and by extracellular acidification (Jordt & 

Jentsch, 1997). Recently, ClC-2 was found to be involved in aldosterone production in the 

adrenal gland (Fernandes-Rosa et al., 2018; Scholl et al., 2018). Dysfunction of this channel 

can trigger idiopathic epilepsy (Stölting et al., 2013). The channels hClC-Ka and hClC-Kb are 

mainly located in the kidney and inner ear and are involved in the transepithelial transport of 

chloride ions (Jentsch et al., 2002; Kieferle et al., 1994; Uchida et al., 1995).  

The ClC proteins ClC-3 to ClC-7, expressed in many tissues, comprise the second group of the 

ClC family. They are located in membranes of endosomes and lysosomes and represent 

chloride/proton exchangers, which transport two chloride ions into vesicles and one proton 

into the cytosol per one transport cycle (Jentsch, 2008). This transport is driven secondary 

active by vesicular H+-ATPases, which pump protons into vesicles. By the transport of protons 

into vesicles, the inner milieu is acidified, which is important for the function of these cell 

organelles. As positive charges would accumulate in the intravesicular compartment during 

this process, a further acidification would consequently be inhibited after a short time due to 

electrostatic repulsion. The electrogenic transport of two negatively charged chloride ions into 

the vesicles by ClC transporters ensures effective and ongoing acidification of endo- and 

lysosomes (Jentsch, 2008, 2015; Weinert et al., 2014). The absence of ClC-3 in ClC-3 knock-out 

mice results in a degeneration of certain areas of the hippocampus and potentially to a 

pathological lysosomal storage (Farmer et al., 2013; Stobrawa et al., 2001; Wang et al., 2006; 

Yoshikawa et al., 2002). ClC-4 is expressed in brain, muscles and liver and is supposed to be 

important for the above mentioned endosomal acidification (Mohammad-Panah et al., 2003). 

Furthermore, it was found that ClC-4 can be influenced by extracellular anions like thiocyanate 

in a way that it is functionally converted to an anion channel (Alekov & Fahlke, 2009). Loss of 

ClC-4 function leads to neurological disorders (Hu et al., 2016; Meindl et al., 1993; Veeramah 
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et al., 2013). Dysfunctions of ClC-5 can cause the Dent’s disease, where the endocytosis in the 

proximal renal tubule is impaired (Friedrich et al., 1999; Gunther et al., 1998). This disease is 

associated with proteinuria, and nephrocalcinosis (Piwon et al., 2000; Wang et al., 2000). ClC-

5 is located in apical epithelial cells of the kidney but also of the small intestine and colon 

(Gunther et al., 1998; Vandewalle et al., 2001). ClC-6 was found in the central and peripheral 

nervous system. Knockout of this transporter seems to be involved in lysosomal storage 

disorders (Poët et al., 2006). The transporter ClC-7 is the only ClC protein, which has been 

shown to localize in lysosomes until now (Poët et al., 2006). Furthermore, together with H+-

ATPases it is localized in the resorption lacunas of osteoclasts and seems to be involved in 

dissolution of bone material (Kornak et al., 2001). Therefore, loss of ClC-7 function is 

associated with osteopetrosis but also with retinal degradation, neurodegeneration and 

lysosomal storage disorders (Kasper et al., 2005; Kornak et al., 2001).  

1.2 Role of ClC-K channels for physiological processes in the kidney and in the inner ear  
 
 

In this study, the focus was on ClC-K channels. hClC-Ka and hClC-Kb are the human isoforms 

of rClC-K1 and rClC-K2 in the rat. For the human isoforms there is a sequence homology of 

83%, for the rat isoforms 91% and for the two orthologous channels about 80% (Fahlke & 

Fischer, 2010; Kieferle et al., 1994; Kobayashi, 2002; Krämer et al., 2008). hClC-Ka/rClC-K1 are 

located within the kidney mainly in the thin ascending limb of Henle's loop, where they apically 

conduct the chloride influx from the tubulus lumen into the epithelial cells and, basolaterally, 

the chloride efflux from the epithelial cells into the interstitium (Fig.2A). Here, the transport 

of the chloride ions is passive and only mediated by the chemical gradient. In the thick 

ascending limb of Henle's loop mainly hClC-Kb/rClC-K2 are expressed. These channels support 

the transepithelial reabsorption of sodium and chloride from the lumen into the interstitium. 

The basolateral Na/K-ATPase actively transports three Na+ ions into the interstitium in 

exchange for two K+ ions. On the apical side, the secondary active co-transporter NKCC2 

conveys one Na+, two Cl- and one K+ into the cytosol. Subsequently, chloride ions are passively 

carried from the cell into the interstitium by basolateral hClC-Kb/rClC-K2 channels. Potassium 

ions, which would accumulate in the cell, are passively transported via ROMK1 channels into 

the lumen of the nephron and thus recirculate at the apical membrane. 
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Due to the transport of Cl- ions via hClC-Ka/rClC-K1 and hClC-Kb/rClC-K2 as well as Na+ ions via 

the Na/K-ATPase into the interstitium of the Henle's loop an osmotic gradient is built up, which 

is used for ADH-(anti-diuretic hormone)-mediated reabsorption of water from the lumen of 

the collecting duct.  

Both hClC-Ka/rClC-K1 and hClC-Kb/rClC-K2 are also co-expressed in the marginal cells of the 

stria vascularis in the inner ear (Estévez et al., 2001). In the marginal cells KCNQ1/KCNE1 

channels transport K+ ions from the cytosol into the endolymph (Fig.2B). A high K+-

concentration in the endolymph is important for the signal transduction of the inner hair cells 

and thus for hearing. One K+ will be transferred together with two Cl- and one Na+ via a NKCC1 

co-transporter from the interstitium into the marginal cells. Driving force is a Na+ gradient, 

which is built up by the basolaterally localized Na/K-ATPase. It transports Na+ from the cytosol 

into the interstitium and at the same time contributes to an accumulation of K+ in the cytosol. 

Due to the NKCC1 activity, chloride ions would accumulate in the cytosol, which would finally 

lead to cessation of NKCC1 turnover. However, passive diffusion of chloride ions back to the 

interstitium via hClC-Ka/rClC-K1 and hClC-Kb/rClC-K2 channels counteracts this undesired 

effect. 

Fig. 2 Localization and function of ClC-K channels 
(A) Left: Site of ClC-K channel expression in rats. The rClC-K1 channel (red) is expressed in the thin ascending limb of Henle's loop in the 
kidney. The rClC-K2 channel (blue) is expressed in the thick ascending limb of Henle's loop. Right: the hClC-Ka/rClC-K1 channel allows passive 
transport of chloride ions from the lumen of the thin ascending limb into the interstitium. The hClC-Kb/rClC-K2 is required for secondary 
active transport of sodium chloride from the lumen of the thick ascending limb to the outer medulla and to the cortical region of the kidney 
(PT, proximal tubule; tDL, thin descending limb of Henle’s loop; tAL, thin ascending limb of Henle’s loop; TAL, thick ascending limb of Henle’s 
loop; DCT, distal convoluted tubule; CNT, connecting tubule; CCT, cortical collecting tube; CD, collecting duct). (B) Both hClC-Ka/rClC-K1 and 
hClC-Kb/rClC-K2 are expressed in the marginal cells of the stria vascularis in the inner ear. They contribute to the transport of potassium 
ions into the endolymph. This is necessary for signal transduction of the inner hair cells. The figure was taken from Fahlke and Fischer 
(2010). 
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1.3 The Bartter syndrome 
 
 

Disorders of these physiological processes lead to kidney failure accompanied with increased 

renal salt loss, polyuria, polydipsia, hyperaldosteronism and hypokalemic alkalosis (Bartter et 

al., 1962). Following the first discovery by Frederic Bartter in 1962 the characteristic disease 

pattern was called Bartter syndrome. Up to now five types of Bartter syndrome are identified 

according to their mutated protein component. Type I is associated with mutations in the gene 

coding for the NKCC2 co-transporter and type II with mutations in the gene for the ROMK1 

potassium channel. Mutations in the CNCLC-Kb gene coding for the hClC-Kb channel induce 

Bartter syndrome type III. ClC-K channels need an accessory β-subunit to be functional. Also 

named after Frederic Bartter, this subunit is called barttin. Mutations in the BSND gene, coding 

for barttin can cause the Bartter syndrome type IV. Barttin is the β-subunit for both hClC-Ka 

and hClC-Kb. Thus, an additional hearing loss occurs next to the renal dysfunction because in 

this case the two channels cannot recycle Cl- ions in the stria vascularis of the inner ear any 

more, which would be necessary for the transport of K+ ions into the endolymph (Birkenhäger 

et al., 2001; Hebert, 2003; Janssen et al., 2009; Riazuddin et al., 2009). While Bartter syndrome 

types I-IV are autosomal recessive diseases, type V is an autosomal dominant mutation of the 

gene coding for the Ca2+ sensing receptor (CaR). This receptor impacts the NKCC2 transporter 

and the ROMK1 channel (Hebert, 2003; Seyberth, 2008). 

 

1.4 The structure of ClC proteins and their selectivity filter 
 
 

For a long time only structures were available for ClC transporters, from which structural 

features were transferred to ClC channels. By X-ray crystallography of prokaryotic EcClC from 

Escherichia coli and StClC from Salmonella enterica serotype typhimurium the structure of ClC 

proteins could be described at first (Dutzler et al., 2002). Later, the structure of a eukaryotic 

ClC transporter from the red alga Cyanidioschyzon merolae has been resolved (Feng et al., 

2010). These ClC proteins form homodimers, with one pore for each monomer/subunit (also 

called protopore), through which chloride ions can migrate (Ludewig et al., 1996). Each 

monomer consists of 18 α-helices, named A to R, while the first and second nine α-helices are 

similarly composed and arranged antiparallel within the membrane. Moreover, eukaryotic ClC 

proteins possess a long intracellularly located C-terminus with two cystationine β-synthase 
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(CBS) domains (Fig.3A). Adenosine nucleotides can bind to CBS domains of some ClC proteins 

(ClC-1 to ClC-5) but not to ClC-K channels, which contribute to channel gating and dimerization 

(Bennetts et al., 2005; Grieschat et al., 2020; Hebeisen et al., 2004; Hebeisen & Fahlke, 2005; 

Meyer et al., 2007; Stölting et al., 2013). Due to the high similarity of amino acid sequence 

between pro- and eukaryotes, one can assume that this three-dimensional structure applies 

to all ClC proteins. 

 

The ion specificity is guaranteed by a selectivity filter. It comprises three binding sites for 

chloride ions within EcClC and is composed both of the N-terminal regions of the α-helices D, 

F, N and R and of adjacent amino acid side chains. Their sequences are highly conserved within 

the ClC family and form an electrostatic environment that is optimal for chloride ions (Dutzler 

et al., 2002, 2003). From the intracellular aqueous pore environment, chloride ions are 

introduced to the selectivity filter of EcClC by the binding site Sint (Dutzler et al., 2003) (Fig.4A). 

This is achieved by dipole interactions between the chloride ion and nitrogen atoms at the end 

of the α-helix D. At the second binding site Scen, chloride ions are coordinated by nitrogen 

atoms at the end of the α-helix F and by the hydroxyl residues of the amino acids serine 107 

and tyrosine 445. The third binding site Sext, which gives the chloride ions access to the 

extracellular space, is created by the ends of the α-helices N and F (Dutzler, 2004). This binding 

Fig. 3 Topology model and structure of ClC-K proteins  
(A) Topology model of one subunit of the bovine ClC-K channel. α-helices are shown as cylinders labeled from A to R. Helices A to I and J to 
R arrange antiparallel within plasma membrane to form one pore. C-terminally two CBS domains are located at the intracellular side. (B) 
Chrystal structure of a bovine ClC-K homodimer in top view (PDB Code: 5TQQ, Park et al. (2017)). (C) Chrystal structure of a bovine ClC-K 
homodimer in side view. Arrows with dashed lines indicate chloride ion conduction pathway and orange dots chloride ions. Black lines 
indicate the plasma membrane. In (A)-(C) B-helix is depicted in blue and J-helix in red, which cover the outer lateral surface of the protein 
and represent one potential binding sites per helix for ClC-K’s β-subunit barttin. In (B) and (C) single monomers (the two α-subunits) are 
highlighted in grey and black.  
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site can be occluded by the carboxyl group of a glutamate to block the passage of chloride 

ions. Due to the negative charge of the carboxyl group dipole interactions with the α-helices 

N and F can be built up causing the pore to close. By neutralizing the glutamate using 

protonation (Niemeyer et al., 2003) or by changing the transmembrane voltage the occlusion 

of the external chloride binding site can be abolished. In this case the carboxyl group of 

glutamate moves out of the pore potentially accompanied by changes of further parts of the 

channel and selectivity filter (Accardi & Pusch, 2003; Dutzler et al., 2003). This enables chloride 

ions to pass the pore. The glutamate at this position is therefore seen as a gate, which opens 

and closes voltage dependently (Fahlke, Yu, et al., 1997). Since both pores own this glutamate, 

it is called a ‘protopore gate’ (Middleton et al., 1996). It is also named ‘fast gate’, which is due 

to the fast reaction to voltage changes (Fischer et al., 2010). This ‘gating glutamate’ is 

conserved in almost all representatives of the ClC family.  

Recently, even the structures of the human ClC-1 and of a bovine ClC-K channel have been 

determined using cryo electron microscopy (Park et al., 2017; Park & MacKinnon, 2018; Wang 

et al., 2019) (Fig.3B,C). Indeed, these structures are in high accordance with structures from 

pro- and eukaryotic ClC-transporters, confirming the hypothesis that ClC channels developed 

from ClC-transporters (Lísal & Maduke, 2008, 2009). Since chloride binding sites and the 

selectivity filter are highly conserved for both transporters and channels, the anion selectivity 

from Cl->Br->NO3->F->I- arises for almost all ClC proteins. For ClC transporters the αC-D loop 

containing a serine, which is orientated directly into the pore, is meant to establish a kinetic 

barrier for chloride ions, essential for transporter function (Park et al., 2017). A displacement 

of this αC-D loop out of the pore towards the cytosol, which is characteristic for ClC channels, 

seems to enlarge the pore radius to let chloride ions flow freely through the pore.  

One further structural difference between ClC-K channels, transporters but also other ClC 

channels is, that ClC-K channels possess a valine or leucine instead of the ‘gating glutamate’ 

(Fig.4B). Despite the absence of the ‘gating glutamate’, ClC-K channels still exhibit fast gating 

(Fischer et al., 2010), which demonstrates that fast gating has not been fully understood, yet. 

The loss of the ‘gating glutamate’ could possibly be an evolutionary adaptation to the β-

subunit barttin, causing  channel opening not only to be voltage dependent, but also barttin 

dependent. 
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Structurally less well characterized is the second gate of ClC proteins (Miller et al., 1982; 

Saviane et al., 1999). Like the ‘fast gate’, this gate is voltage dependent, but acts much slower. 

This is the reason why it is called ‘slow gate’. In addition, it regulates both protopores 

commonly and, thus, also carries the name ‘common gate’ (Fischer et al., 2010). The C-termini 

of the homodimer together with the CBS domains might be involved in slow gating, since it 

was shown that the C-termini conduct movements according to slow current kinetics (Bykova 

et al., 2006). For the ion permeability of ClC pores, it is essential that both the fast and the 

slow gates are open because both gates are meant to be connected in series. Thus, the 

product of fast (protopore) gate (Pp) and slow (common) gate open probability (Pc) equals the 

total channel open probability (Ptotal). 

Ptotal = Pp ∙ Pc                                  (equation 1) 
  

Already in 1982 single channel recordings of the ClC-0 channel from Torpedo electroplax 

exhibited three different but equidistant conductance levels with one closed state and two 

open states indicating a double-barreled channel (Miller et al., 1982). If the channel was 

active, the probability of taking in one of the three conductance levels was binomially 

distributed and dwell times in one state were around several milliseconds. This gating was 

attributed to the action of the fast gate, which performed individually per each of both pores 

(Fig.5A, yellow gates). Besides channel activity, there were phases, in which both pores were 

closed for several seconds. This was interpreted as closure of slow gate, which commonly 

closes both pores (Fig.5A blue gate). A representative single channel measurement of rClC-K1 

demonstrating gating of both fast and slow gates is shown in figure 5B. 

Fig. 4 Model of the open and closed pore conformation of EcClC  
(A) In the closed state, the chloride-binding sites Sint and Scen are occupied by chloride ions, while Sext is occupied by the side chain of a 
conserved glutamate. In the open conformation, the glutamate swings out of Sext into the extracellular space, so that another chloride ion 
can take its place. Chloride ions are shown in yellow and the glutamate side chain in red. Hydrogen bonds and charges are shown in blue. 
This figure was modified from Dutzler et al. (2003). (B) Amino acid alignments of different ClC-proteins. Gating glutamate (E) is conserved in 
almost all ClC-proteins (black). In ClC-K channels this glutamate is replaced by valine (V) or leucine (L) (grey).  
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1.5 Molecules that influence the properties and functions of ClC proteins   
 
 

In addition to the two pore-forming α-subunits of ClC channels, other ligands, adapter 

molecules and subunits are known to contribute to the functionality and to the intracellular 

transport of ClC proteins.  

Function of ClC proteins is known to be influenced by ion availability. For example, the extra- 

and intracellular Cl- ion concentration can influence the gating of ClC proteins (Niemeyer et 

al., 2003; Pusch et al., 1995, 1999). In addition, ClC-K channels are influenced by extracellular 

Ca2+ concentration and pH (Gradogna et al., 2010, 2012; Waldegger & Jentsch, 2000). High 

Ca2+ concentration and pH cause an opening of ClC-K channels. Two amino acids in the loop 

between the I- and J-helices are identified as binding sites for Ca2+ ions. One histidine at the 

beginning of the Q-helix seems to be involved in sensing of H+ ions, which induces channel 

closing. 

Furthermore, function of ClC proteins can be modified by temporary interaction with other 

cellular proteins or by posttranslational modifications. Transport sequences of the ClC channel 

like dileucine or tyrosine-based motifs are recognized by adapter molecules such as AP1-4, 

GGA (Golgi-localized, γ-ear containing, Arf-binding protein) or GOPC (Golgi-associated PDZ 

and coiled-coil motif-containing protein), which in turn recruit additional molecules such as 

clathrin or influence further transport of the ClC proteins (Bonifacino, 2004; Bonifacino & 

Traub, 2003; Braulke & Bonifacino, 2009; Gentzsch et al., 2003). ClC-3 activity can be enhanced 

Fig. 5 Model of a double–barreled ClC channel with a rClC-K1 single channel measurement demonstrating fast and slow gating 
(A) A ClC channel consists of two protopores that can pass chloride ions. The protopores are regulated by two independent gates. One gate 
is the slow gate (blue), which opens and closes slowly, and the other is the fast gate (yellow), which opens and closes quickly. The slow gate 
regulates both protopores together, while each protopore has a fast gate. Only when both gates are open chloride ions can pass through the 
channel. (B) Two different conductivities in the open state of a mutant (V166E) rClC-K1 channel illustrate the existence of two pores. Lower 
current trace represents an enlarged section of the upper current trace. Periods, in which both pores are closed, are assigned to a closed 
slow gate. In the period, which is marked by dashed lines in the enlarged section of the lower trace, the slow gate is meant to be open, while 
conducting states switch rapidly due to the action of the fast gate. Measurement in (B) is taken from Fischer et al. (2010). 
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by phosphorylation and direct interaction with the Ca2+/calmodulin-dependent protein kinase 

II (CaMKII), critically involved in movement of malignant glioma cells (Cuddapah & Sontheimer, 

2010). On the contrary, it was found recently that hClC-Ka channels can be inhibited by 

activation of protein kinase C (PKC) (Gerbino et al., 2020). 

Besides molecules and proteins modulating ClC proteins but not being necessary for general 

function there are three β-subunits identified, whose permanent interaction with the α-

subunit is essential for basic function of several ClC proteins. Firstly, for ClC-2 the IgG-like cell 

adhesion molecule GlialCAM has been reported as an additional subunit, which interacts with 

ClC-2 to localize the channel complex at cell-cell contacts in neurons and to modify ClC-2 gating 

behavior (Jeworutzki et al., 2012, 2014). Also the protein MLC1 seems to be involved in ClC-2 

modulation at least indirectly through GlialCAM interaction (Hoegg-Beiler et al., 2014). 

Secondly, the protein Ostm1 exists as further β-subunit for the ClC-7 transporter, which 

influences trafficking and transporter function by increasing protein stability (Lange et al., 

2006; Zhang et al., 2020). Thirdly, the β-subunit barttin exists for ClC-K channels and 

potentially also for ClC-5 (Birkenhäger et al., 2001; Estévez et al., 2001; Wojciechowski et al., 

2018a). Over several years heterologous expression of almost all ClC-K channels without 

barttin did not lead to measurable currents. Only by co-expression of barttin, an essential ClC-

K activator, these channels become conductive (Estévez et al., 2001).  

1.6 The ClC-K β-subunit barttin 
 
 

Barttin comprises 320 amino acids with a short, eight amino acids long, intracellular N-

terminus, two transmembrane helices and a 260 amino acids long, intracellularly located C-

terminus (Fig.6). Since until now a crystal structure of barttin could not be established, the 

described topology model of barttin is based on hydrophobicity studies (Birkenhäger et al., 

2001). With respect to ClC-K channels barttin influences their stability and intracellular 

transport to plasma membrane (Janssen et al., 2009; Scholl et al., 2006; Waldegger et al., 

2002). Furthermore, barttin influences gating behavior of ClC-K channels by opening the slow 

gate (Fischer et al., 2010). In the absence of barttin, ClC-K channels are not conductive. The 

exception is rClC-K1, which conducts chloride ions even without barttin. Recently, even for the 

human ClC-5 antiporter it was demonstrated that barttin modulates subcellular localization 

and posttranslational modification (Wojciechowski et al., 2018a). 
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Several studies were performed to identify molecular determinants within the barttin 

molecule, which are important for the functional interaction with the α-subunit. It was shown 

that a barttin truncation at the glutamate at position 88 is still sufficient to promote hClC-Kb 

to the plasma membrane and to functionally activate the channel (Janssen et al., 2009). Even 

truncated barttin at position 72 is able to activate hClC-Kb and rClC-K1 (Scholl et al., 2006). 

Further truncation below position 61 reduces current amplitudes of hClC-Kb and below 

position 32 even abolishes transport and insertion of hClC-Kb into the surface membrane. This 

indicates that trafficking and function of ClC-K channels are mediated by separate sections 

within the barttin molecule. The transmembrane core of barttin is sufficient for the transport 

to the plasma membrane whereas an additional short sequence of 15-17 amino acids from 

the C-terminus is necessary to functionally activate the channel. Replacement of single amino 

acids by tryptophan within the transmembrane core revealed that the transport function of 

barttin was rather less affected by the mutations (Wojciechowski et al., 2015). Instead, 

mutations severely impaired ClC-K gating, especially when mutations were inserted within a 

cluster of hydrophobic residues in transmembrane domain 1. Presuming the first 

transmembrane domain as major responsible for a tight interaction between barttin and ClC-

K channels, a reduced binding of barttin to the α-subunit seems to be sufficient for proper 

intracellular transport of the whole channel complex whereas functional channel modification 

is only conveyed through a tight interaction. Besides the transmembrane core and parts of the 

C-terminus, it was also demonstrated that the integrity of barttin’s N-terminus is essential for 

trafficking and functional ClC-K activation (Wojciechowski, et al., 2018b). While complete 

deletion of the N-terminus as well as deletion of the N-terminus together with the first 

transmembrane domain abolish surface membrane transport and conductivity of hClC-

Fig. 6 Topology model of the β-subunit barttin 
The hypothetical secondary structure of barttin possesses two 
transmembrane helices, a short N-terminus of eight amino 
acids and a long C-terminus. Both N- and C-termini are located 
intracellularly. Cysteines 54 and 56 are linked to palmitoyl 
groups (red). Model was created after studies of barttin’s 
hydrophobicity (Birkenhäger et al., 2001). 
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Ka/barttin complexes, partial deletions, point mutations or amino acid replacements by 

alanines lead to decreased current amplitudes caused by a reduced number of conductive 

channels in the plasma membrane. Due to the close proximity to the first transmembrane 

domain it can be assumed that barttin’s N-terminus is critically involved in the interaction 

between barttin and ClC-K channels. The importance of barttin’s N-terminus under 

physiological conditions is even more emphasized by the two missense mutations R8L and 

R8W that have been reported to cause Bartter syndrome (Birkenhäger et al., 2001). Proper 

modulation of ClC-K channels by barttin is not exclusively guaranteed by barttin’s amino acid 

sequence but also by post-translational modifications. Barttin’s cysteines at positions 54 and 

56 have been identified as target sites for the covalent linkage with palmitate (Steinke et al., 

2015). DHHC7, a palmitoyl acyltransferase, was found to conduct the linkage of palmitate to 

the thiol side chains of those cysteines (Gorinski et al., 2020). The naturally occurring barttin 

mutations R8W, R8L and G47R, which are known to cause Bartter syndrome (Birkenhäger et 

al., 2001; Miyamura et al., 2003), have been reported to lead to a reduced barttin 

palmitoylation compared to WT barttin, highlighting the physiological importance of this post-

translational modification. Preventing barttin palmitoylation by replacing both cysteines with 

serines or by knockdown of DHHC7 using shRNA caused a complete abolishment or a 

remarkable reduction of hClC-Ka and hClC-Kb currents, respectively. Whereas non-

palmitoylated barttin supports the expression of ClC-K/barttin channels and its transport to 

the surface membrane in a similar manner compared to palmitoylated barttin, current 

reduction in ClC-K channels expressing non-palmitoylated barrtin is exclusively explained by 

the disability of non-palmitoylated barttin to transfer ClC-K channels into an active state 

(Gorinski et al., 2020; Steinke et al., 2015). Potentially, palmitoyl groups facilitate the correct 

orientation and binding of barttin towards the ClC-K channel by hydrophobic interaction with 

other plasma membrane lipids. Moreover, palmitoylation might cause a change in the lipid 

membrane environment of the protein complex, which in turn influences channel function.  

For the α-subunit only little is known about the binding interface to barttin and about the 

involved channel domains. In one study it was postulated that the individual B and the J helices 

of rClC-K2 are sufficient to bind to barttin, which was proved by co-immunoprecipitation and 

by immunofluorescence microscopy (Tajima et al., 2007). The presence of several leucines and 

other hydrophobic side chains in both helices of the α-subunit in combination with many 

hydrophobic amino acids in barttin’s first transmembrane helix imply that barttin and ClC-K α-
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subunits may interact by leucine zipper motifs (Wojciechowski et al., 2015). Both helices are 

located at the outer lateral surface of the ClC-K channel and within the lipid bilayer of the 

membrane (visualized in Fig.3B,C). As ClC-K channels form an internal antiparallel structure 

with B and J helices situating at opposite sides of the channel, this might suggest that two 

barttin molecules can bind to one α-subunit. However, up to now structural and functional 

stoichiometry between barttin and ClC-K channels is a matter of speculation. 

1.7 Aim of this study 
 
 

During this study it should be clarified how a different α:β-stoichiometry has an impact on 

already known functions of ClC-K channels, for example if one or two barttins are available 

per α-subunit of one channel or if one barttin is available per channel homodimer. Hereby the 

focus is on the investigation of the conditions that define the correct plasma membrane 

trafficking of the whole channel complex and how the proper gating is coordinated. 

Additionally, it should be addressed how the gating of the fast and slow gate is modified by 

different barttin availabilities. All these questions could be unraveled by defined 

stoichiometries between α- and β-subunits. Simple co-expression of both subunits would be 

not sufficient to answer these questions because real stoichiometry between both subunits 

could not be controlled precisely by this approach. Instead, the functional stoichiometry of 

both subunits was investigated in this study by generation of concatamers with defined 

composition of covalently linked α- and β-subunits. We tested the conditions in which one or 

two β-subunits were available per one α-subunit. Furthermore, concatamers which harbored 

one β-subunit per two covalently linked α-subunits were characterized. All concatamers were 

tested with and without additional barttin overexpression to obtain the condition at which 

channel should be fully occupied by barttin. Two orthologous ClC-K channels were used for 

this study – the human hClC-Ka and the rodent rClC-K1 channel.  

Indeed, we found a modification of channel function in dependence of the α:β-subunit 

stoichiometry. However, the fully activated and functional channel is most likely comprised of 

a 1:2 α:β-subunit stoichiometry. Other compositions might be relevant for correct trafficking 

and gating regulation.  

Based on this knowledge we used this tool in another approach to investigate effects on 

trafficking and functional channel modulation evoked by potential disease causing alterations 

within barttin such as palmitoylation deficiency. The purpose was to get more insights into the 
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regulation of the fast and slow gate by barttin palmitoylation. A palmitoylation deficiency was 

achieved by exchange of cysteines by serines at two positions as described above. It became 

apparent that barttin palmitoylation is not necessary for channel trafficking but for distinct 

gating processes of ClC-K channels.  
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2 Material and Methods 
 

2.1 Material 
 

 

Chemicals and other material were obtained from Agilent (Waldbronn), BD (Heidelberg), Bio-

Rad (Munich), Colgate-Palmolive (Hamburg), GE Healthcare (Solingen), Gibco (Eggenstein), 

Goodfellow (Bad Nauheim), Greiner Bio-One (Frickenhausen), Harvard Apparatus (March-

Hugstetten), Ibidi GmbH (Martinsried), Invitrogen (Karlsruhe), Kisker (Steinfurt), Life 

Technologies (Darmstadt), Lonza (Cologne), Machery-Nagel (Düren), Merck (Darmstadt), 

Millipore (Eschborn), Quiagen (Hilden), Roche (Mannheim), Roth (Karlsruhe), Santa Cruz 

(Heidelberg), Sarstedt (Nümbrecht), Schott Glaswerke (Mainz), Serva (Heidelberg), Sigma-

Aldrich (Munich), Thermo Fisher Scientific (Bremen), Thomas Oertel Dental (Calden). 

 

Following devices were used during this study: Axon 200B amplifier (Molecular Devices 

Corporation, Biberach an der Riss), micromanipulator (Luigs & Neumann, Ratingen), vibration 

damped table (TMC, Meerbusch), Puller P-97 (Sutter Instrument, Novato), Microforge MF-830 

(Narishige, Japan), Victor3 Plate reader 1420 Multilabel Counter (Perkin Elmer, Rodgau), table 

centrifuges (Eppendorf, Hamburg; Thermo Fisher Scientific), Heraeus cooled centrifuge 

(Thermo Fisher Scientific), Coulter Avanti J-25 (Beckman Coulter,  Krefeld), Nanodrop 

photometer (Thermo Fisher Scientific), Gel-Doc (Bio-Rad), Fusion SL/FX Spectra (Vilber 

Lourmat, Eberhardzell), thermocycler (Eppendorf; Biometra, Göttingen), thermoblock 

(Eppendorf), Enviro-Genie incubator (Scientific Industries Inc., Bohemia, U.S.), confocal laser 

scanning microscope Zeiss 780 (Zeiss, Oberkochen), Cytation 5 imaging reader (BioTek, Bad 

Friedrichshall), inverted light microscope (Leica, Wetzlar), pH-meter (WTW, Weilheim; Knick, 

Berlin), Mini-Protean® SDS-PAGE electrophorese chamber and power supply (Bio-Rad), Shaker 

Multitron Eco (Infors HT, Einsbach). 
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2.2 Methods 
 

2.2.1 Molecular biology 
 

2.2.1.1 Molecular biological vectors 

To express a desired protein within a mammalian cell system, molecular biological vectors 

constituted as plasmids, which encode the DNA sequence of this protein, were introduced 

into the cells. In this study two types of expression vectors were used: 

pSVL: This vector was used to express α-subunits of ClC-K channels/concatamers. Since ClC-K 

channels were formerly known to generate enormous current amplitudes when patch clamp 

experiments in HEK293T cells were performed in whole cell mode, the pSVL vector was chosen 

due to its rather low expression efficiency. For protein expression in eukaryotic cells it carries 

the SV40 (Simian virus 40) promoter and an ampicillin resistance gene for prokaryotic 

selection.  

pcDNA3.1(+/-): This vector was used to express the β-subunit barttin. It harbors the CMV 

promoter for protein expression in eukaryotic cells and reaches higher expression levels than 

the pSVL vector. Thus, it was ensured that barttin was always expressed in excess compared 

to α-subunits of the ClC-K channel, which were expressed by the co-transfected pSVL vector. 

Furthermore, α-subunits of the ClC-K channel itself were also expressed by pcDNA3.1, when 

MDCKII cells served as eukaryotic expression system that have a lower expression efficiency 

compared to HEK293T cells. In this case the amount of transfected barttin-coding plasmid was 

doubled to ensure a barttin excess. The multiple cloning site of pcDNA3.1 can be oriented in 

forward (+) or reverse (-) direction; both constructs have been used in this study. For 

prokaryotic DNA amplification of these constructs, ampicillin was used for selection.   

2.2.1.2 Cloning strategies 

In this study concatenated channel proteins were constructed, which were composed of 

different numbers of α- and β-subunits as well as fluorophores. Within these concatamers β-

subunits were always located N-terminally, the α-subunits in the middle of the protein and 

the fluorophore tag YFP or CFP tag C-terminally. N-terminal localization of β-subunits was 

essential for barttin because it has been shown that integrity of barttin’s N-terminus has a 

major influence on expression, subcellular localization and function on barttin itself but also 

on ClC-K channels (Wojciechowski et al., 2018b). Two identical subunits within a concatamer 
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were located directly one after the other. Two β-subunits were connected by a linker 

sequence built of twelve amino acids (RDPPVSIPRAAA), β- to α-subunits by a linker of 14 amino 

acids (WDVCAPSRWSGAAA) and α-subunits to YFP by 14 amino acids (LKGGSGGSGGPVAT), 

too. Two α-subunits were linked by 22 amino acids (LKLKLHPGLYPYDVPDYAISLK). The β-

subunit was connected to CFP by seven amino acids (RDPPVAT), when barttin was separately 

co-expressed. Throughout this study the human variant of barttin was always used. It was 

expressed within concatamers or in co-expression with rClC-K1 or with hClC-Ka.   

The cDNA of α- and β-subunits within the above mentioned expression vectors has been 

already available in the institute for further use. The above mentioned linkers between 

subunits and fluorophores have been proved for functionality in terms of other concatamers 

(Fahlke et al., 1997; Liman et al., 1992; Stölting et al., 2014). However, concatamers with 

different stoichiometry of α- and β-subunits were new constructs that have to be built during 

this study. This was done exclusively by subcloning the cDNA fragments of the appropriate -

/-subunit in an existing expression vector. Accordingly, cDNA fragments were extended by 

linker sequences or restriction sites using polymerase chain reaction (PCR). Another part of 

this thesis was the analysis of ClC-K concatamers with barttin molecules, which lack 

palmitoylation of cysteines at positions 54 and 56. For this, both cysteines were replaced by 

serines using site directed mutagenesis PCR. Cloning procedure of all constructs was done with 

great support of Birgit Begemann and Toni Becher.  

2.2.1.3 Polymerase chain reaction (PCR) 

For the amplification of DNA sequences, sense and antisense primers were designed, which 

bind to the flanking nucleotides of the cDNA sequence (see online tool: 

www.eurofinsgenomics.eu). Primers were ordered (Sigma-Aldrich) and diluted to a 

concentration of 100 µM in Tris-EDTA (TE)-buffer (Qiagen) for storage. Using the High Fidelity 

PCR Kit (Roche) PCR reaction mix was constituted as indicated in table 1. Amplification of DNA 

fragments was done by a thermocycler (Biometra/Eppendorf) upon application of different 

temperatures for several cycles: Initially, template DNA was denatured at 94°C, following 

annealing of primers to the target sequence at 45-65°C and a final step at 68°C where the 

polymerase optimally elongated primers at their 3’-tail according to the template sequence. 

The temperature of annealing usually depends on the length and G/C-content of primers, 

http://www.eurofinsgenomics.eu/
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while the duration of elongation depends on the product length (1 min/1.5 kilobases (kb)). 

Table 2 summarizes the program for DNA amplification. 

 

                         Table 1: Composition of PCR reaction mix 

PCR reaction Volume (µl) 

High Fidelity Premix 25 
Template DNA (100 ng) 1 
Primer sense (300 nM) 1 
Primer antisense (300 nM) 1 
H2O ad. 50 

   
                                                     Table 2: PCR program for DNA amplification 

PCR program Temperature Duration Cycles 

1 denaturation 94°C 2 min 1 
2 denaturation 94°C 10 sec  

10 3 annealing 45-65°C 1 min 10 sec 
4 elongation 68°C 1 min/1.5 kb 
5 denaturation 94°C 15 sec  

20 6 annealing 45-65°C 30 sec 
7 elongation 68°C 1 min/1.5 kB + 5 sec per cycle 
8 final elongation 68°C 7 min 1 
9 end 10°C ∞ 1 

   

2.2.1.4 Exchange of single amino acids using QuikChange® site directed mutagenesis kit 

To introduce point mutations into vectors sense and antisense primers were designed that 

both bind exactly to the region, where the mutation should be inserted. Within the center of 

the primer the related nucleotides contained the mutation, which was to be introduced into 

the vector. As the overhanging nucleotides exactly matched to the template, primer binding 

was still ensured. Here the QuikChange® Primer Design Tool from Agilent was used 

(https://www.agilent.com/store/primerDesignProgram.jsp). PCR reaction was established as 

shown in table 3 and performed as recommended by the manufacturer (Agilent Technologies) 

shown in table 4. 

 

Table 3: Compounds for QuikChange® PCR reaction mix 

QuikChange® PCR reaction Volume (µl) 

Template DNA (50 ng/µl) 1 
Primer sense (125 ng/µl) 1 
Primer antisense (125 ng/µl) 1 
10x reaction buffer 5 
dNTP mix 1 
Pfu Turbo polymerase 1 
H2O ad. 50 

https://www.agilent.com/store/primerDesignProgram.jsp
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      Table 4: PCR program for QuikChange® PCR 

PCR program Temperature Duration Cycles 

1 denaturation 95°C 1 min 1 
2 denaturation 95°C 1 min  

18 3 annealing 55°C 1 min 
4 elongation 68°C 1 min/1.5 kb 
5 final elongation 68°C 10 min 1 
6 end 10°C ∞ 1 

 

In this study cysteines of barttin at positions 54 and 56 were replaced by serines. The sense 

and antisense Quikchange® primers used for this mutagenesis are shown in table 5. 

 

Table 5: Quikchange® primers for site directed mutagenesis of barttin 

Mutation s/as Primer sequence (5‘-3‘) 

Barttin C54S C56S s CGGGGGCATCATCTGGAGCATGAGCCAGAGCTACCCCAAGATCACCTTCG 
as CGAAGGTGATCTTGGGGTAGCTCTGGCTCATGCTCCAGATGATGCCCCCG 

 
 

As a product of the Quikchange® reaction the whole vector was amplified harboring both 

mutations. However, the original vector without mutations remained within the reaction mix, 

which might lead to transformation of unchanged vectors in downstream steps. To remove 

this contamination, the reaction mix was incubated for 30 min at 37°C with 1 µl DpnI 

restriction enzyme (Thermo Fisher Scientific). The characteristic of this enzyme is to cut only 

methylated DNA, which is the case for vector DNA produced by bacteria but not for DNA 

generated by PCR reactions. The PCR product was controlled for correct size by agarose gel 

electrophoresis and subsequently transformed into competent bacteria. Reconstituted 

vectors were checked for correct mutagenesis by Sanger sequencing, and the DNA segment 

with introduced mutation was subcloned into the original vector.    

2.2.1.5 Transformation of vectors into competent bacteria 

40 µl of competent Escherichia coli bacteria (strain DH5-α) were thawed on ice and 10-50 ng 

of vector cDNA was added. Bacteria suspension was incubated for 20 min on ice following a 

heat shock of 42°C for 1 min. The heat shock may enhance transformation efficiency by 

induction of little fissures within the bacterial membrane, though which plasmids may be 

taken up more easily. Subsequently, SOC-medium (2% bacto-tryptone, 0.5% bacto yeast 

extract, 10 mM NaCl, 2.5 mM KCl, 20 mM MgCl2, 20 mM glucose, pH 7.0, sterile filtered) was 

added and cells were shaken for 45 min at 37°C. Then, cells were centrifuged for 30 sec at 
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3500 x g and the supernatant was discarded. After resuspending the cell pelett within the 

remaining liquid, bacteria were plated on LB-agar plates (5 g/l Bacto-yeast extract, 10 g/l 

Bacto-tryptone, 20 g/L Bacto-Agar) including the selection antibiotic ampicillin (100 μg/ml). 

Only bacteria transformed with vectors and thus containing the resistance gene against 

ampicillin were able to grow on these plates and form colonies. Plates were incubated for 

around 16 hours at 37°C. Afterwards colonies were isolated and transferred to LB-medium 

with ampicillin for further growing. Amplified DNA constructs were extracted by NucleoSpin 

plasmid Mini kits for plasmid DNA or by NucleoBond Xtra Midi kits (Machery-Nagel) as 

recommended by the manufacturer. The final DNA concentration was determined using a 

NanoDropTM photometer (Thermo Fisher Scientific). 

2.2.1.6 Enzymatic digestion of DNA and subcloning of DNA fragments into vector DNA  

DNA had to be restricted by enzymes, when recovered plasmids were checked for correct size 

or when DNA fragments were subcloned into a vector. For simple control restriction around 1 

µg DNA was used. For subcloning 7 µg of insert DNA and 1 µg of vector DNA were adopted. 

Together with 10x Fast digest buffer and appropriate Fast digest enzymes (0.5 µl per 1 µl DNA, 

all from Thermo Fisher Scientific) DNAs were individually restricted at 37°C for 45 min. 

Subsequently, vector DNA was dephosphorylated by alkaline phosphatase (Thermo Fisher 

Scientific) at 37°C to avoid vector re-ligation in further steps. Reaction was stopped by 

stepping to 75°C for 5 min. Restricted DNA was separated using agarose gel electrophoresis 

and desired bands were isolated and cleaned up by Machery-Nagel NucleoSpin Gel and PCR 

Clean-up Kit. After determination of DNA concentration insert and vector were ligated in a 

molar ratio of 3:1. Using 10x ligase buffer and 1 µl T4 ligase (Thermo Fisher Scientific) ligation 

was carried out at 22°C for 1 hour. The reaction was stopped by heating up to 65°C for 10 min. 

Ligated plasmids were transformed into competent bacteria, amplified and recovered as 

described above.   

2.2.1.7 Agarose gel electrophoresis 

Agarose was dissolved in 1x TAE buffer (400 mM Tris-Base, 200 mM acetic acid, 10 mM EDTA) 

to a 1% concentration by heating and supplied with 0.01% SYBR Safe (Thermo Fisher 

Scientific), which stains DNA by intercalation. Gel was casted and cooled down for about 20 

min in darkness. The cured gel was run in 1x TAE buffer for 30 min at 125 V. As size marker 
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the GeneRuler 1 kb plus DNA ladder (Thermo Fisher Scientific) was used. The stained DNA 

bands were visualized by UV-light using a Gel-Doc imaging system (Bio-Rad). 

2.2.1.8 Sanger sequencing 

Sequencing of DNA was performed by Eurofins Genomics (Ebersberg). Before sequencing the 

DNA was diluted with TE-buffer to a concentration of 50-100 ng/µl.  

 

2.2.2 Cell culture and transfection 
 

HEK293T and MDCKII cells were used for this study. They were cultivated in the DMEM 

(Dulbecco's modified eagle medium) cell culture medium (Ref.: 41965-047, Gibco). It was 

supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum, 2 mM L-glutamine, penicillin (50 U/ml) and 

streptomycin (50 μg/ml). Transfection of HEK293T cells was performed using calcium 

phosphate precipitation method. For expression analysis and patch clamp measurements 4 

μg of pSVL-plasmids encoding α-subunit monomers or concatamers were mixed with 10 μl 

UltraPure™ salmon sperm DNA solution (Thermo Fisher Scientific, 1:10 dilution in TE-buffer). 

To co-express β-subunits in excess 1 μg barttin-coding pcDNA3.1 cDNA was added.  

For biotinylation assays 2 µg barttin-coding and 4 µg channel-coding plasmids were used. 

Here, pcDNA3.1 vectors were used for expression of both protein components. Barttin excess 

was ensured as barttin_mCFP fluorescence after expression time was still far more intense 

than the YFP fluorescence of the α-subunits under both transfection ratios. This was tested by 

fluorescence microscopy of living cells and by fluorescence measurements of cell lysates after 

SDS-PAGEs. As the molecular weight of β-subunits is lower than of α-subunits, barttin 

molecules might have been synthesized faster than α-subunits.  

For transfection the DNA mix was mixed with 500 μl 0.25 molar CaCl2 solution and then added 

dropwise in 500 μl 2x HEBS buffer (274 mM NaCl, 40 mM HEPES, 12 mM D-glucose, 10 mM 

KCl, 1.4 mM Na2HPO4, pH 7.05). After further mixing of CaCl2 and DNA/HEBS solution an 

incubation period of 20 minutes followed. During this time calcium phosphate built crystals 

which bound the DNA. After incubation, the transfection solution including the calcium 

phosphate crystals was transferred dropwise to the HEK293T cells that were grown up to 

about 80% confluence in a 10 cm cell culture dish. Calcium phosphate crystals together with 

the DNA generally precipitate onto the surface of the cells and are incorporated by 

endocytosis into the cells (Graham & Eb, 1973). After 24 hours at 37°C the transfected cells 
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were used for electrophysiological investigations and biotinylation assays. For expression 

analyses transfected cells were incubated for 48 hours at 37°C.  

To perform electrophysiological measurements on HEK293T cells, the cells were split to single 

cell level. For this purpose, the cell culture medium was first removed and the cells were 

washed with 5 ml PBS (Lonza). Afterwards, 3 ml trypsin-EDTA 0.25% (Gibco) was added to the 

cells to detach them from the ground. After incubation of about 3-5 minutes at 37°C, the cells 

were separated by harsh resuspending. The addition of 7 ml DMEM stopped the activity of 

trypsin-EDTA by the including fetal bovine serum (FBS). In addition, DMEM was used to dilute 

the cell suspension. 0.3-1.5 ml of this cell suspension was transferred into a 6 cm cell culture 

dish (BD). The cells were cultivated in 3 ml DMEM for at least 3 hours at 37°C before starting 

electrophysiological measurements. After this time the cells had attached tightly to the 

bottom of the cell culture dish.  

MDCKII cells were used for confocal microscopy and biotinylation assay. They were cultivated 

at 37°C in 10 cm cell culture dishes up to a confluence of 80%. When cells were used for 

confocal imaging, they were detached from the ground with 3 ml trypsin-EDTA and split in the 

same way mentioned above (HEK293T cells). After addition of 7 ml DMEM, 0.3 ml of the cell 

suspension was transferred to a 35 mm cell culture µ-Dish (Ibidi GmbH) and subsequently 

incubated with 2 ml DMEM for 24 hours at 37°C. The bottom of this cell culture dish is made 

of a synthetic polymer, which is suitable for confocal microscopy with water immersion lenses 

due to its refractive index. On the next day, the MDCKII cells were transfected using 

Lipofectamin 2000® (Invitrogen). The transfection was performed according to the 

manufacturer's specifications. The cell culture dishes were 70% to 90% confluent. 1 μg barttin-

encoding plasmid and 2 μg channel-encoding plasmids were used for subsequent confocal 

microscopy. For biotinylation assay, 80% confluent cells were transfected with 2 µg barttin-

encoding plasmids and 4 µg channel-encoding plasmids in a 10 cm dish. The plasmids were 

diluted in OptiMEM (Gibco) with a dilution factor of 1:25 up to 1:100. Lipofectamine 2000® 

was also pipetted into OptiMEM with a dilution factor of 1:50. Both solutions were mixed and, 

after an incubation time of 5 minutes at room temperature, transferred to MDCKII cells 

together with 1 ml DMEM (in Ibidi dish) or 3 ml (in 10 cm dish). While liposomes can only 

introduce DNA into cells within 6 hours, the medium was removed after this time and replaced 

by 2 ml (Ibidi) or 10 ml (10 cm dish) DMEM. Following 24-48 hours of incubation at 37°C the 

cells were subjected to further experiments. 
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2.2.3 Freezing and thawing of cells 
 

HEK293T and MDCKII cells can be typically stored for a long time at -150°C. To prepare 

appropriate storing conditions, cells that have been grown nearly confluently in a 10 cm dish 

were washed with PBS in a first step. Subsequently, cells were detached from the ground by 

incubation with 3 ml trypsin-EDTA at 37°C. Enzymatic reaction was stopped by applying 10 ml 

standard DMEM medium following thorough resuspension. Cells in suspension were 

centrifuged for 3 min at 193 x g and the supernatant was discarded. 3 ml ‘Freeze 1’ medium 

(40% FBS, 60% DMEM without FBS/penicillin/streptomycin, sterile filtered) was added and the 

cell pellet was resuspended. The suspension was briefly mixed with 3 ml ‘Freeze 2’ medium 

(40% FBS, 40% DMEM without FBS/penicillin/streptomycin, 20% DMSO (dimethylsulfoxid), 

sterile filtered) and filled into reaction tubes in aliquots of 1 ml. Aliquots cooled down at -80°C 

for at least 6 hours in a Nunc-box filled with isopropanol. Afterwards, cells were stored 

at -150°C. On the following days one aliquot was thawed to prove cell vitality. Thawing was 

carried out fast at room temperature, possibly under running water. DMSO was removed by 

centrifuging the cells for 5 min at 86 x g. After resuspension in standard DMEM medium cells 

were transferred to a new 10 cm culture dish. 

 

2.2.4 Protein biochemical methods 

2.2.4.1 Determination of protein expression 

Transiently transfected HEK293T and MDCKII cells were lysed for analyses of protein 

expression of ClC-K/barttin concatamers. 

The cells were washed three times with 3 ml PBS (Lonza) and lysed with 700-1000 µl lysis 

buffer. For expression analysis the lysis buffer contained 150 mM NaCl, 10 mM HEPES, 1% 

Triton X-100 and 1% protease inhibitor (Roche complete). For biotinylation assays 

radioimmune precipitation assay (RIPA) buffer was applied containing 100 mM NaCl, 20 mM 

HEPES, 1 mM sodium orthovanadate, 1 mM NaF, 1 mM EDTA, 1% SDS, 1% deoxycholate, 8 

U/ml benzonase and 1% protease inhibitor mix. Both buffers were adjusted to a pH of 7.4. By 

using non-ionic detergents like Triton X-100 only plasma membranes were disrupted. Ionic 

detergents as SDS and deoxycholate were also able to lyse nuclear membranes. Proteases 

were inhibited by the protease inhibitor mix. Lysis was performed at 4°C for 30 minutes. 

Afterwards, cell remnants were removed from the bottom of the culture dish with a cell 
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scraper (Sarstedt). The lysate was transferred to a 1.5 ml reaction tube (Kisker) and stored on 

ice. The lysate was mixed mechanically every 5 minutes to break the last intact membrane 

compartments. A subsequent centrifugation step at 16200 x g at 4°C for 15 minutes separated 

insoluble cell debris from the soluble cell fraction. The supernatant was transferred to a new 

1.5 ml reaction vessel and stored at -20°C. 

Sodium dodecyl sulfate polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE) allows separating 

proteins according to their molecular weight. SDS-PAGE gels with a 10% concentration of 

acrylamide in the separating gel were casted between two glass plates (Bio-Rad) according to 

the components of table 6. 

10% ammonium persulfate (APS) was generally prepared just before pouring the gel. It is a 

radical former and crosslinks acrylamide monomers. Tetramethylethylenediamine (TEMED) 

was added directly before pouring the gel, as it starts the polymerization of acrylamide. The 

separating gel was casted at first and served for the actual separation of proteins. After 

polymerization of the separating gel, the stacking gel was poured, which collects the proteins 

at the upper edge of the separating gel, so that the separation of proteins started from one 

point. 

 

Table 6: Components of a SDS-PAGE gel, featuring a 10% acrylamide concentration in separating gel 

10% SDS-PAGE gel Separating gel  
(5 ml) 10% 

Stacking gel (2,5 ml) 4% 

H2O (ml) 2 1,525 
Separating gel buffer 
1,5 M Tris pH 8,8 (ml) 

1,25  

Stacking gel buffer 
1,5 M Tris pH 6,8 (ml) 

 0,625 

Acrylamide/bis-solution (ml) 1,65 0,325 
10% SDS (µl) 50 25 
10% APS (µl) 50 12,5 
TEMED (µl) 5 2,5 

 

 

The protein concentration of the previously obtained cell lysates was determined by BCA assay 

(Roth). The determination was performed according to the information of the manufacturer. 

For this purpose, we here utilized the property of amino acids (cysteine, tryptophan and 

tyrosine) that are able to reduce Cu2+ to Cu1+ in an alkaline environment. The reduced copper 

forms a purple complex with two bicinchoninic acid (BCA) molecules, with an absorption 

maximum at 562 nm wavelength. The absorption is directly proportional to the protein 
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concentration of the solution, which can be precisely determined using a standard curve from 

bovine serum albumin (BSA) solutions (Sigma-Aldrich) with known concentrations. All samples 

of one gel always contained the same amount of total protein (usually 50-100 μg per sample). 

The samples were treated with 5x Lämmli buffer (250 mM Tris/HCl pH 6.8; 10% SDS; 10% 

Glycerol; 100 mM DTT; 0.05% bromophenol blue) and incubated for 30 minutes at room 

temperature. Samples were not heated up to prevent quenching of fluorophores. The Lämmli 

buffer contained DTT (dithiothreitol), which was used for reduction of the disulfide bonds 

within proteins. It also contained sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS), which usually breaks down 

tertiary structures of proteins and shielded their intrinsic charge. As SDS is itself negatively 

charged and the bound SDS amount was equal to the length of the peptide chain, the proteins 

were separated towards the anode according to their molecular weight. The glycerol within 

the Lämmli buffer has a higher density than water and causes the samples to sink into the 

pockets. As molecular weight markers 4 μl Spectra™ Multicolor Broad Range Protein Ladder 

(Thermo Fisher Scientific) or Precision Plus Protein™ Dual Color Standards (Bio-Rad) were 

used. Before loading the SDS-PAGE gel, the gel was placed in a Mini-PROTEAN® 

electrophoresis chamber (Bio-Rad). The tank was filled with 1x electrophoresis buffer (25 mM 

Tris; 192 mM glycine; 3.5 mM SDS) and samples were loaded. For one hour a constant voltage 

of 180 V was applied. 

Since all proteins investigated in this work were fused to fluorescent proteins, the protein 

expression was determined by the fluorescence intensity of the bands in the SDS-PAGE gel. 

Using a fluorescence detector (Fusion SL/FX Spetra, Vilber) the mYFP of the ClC-K 

channels/concatamers was excited by wavelengths of 505-550 nm and the mCFP of barttin 

with wavelengths of 360-480 nm. The emitted light of mYFP was detected with an emission 

filter at 565 nm with a bandpass of 30 nm and mCFP with an emission filter at 535 nm with a 

bandpass of 20 nm. Marker bands were visualized by white light. To quantify the expression 

levels of the ClC-K channel components the programs ImageJ and Excel (Microsoft, 

Unterschleissheim) were used. Relative expression was quantified by normalizing the 

expression of the ClC-K concatamers to the expression quantity of the ClC-K monomers. 

2.2.4.2 Western Blot 

For the biotinylation assay it was essential to exclude the contamination of surface membrane 

fraction by cytosolic proteins. This was done by Western blots detecting GAPDH (glycerol-
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aldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase). Since it is a cytosolic housekeeping protein, it should 

exclusively be present in total cell lysates but not in the surface membrane fraction. For 

GAPDH detection, the electrophoretically separated proteins were transferred to a 

nitrocellulose membrane. The transfer of the proteins took place in a tank (Bio-Rad) filled with 

1x transfer buffer (25 mM Tris-Base, 192 mM glycine, 10% ethanol, pH 8.3) for one hour with 

a constant current of 300 mA and at 4°C. During this process the proteins were pulled towards 

the anode onto the nitrocellulose membrane (GE Healthcare). Nitrocellulose is protein affine. 

After protein transfer to the nitrocellulose membrane the membrane was incubated for one 

hour at room temperature with 3% BSA in 1x TBS-T (10 mM Tris, 15 mM NaCl, 0.1% Triton X-

100) to block unspecific binding sites for antibodies. Subsequently, the membrane was 

washed in TBS-T for 5 minutes. The primary antibody ‘GAPDH (mouse monoclonal α-GAPDH) 

antibody’ (Santa Cruz, sc-137179) was diluted 1:2000 in TBS-T with 1% BSA and shaken 

together with the nitrocellulose membrane overnight at 4°C. By washing the nitrocellulose 

membrane three times with TBS-T an excess of antibodies was removed. The secondary 

antibody (goat anti-mouse IgG secondary antibody-HRP, Thermo Fisher Scientific) was diluted 

1:20000 in TBS-T with 1% BSA and incubated together with the nitrocellulose membrane for 

one hour at room temperature. The secondary antibody bound to the heavy chain of the 

primary antibody. It also possessed the enzyme domain of horseradish peroxidase (HRP). This 

enzyme converts luminol and H2O2 into light. This chemiluminescence can be detected. After 

incubation with the secondary antibody, the membrane was washed four times with TBS-T. 

Afterwards the chemiluminescence reaction was initiated by the ECL Kit Pico Western Signal 

(Thermo Fisher Scientific). Using a luminescence detector, the luminescent GAPDH bands 

were displayed.  

2.2.4.3 Purification of plasma membrane proteins using biotinylation assay 

To isolate plasma membrane proteins from cytosolic proteins cells expressing the desired 

proteins were incubated with 0.375 mg EZ-link Sulfo-NHS-SS-biotin (Thermo Fisher Scientific) 

dissolved in PBS, for 30 min at 4°C. This modified biotin was able to bind covalently to primary 

amino groups, which are side chain components of several amino acids like arginine, 

asparagine, glutamine and lysine. Usually, plasma membrane proteins expose at least some 

of these amino acids to the extracellular space, which offers the possibility to label these 

proteins. After labelling, the biotin solution was removed and the reaction was stopped by 
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washing the cells three times with 10 mM glycine, while the last washing step was done for 

20 min at 4°C.  

Free glycine molecules exhibit primary amino groups, which abreacted with remaining biotin 

molecules and prevented further protein labelling during the subsequent procedure. 

Afterwards, cells were washed again twice with PBS and lysed with RIPA buffer. Lysis and 

consecutive BCA assay were performed as described above to take comparable protein 

amounts for further steps. Around 1-3 mg protein were loaded on High Capacity NeutrAvidin 

Agarose (Thermo Fisher Scientific), which had previously been equilibrated with RIPA buffer. 

Protein lysate and resin were incubated at least two hours at 4°C within a rotary shaker 

(Enviro-Genie incubator, Scientific Industries Inc.) During this time biotin, linked to plasma 

membrane proteins, bound strongly to avidin molecules on the resin surface in a non-covalent 

way. After this period protein/resin mixture was loaded on PierceTM Centrifuge Columns 

(Thermo Fisher Scientific) separating the liquid from the solid components. Solid components 

were washed once with RIPA buffer and additional five times with washing buffer (500 mM 

NaCl, 5 mM EDTA, 50 mM Tris, 0.1% Triton X-100, pH 7.4) applying short and smooth 

centrifugation steps. By washing remaining cytosolic proteins, which were not labeled by 

biotin and thus not bound to the resin, should be completely removed. To check the success 

of washing, the last washing fraction was always subjected to SDS-PAGE. If no fluorescence 

signal of heterologously expressed proteins was detectable within the SDS-PAGE gel, surface 

membrane fraction was meant to be pure. This fraction was eluted from agarose resin by 

adding 2x concentrated Lämmli buffer for at least 40 min at 4°C. The DTT within the buffer 

reduces and cleaves the disulfide bond within the EZ-link Sulfo-NHS-SS-biotin leading to a 

release of surface membrane proteins from the matrix when centrifugation occurred. 

Together with samples of whole cell lysate fraction the surface membrane fractions were 

subjected to SDS-PAGE. YFP signals of α-subunits for surface membrane fraction normalized 

to the respective signals for the whole cell fraction revealed the relative surface membrane 

expression of the α-subunits. In addition, relative surface membrane expression of all tested 

conditions was normalized to the condition when the ClC-K monomer was co-expressed with 

barttin. Western blot analysis detecting GAPDH was used to exclude the labelling of cytosolic 

proteins by biotin. If there was no exposition of cytosolic proteins to biotin, there would be 

no GAPDH signal within surface membrane fractions. An illustration of biotinylation assay is 

given in figure 7. 
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Detailed explanations of workings steps required for biotinylation assay like cell lysis, BCA 

assay, Western blot and determination of fluorescence intensity are described above. 

2.2.5 Confocal microscopy 
 

Transfected MDCKII cells were analyzed 48 hours after transfection using a confocal laser 

scanning microscope Zeiss 780 (Zeiss) at a 40x magnification (objective) regarding the 

subcellular distribution of ClC-K/barttin concatamers. The mYFP of α-subunits was excited at 

a wavelength of 514 nm and the emitted light with a wavelength of 520 to 620 nm was 

detected. For the β-subunit’s mCFP the excitation wavelength was 440 nm and the detection 

wavelength 454 to 520 nm. Spectral unmixing of YFP- and CFP-fluorescence was performed 

with support of Dr. Andre Zeug to avoid a crosstalk of YFP fluorescence in the CFP channel and 

vice versa. ZEN 3 software (Zeiss) was used to linearly adjust brightness and contrast in 

representative images.  

2.2.6 Fluorescence measurements of cells using the Cytation 5 imaging reader 
 

HEK293T cells were seeded in a 6 well plate (Greiner Bio-One) and cultured one day in 3 ml 

standard medium. Subsequently, cells were transfected with 0.7 µg plasmid DNA, which coded 

for the tested α-subunits, using calcium phosphate precipitation method. After additional two 

Fig. 7 Biotinylation assay procedure 
Cell surface proteins were labeled at their primary amino acid side chains, exposed to the extracellular side, by a modified form of biotin. 

After washing and cell lysis, biotinylated proteins were bound and purified via NeutrAvidin agarose resin. 
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days cells were washed once with 1 ml PBS per well before application of 0.5 ml of trypsin-

EDTA 0.25%, which detached the adherent cells within a few minutes at 37°C. By adding 2 ml 

standard medium per well, cells were separated from each other by thorough resuspending. 

0.5 ml of the cell suspension of one well was transferred to a new well of a 6 well plate 

together with 1.5 ml standard medium. After 4 hours the nuclei of individualized cells were 

stained for 15 minutes at 37°C with Hoechst 33342 (Thermo Fisher Scientific), diluted 1:2000 

in standard medium. Then cells were washed twice with 3 ml DMEM without phenol red (Ref.: 

31053-028, Gibco) including 10% fetal bovine serum, 2 mM L-glutamine, penicillin (50 U/ml) 

and streptomycin (50 μg/ml). The presence of phenol red was avoided to exclude that this dye 

influences registration of YFP signal from expressed proteins. Cells were kept in this medium 

until imaging. Fluorescence detection and analysis were performed with the Cytation 5 

imaging reader (BioTek) at 20x magnification (objective). A mask was applied onto the 

Hoechst-positive nuclei and the YFP signal within was measured. The YFP of α-subunits was 

excited at a wavelength of 505 nm and the emitted light with a wavelength of 530 to 560 nm 

was detected. For the Hoechst staining the excitation wavelength was 365 nm and the 

detection wavelength 420 to 480 nm. Mean YFP fluorescence values and standard deviation 

for all measured cells of one respective condition were calculated by the Gen5TM Software 

(BioTek). 

 

2.2.7 Electrophysiology 
 

2.2.7.1 Patch clamp setup and recording solutions 

For the electrophysiological investigation of ClC-K channels the patch clamp technique in the 

whole-cell and single channel configuration was applied. Under an inverted fluorescence 

microscope (Leica Microsystems) transfected HEK293T cells were selected. The microscope 

was located on a vibration-damped table (TMC) and shielded by a Faraday cage. For 

measurements in whole cell configuration HEK293T cells were bathed in a solution containing 

140 mM NaCl, 4 mM KCl, 2 mM CaCl2, 1 mM MgCl2 and 5 mM HEPES (SERVA, Sigma-Aldrich). 

The intracellular solution of the micropipettes contained 120 mM NaCl, 2 mM MgCl2, 5 mM 

EGTA in NaOH and 10 mM HEPES. For single channel measurements bath and pipette solution 

were identical and contained 130 mM N-methyl-D-glucamine (NMDG), 2 mM CaCl2, 5 mM 

MgCl2 and 10 mM HEPES. All solutions were adjusted to a pH value of 7.4 (pH meter: WTW, 
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Knick). The micropipettes were made of borosilicate glass (Harvard Apparatus). Capillaries 

with a wall thickness of 0.13 mm were used to produce micropipettes for measurements in 

the whole-cell configuration. For single channel measurements, capillaries with 0.42 mm 

thickness were preferred. Capillaries were pulled using a Flaming/Brown Micropipette Puller 

P-97 (Sutter Instrument). Thereupon the tips of the pipettes were heat polished (Micro Forge 

MF-830). The micropipettes for whole cell measurements should have, together with the 

corresponding solutions, a resistance of 1.0 to 2.0 MΩ, which correlated to an aperture 

diameter of about 5 μm for the pipette. For measurements of current noise the micropipettes 

were immersed with hot wax (Thomas Oertel Dental) before filling with the pipette solution. 

The thin layer that was formed around the pipette by the wax reduced the capacitance of the 

pipette and thus reduced some of the background noise. Micropipettes for single channel 

measurements in combination with their solution should have a resistance in the range of 10-

30 MΩ. For hydrophobic coating of these micropipettes they were briefly submerged in 

Sigmacote® (Sigma-Aldrich), which had a similar effect as wax. Silver wires were used as 

measuring electrodes (Goodfellow), which were treated with a sodium hypochlorite solution 

(DanKlorix, Colgate-Palmolive) for about 10 minutes so that a thin layer of silver chloride was 

deposited onto the wire. With these electrodes potentials and currents between pipette 

solution (= intracellular space) and bath solution (= extracellular space) were measured.  

To locate the micropipette exactly over a cell, a micromanipulator (Luigs & Neumann) was 

used. The pipette aperture was placed on the plasma membrane and a slight negative 

pressure was applied. When the plasma membrane completely sealed the pipette aperture, 

this condition was called ‘gigaseal’, because the resistance between bath and pipette 

electrode reached values in the GΩ area. With a continuous test pulse of 5 mV applied by the 

pipette, the quality of the gigaseal was checked and the current between bath and pipette 

electrode was measured. At the beginning and end of the test pulse current peaks occur, 

which were caused by capacitive charging and discharging of the pipette wall. These capacitive 

current peaks were compensated by a feedback amplifier (Axopatch 200B, Molecular Devices 

Corporation). Thereby later current measurements were cleaned from such artifacts. To 

achieve the whole cell configuration, the plasma membrane of the cell was opened by a short, 

jerky negative pressure. As result, the cell interior and the pipette solution formed a 

continuum. Similar to the pipette wall also the cell membrane owned capacitive properties 

and could be charged and discharged by voltage steps. Therefore, capacitive currents occur 
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again at the beginning and at the end of voltage steps. The plasma membrane capacitance 

was analogously compensated by regulating the applied voltage during the voltage steps at 

the feedback amplifier, so that also these current peaks were eliminated. In addition, the 

pipette aperture represents a resistor which lies in series to the membrane resistance. Thus, 

a fraction of voltages would decline at the pipette aperture and reduce the voltage that 

influenced the ion channels within the plasma membrane. Therefore, these voltage errors 

were corrected by increasing the applied potentials. This compensation was, however, only 

possible up to about 90%. The remaining, uncompensated voltage error at the series 

resistance falsified the results, because the voltage applied to the channels was less than the 

specified (command) voltage. Therefore, currents exceeding 20 nA and with series resistances 

of 2-5 MΩ contained after compensation a voltage error of 4-10 mV already after 

compensation. For this reason, current measurements above 20 nA were excluded from 

analysis. For single channel measurements the compensation of membrane capacity and serial 

resistance was not necessary because membrane patch simply plugs pipette aperture.  

The currents were measured using the Clampex software (Molecular Devices Corporation) 

after they had been digitalized using an analog-digital converter (Digidata 1440, Molecular 

Devices Corporation). The sampling rate was 50 kHz for whole cell measurements and 20 kHz 

for single channel measurements. 

2.2.7.2 Analysis of electrophysiological data 

The current measurements were performed using the software pCLAMP (Molecular Devices 

Corporation) and Excel (Microsoft, Unterschleißheim). Graphics were developed with the 

software Sigmaplot (Systat Software Inc., Erkrath), GraphPad Prism (GraphPad Software, San 

Diego, CA) and CorelDRAW (Corel Corporation, Ottawa). 

2.2.7.3 Time constants 

In this study voltage-dependent currents were measured by applying voltage steps. When 

changing from one voltage to another, current amplitudes may change in a time-dependent 

manner as the open probability of the channels changes. Such changes often show an 

exponential time course, which is the reason why mono- or bi-exponential functions can be 

fitted to current traces. The time constants of these functions are a degree of the rate at which 

a channel changes from one voltage-dependent state to another. The time constant (τ) 

represents the time that a current requires to reach 63.2% of the final current amplitude (C) 
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at a certain voltage. To obtain time constants in this study, voltages were applied, which 

usually step from +65 mV to negative voltages in a range from -155 mV to -5 mV. Mono-

exponential functions were fitted into defined sections of current traces. In equation 2, I(t) 

represents the time course of activation or deactivation, (A) the current amplitude factor and 

(t) the time. 

 𝐼(𝑡) = 𝐴 𝑒
−𝑡

𝜏 + 𝐶   (equation 2) 

2.2.7.4 Determination of relative channel open probabilities 

To determine relative open probabilities of the total rClC-K1 channel, which exhibits, in 

contrast to hClC-Ka, a time- and voltage-dependence for both gates, voltage steps were used. 

Starting from 0 mV, forward pulses of -155 mV to +145 mV for 300 mV were applied. A test 

pulse of +105 mV was then set for 100 ms. The current amplitude (I) depended on the number 

of active membrane channels (N), the single channel current amplitude (i) and the open 

probability of channels (Po) (Alvarez et al., 2002). 

  𝐼 = 𝑁 ∙  𝑖 ∙  𝑃𝑜         (equation 3)  

Since the number of membrane channels remained the same during measurement and the 

single channel amplitude was also constant at a constant voltage, a change of current 

amplitude at a defined voltage could be exclusively attributed to a change of channel open 

probability. In contrast to the single pore amplitude, the open probability of the ClC-K1 

channels is not only voltage- but also time-dependent. This means that the open probability 

required a certain time to adjust to a new voltage after a voltage step.  

Thus, the current amplitude at the beginning of the test pulse was still dependent on the open 

probability of the channel under the conditions of the pre-pulse. When different voltages were 

set during the pre-pulse, current amplitudes differed at the beginning of the test pulse. 

However, after a certain time they reached the same value, since the open probabilities 

adjusted to the test pulse voltage, accordingly. If the different current amplitudes at the 

beginning of the test pulse were divided by the maximum current, relative open probabilities 

resulted.  

ClC-K channels possess two independent gates (Accardi & Pusch, 2000). The first gate is the 

fast gate, the second one is the slow gate. The channel is only conductive for chloride ions, if 

both the fast and slow gates are open because fast and slow gates are meant to be connected 

in series. If independence of fast and slow gate is assumed, the open probability of the (total) 
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channel is calculated as the product of the fast (protopore) gate and slow (common) gate open 

probability (see equation 1).  

Ptotal = Pp · Pc 

To determine the relative slow gate open probabilities of rClC-K1 in presence of barttin an 

intermediate pulse of -180 mV was set for 20 ms between the pre-pulse and the test pulse 

(Suppl. Fig.3). This pulse caused the fast gate to open (Pp ≈ 1), while the slow gate did not 

change its open probability due to the shortness of the pulse (Fischer et al., 2010). The current 

amplitudes at the beginning of the test pulse were therefore only dependent on the relative 

slow gate open probabilities. 

For rClC-K1 in absence of barttin we took advantage of the differences between fast and slow 

gate kinetics, visible in the clearly bi-phasic current progression. After the early kinetic of fast 

gating at the beginning of the test pulse, the kinetic of the slow gating followed. Only this 

second component of the current relaxation was fitted by mono-exponential functions, which 

were continued up to the voltage step between the pre- and test pulse. The current values at 

the voltage step were directly proportional to the relative open probabilities of the slow gate.  

Based on equation 1, the relative open probabilities of the fast gate can be calculated by the 

ratio of the relative total channel and slow gate open probability. When these open 

probabilities were plotted against the voltages of the pre-pulses, activation curves were 

obtained for the individual gates.  

Voltage-dependence of relative open probabilities was analyzed by fitting a Boltzmann 

function to the data. 

𝑃(𝑉) = 𝑃𝑚𝑖𝑛 +
𝑃𝑚𝑎𝑥−𝑃𝑚𝑖𝑛

1+𝑒
𝑍𝑑𝐹(𝑉−𝑉0.5)

𝑅𝑇

   (equation 4)  

In this equation, V corresponds to the applied voltage, Zd to the charge, which moves through 

the membrane by channel gating, F to the Faraday constant, R to the gas constant and T to 

absolute temperature. V0.5 is the voltage of half maximum activation. Pmin and Pmax are the 

minimum and maximum relative open probabilities. The maximum relative open probability 

was normalized to 1. 

Determination of relative open probabilities by the here described method was feasible only 

for rClC-K1 because gating kinetics are slow enough to obtain relevant values at the beginning 

of test pulses. For hClC-Ka gating processes are different from rClC-K1, and gates adapt much 

faster to applied voltages than the orthologous channel, making it impossible to obtain 
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relative open probabilities by current amplitudes after voltage steps. Thus, open probabilities 

of hClC-Ka were determined using stationary noise analysis.  

2.2.7.5 Determination of relative channel conductances from IV-plots  

To characterize hyperpolarization-induced block for rClC-K1 relative channel conductances 

were shown for negative voltages in this study. In a first step IV-plots were established for 

voltages from -255 mV to +195 mV. Around the reversal potential of -4.8 mV the IV-

relationship of rClC-K is linear. Thus, linear regression was performed for currents between    -

55 mV and +55 mV. At voltages which were more negative than -100 mV currents decreased 

and deviated from linear regression. The fraction of measured current from the corresponding 

value of linear regression represents the relative conductance at a certain voltage. Voltage-

dependence of obtained conductance curves could be fitted by Boltzmann functions 

analogously as for relative open probabilities.  

𝐺(𝑉) = 𝐺𝑚𝑖𝑛 +
𝐺𝑚𝑎𝑥−𝐺𝑚𝑖𝑛

1+𝑒
𝑍𝑑𝐹(𝑉−𝑉0.5)

𝑅𝑇

   (equation 5) 

 

2.2.7.6 Determination of single pore parameters using stationary noise analysis 

Stationary noise analysis of macroscopic currents allows the determination of single channel 

conductance, absolute channel open probability and the number of active channels in the 

plasma membrane (Alvarez et al., 2002).  

The macroscopic current amplitude is the product of the number of membrane channels (N), 

the single channel current amplitude (i) and the single channel open probability (Po) (see 

equation 3). 

𝐼 = 𝑁 ·  𝑖 ·  𝑃𝑜             

When macroscopic current amplitude (I) changes, usually (N) and (i) do not change during 

measurement. Only the open probability of a channel (Po) changes. In turn, the current 

variance of macroscopic currents (σ2) depends on the open probability of the involved 

channels. It is smallest, if the channel is closed and open probability zero. If open probability 

increases, also current variance increases. The current variance is greatest at an open 

probability of 50% because in this case most channels change between a closed and an open 

state and variability of macroscopic current (I) is highest. If the open probability is further 

reduced, the noise is reduced, too, because more and more channels remain in the closed 
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state. In addition, the intensity of the current noise depends on the number of membrane 

channels (N) and also on the single channel current amplitude (i), which depends on the 

membrane voltage. The larger the number of membrane channels (N), the larger the 

amplitude deviations from the mean macroscopic current amplitude (I) can be. 

Accordingly, the variance of the current amplitude is related to the single channel current 

amplitude, the macroscopic current amplitude and the number of membrane channels like a 

square function (Alvarez et al., 2002):  

𝜎² = 𝑖 · 𝐼 −  
𝐼²

𝑁
               (equation 6) 

There is a linear distribution, if the variance (𝜎² ), divided by the product of the mean current 

amplitude (I) and the electric driving force (V-Vrev), was plotted against the macroscopic 

conductance (
𝐼

(𝑉−𝑉𝑟𝑒𝑣)
) (Sesti & Goldstein, 1998): 

𝜎2

𝐼 ×(𝑉−𝑉𝑟𝑒𝑣)
=  −

1

𝑁
 ·  

𝐼

(𝑉−𝑉𝑟𝑒𝑣)
+ 

𝑖

(𝑉−𝑉𝑟𝑒𝑣)
         (equation 7)  

The electrical driving force (V-Vrev) for an ion flux through chloride channels is given by the 

difference between the applied voltage and the reversal potential for chloride ions. From 

equation 7 it follows that the negative reciprocal of the slope from the regression line (−
1

𝑁
) 

corresponds to the number of active plasma membrane pores (Fig.8B). It has to be 

emphasized that in this study the (N)-number corresponds to the number of membrane pores 

and not to channels as the here investigated ClC-K channels own two individually gated pores 

per one channel. The y-axis intercept (
𝑖

(𝑉−𝑉𝑟𝑒𝑣)
) corresponds to the single pore conductance 

and the x-axis intercept to the maximum possible macroscopic conductance of the cell when 

all ion channels are open. The quotients of the conductances at the applied voltages and the 

maximum conductance represent the absolute open probabilities. The smallest measured 

variance is near the reversal potential. It has to be subtracted from all other variances because 

it includes the background noise of the system (not included in equation 7). At the reversal 

potential no currents flow, therefore the noise cannot be caused by channel action. For noise 

analyses the current traces were digitized with a sampling rate of 50 kHz. A low-pass filter with 

an upper cut-off frequency of 10 kHz was used.  

To investigate the voltage-dependence, a protocol was used that applied voltages from -5 mV 

to -255 mV to the cell for 100 ms in voltage steps of +10 mV (Fig.8A). This was followed by a 

depolarization of +75 mV for 60 ms. This depolarization caused chloride ions to flow into the 
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cell again, since the strong hyperpolarization could previously have led to a depletion of 

chloride ions in the intracellular space. The reversal potential for the chloride ion 

concentration of the here used bath and pipette solution calculated from the Nernst equation 

was -4.8 mV. Therefore, the current noise at -5 mV, which includes the background noise, was 

always subtracted from current noise at other voltages.   

This noise analysis was applied in this study on ClC-K/barttin concatamers with different α:β-

subunit stoichiometries. When cells expressing ClC-K/barttin channels were hyperpolarized, 

the current traces started to increase their noise. According to the description above, this 

noise was caused by the fact that the channels reduced their open probability. 

 

 
 

 

2.2.7.7 Single channel measurements 

Single channel measurements were used in this study to investigate single pore conductance, 

pore open probabilities and properties of fast and slow gating. They were performed in the 

cell attached or excised inside-out patch configuration. For cell attached configuration a piece 

of the plasma membrane, which was still connected to the whole cell membrane, was sealed 

to the tip of the micropipette. To obtain the excised patch mode the micropipette was then 

jerkily moved back so that the intracellular side of the membrane was directed to the bath 

solution and the extracellular side of the membrane to the pipette solution. For single channel 

Fig. 8 Conduction and evaluation of stationary noise analysis 
(A) After a holding potential of 0 mV negative voltages from -5 mV to -255 mV in 10 mV steps were applied. Subsequently, a depolarization of 
75 mV occurred (upper image). Below an exemplary current recording of hClC-Ka plus barttin is visualized. Dashed line represents 0 nA. Red 
colored current traces represent currents at voltages of -255 mV and -5 mV. (B) Exemplary stationary noise analysis of hClC-Ka plus barttin 
according to equation 7. The y-axis intercept of linear regression embodies the single pore conductance in pS, the negative reciprocal of the 
slope the number of active membrane pores and the x-axis intercept the maximum macroscopic conductance in nS. i = single pore current 
amplitude, V = applied voltage, Vrev = reversal potential, N = number of active membrane pores. 
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measurements a low pass filter with an upper cut-off frequency of 1 kHz was used. During the 

analysis of single channel measurements an additional digital low pass filter of 300 Hz was 

used. The software pCLAMP was used to comprise the statistical distribution of data over a 

defined time section and to create histograms from it. The class width for histogram 

generation was 0.01 pA. Gaussian functions (equation 8) were adapted to the histograms so 

that single pore current amplitudes could be determined through the differences between 

Gaussian peaks.   

   𝑓(𝑥) = 𝐴 
𝑒

−(𝑥−µ)2

2𝜎2

𝜎√2𝜋
   (equation 8) 

Within the Gaussian function (A) represents the amplitude of the function, (μ) the expectancy 

value or the position on the x-axis where the Gaussian function reaches its maximum and (σ) 

the standard deviation of the expectancy value or the width of the distribution, respectively. 

Histograms as well as fitted Gaussian functions were transmitted to the software Excel. On 

their basis single pore current amplitudes were determined. For calculation of single pore 

conductances, the current amplitude of a pore was divided by the applied voltage.  

During single channel measurements a ClC-K channel with two individual pores can take in 

three different conducting states: closed (C), one open pore (O1) and two open pores (O2). 

The probabilities that one pore is closed (pc) or open (po) are binomially distributed and equal 

as sum 1. 

𝑝𝑐 +  𝑝𝑜 = 1     (equation 9) 

𝑝𝑐
2 + 2𝑝𝑐𝑝𝑜 +  𝑝𝑜

2 = 1       (equation 10) 

Within equation 10 pc
2 represents the probability that both pores are closed (C), 2pcpo that 

only one pore is open (O1) and po
2 that both pores are open (O2). Gaussian functions, which 

were fitted to histograms of data distribution, represent the conditions (C), (O1) and (O2) 

(Fig.9). Using equation 10, the relative areas of the individual Gaussian curves in relation to 

the area of all Gaussian curves, which corresponds to probabilities of individual states (C), (O1) 

and (O2), could be used to determine the open probability of one pore within single channel 

recordings. 
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2.2.7.8 Inhibition of ClC-K channels by 1 mM niflumic acid 

Niflumic acid (NFA, Sigma-Aldrich) was dissolved in DMSO to a concentration of 50 mg/ml. 

From this stock solution a respective volume was transferred to bath solutions for whole cell 

or single channel measurements to obtain a final concentration of 1 mM NFA. Using a self-

made gravity-driven perfusion system NFA solution was directly applied to the cell. 

Accordingly, a bath solution without NFA, which was applied by the same perfusion system, 

served as washing solution to displace NFA from near cell environment. 

2.2.8 Statistics 
 

In this thesis bar graphs and scatter plots show mean values ± standard error of the mean 

(S.E.M.), if not otherwise indicated. Statistical analysis was performed using the software 

Sigmaplot (Systat Software Inc., San Jose, CA). One-sample Student’s t-test was used to test 

two groups for significant difference. One-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) was applied to 

test the statistical significance in multiple-group comparisons. If groups were indicated to be 

significantly different, a subsequent Holm-Sidak post hoc test was applied to determine, which 

distinct groups differ from each other. Levels of significance are indicated as follows: *, p < 

0.05; **, p < 0.01; ***, p < 0.001. 

 

Fig. 9 Binomial distribution of conductance states for a ClC-K 
channel with two independent pores 
Representative single channel current amplitude histogram of 
hClC-Ka + barttin at +50 mV and fits with the sum of three 
equidistant Gaussian distributions. Each conformation, a channel 
with two pores can take in, was fitted by one Gaussian function. 
The area of each Gaussian distribution represents the relative 
probability of occurrence, calculable by individual summands of the 
binomial equation 10. C = both pores are closed (red), O1 = only 
one pore is open (blue), O2 = both pores are open (green), pc = 
probability that one pore is closed, po = probability that one pore is 
open. 
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3 Results 
 

3.1 ClC-K/WT barttin concatamers of different stoichiometries 
 
 

Figure 10 schematically illustrates the different composition of constructs harboring ClC-K 

pore forming α-subunits and barttin β-subunits that were investigated in this study. As a 

reference, an α-subunit was expressed as monomer, which spontaneously builds the 

physiologically active ClC-K homodimer (Fig.10A). Such channels were characterized in 

absence of barttin or in presence of the co-expressed β-subunit. A great excess of barttin 

should guarantee the occupation of all relevant barttin binding sites of the channel, which 

finally forms the homodimer surrounded by the necessary number of β-subunits. All tested 

concatamers were fused to YFP at the C-terminus of the channel subunit. The first concatamer 

with fixed stoichiometry was composed of one barttin covalently linked by an amino acid 

linker to one ClC-K channel α-subunit (barttin_ClC-K; Fig.10B). Here, the C-terminus of the β-

subunit was fused to the N-terminus of the α-subunit. This orientation is recommended, 

because it has previously been shown that proper activation of the ClC-K channels depends 

on a free barttin N-terminus (Wojciechowski et al., 2018b). The α-subunits formed 

homodimers with an α:β-subunit ratio of 1:1 for one protopore or 2:2 for a ClC-K dimer. 

Moreover, the condition was tested when further β-subunits were co-expressed to occupy all 

binding sites of the pore forming subunit. The next concatamer contained two barttin 

molecules that were covalently linked to the N-terminus of ClC-K (barttin_barttin_ClC-K; 

Fig.10C). Within this protein one barttin molecule was linked by its C-terminus to the N-

terminus of the second barttin. Functionally, this concatamer forms homodimers with an α:β-

subunit ratio of 1:2 for one protopore or 2:4 for a ClC-K dimer. This condition was also tested 

in presence of additionally co-expressed barttin. Finally, we covalently linked one barttin with 

two α-subunits (barttin_ClC-K_ClC-K; Fig.10D). The β-subunit was covalently linked by its C-

terminus to the N-terminus of an α-subunit, which was itself connected to a further α-subunit 

by an amino acid linker. This construct was supposed to build no dimers because it contained 

already two α-subunits in an α:β-subunit ratio of 2:1. As for the other concatamers, this 

protein was characterized under additional barttin overexpression, too. 
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3.1.1 hClC-Ka and barttin expression in HEK293T and MDCKII cells 
 

We first investigated proper expression of ClC-K/barttin constructs. Here, plasmids encoding 

the DNA of the investigated proteins were transiently transfected into HEK293T or MDCKII 

cells. HEK293T cells were used for biochemical analyses and especially for patch clamp 

experiments. This cell line harbors the SV40 large T antigen, which causes a robust expression 

even of proteins with potentially lower rates of biosynthesis like disease-causing mutant 

proteins or large concatamers (Pear et al., 1993). The MDCKII cells offer a lower expression 

efficiency of heterologous proteins than HEK293T cells and are therefore more suitable for 

the characterization of subcellular localization and trafficking. They, moreover, grow as 

monolayer with tight cell to cell contacts resembling epithelial tissue. In a first step, hClC-Ka 

monomers tagged with the mYFP at their C-terminus were expressed in HEK293T or MDCKII 

cells in absence or presence of barttin tagged with mCFP at its C-terminus. Subsequently, cells 

were lysed and equal amounts of protein lysates were subjected to SDS-PAGE. Figure 11 

depicts representative fluorescence images of gels containing separated α- and β-subunits, 

expressed from both cell lines. hClC-Ka_mYFP is visible in each lane of both gels (red color). 

Between 75 and 100 kDa there are three bands for the α-subunit, which were caused by 

different glycosylation-states of the channel protein. The lowest one is the non-glycosylated 

 
Fig. 10 Design of ClC-K/barttin channels with diverse stoichiometries as investigated in this study 
ClC-K channels were either expressed as α-subunit monomers (A) or as α-subunit monomers covalently linked to one (B) or two β-subunits 
(C) or as two linked α-subunits connected to one β-subunit (D). All constructs were C-terminally fused to a YFP-tag (not shown). Proteins 
from (A) to (C) are expected to build channel homodimers after expression. As concatamers in (D) were already designed as α-subunit 
homodimer, multimerization is not assumed (crossed arrow). All conditions were analyzed both without and with excessive additional barttin 
co-expression. Barttin = green circle; ClC-K α-subunit (monomer) = red cylinder. 
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(open circle), the middle one the core-glycosylated (filled circle) and the highest band the 

complex-glycosylated state of the channel (hashtag; Wojciechowski et al., 2018b, Janssen at 

al., 2009). Core-glycosylation is performed in the endoplasmic reticulum (ER) during channel 

maturation, whereas binding of more sugar residues to the asparagines at positions 364 and 

373 (Kieferle et al., 1994) results in larger, complex-glycosylated channels during trafficking 

through the Golgi apparatus. Both HEK293T and MDCKII cells show all three hClC-Ka 

glycosylation patterns in whole cell lysates. For MDCKII cells the relative fraction of non-

glycosylated channel seems to be reduced in comparison to HEK293T cells. Potentially, the 

amount of non-glycosylated channel is higher in HEK293T as this cell line exhibits stronger 

overexpression of heterologously expressed proteins, which lag behind glycosylation. Bands 

below the non-glycosylated channel are probably caused by protein degradation. Due to full 

disruption of quaternary protein structures by SDS, fluorescent bands exclusively represent 

monomeric α-subunits. When barttin_mCFP was co-expressed, as shown in the right lanes of 

both gels (green color), it migrated according to a molecular weight of around 60 kDa. In 

presence of the β-subunit total expression of the channel protein was reduced in both cell 

lines, which is likely caused by competitive usage of cellular pathways for protein biosynthesis.  

 

 

 

3.1.2 hClC-Ka/barttin concatamers are expressed in HEK293T and MDCKII cells and 

transported to the plasma membrane 

An essential prerequisite of this study was the robust expression of concatamers with diverse 

stoichiometries of - and -subunits. Especially, their expression in HEK293T cells was 

necessary for functional characterization using the patch clamp technique. For this, HEK293T 

cells expressing hClC-Ka and concatamers in absence or presence of additional barttin were 

lysed and whole cell lysates were separated by SDS-PAGE. Figure 12A shows an 

Fig. 11 Fluorescence scan of SDS-PAGE gels with protein lysates 
from HEK293T and MDCKII cells expressing hClC-Ka_mYFP (red) 
alone or with barttin_mCFP (green) 
ClC-K channels typically feature three distinctive bands in SDS-
PAGEs: Non-glycosylated (○), core-glycosylated (●) and complex-
glycosylated channel monomers (#). Core-glycosylation is 
performed in the endoplasmic reticulum and complex-
glycosylation in the Golgi apparatus. Barttin forms only one 
distinctive band.  
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image of a representative SDS-PAGE gel together with densitometric expression analysis (n=3; 

hClC-Ka_mYFP in red, barttin_mCFP in green). hClC-Ka monomers in absence of barttin 

migrated between 75 and 100 kDa and exhibited the highest expression level. They served as 

reference for all other conditions. The concatamer barttin_hClC-Ka without further co-

expression of barttin migrated - as expected - around 100 to 150 kDa and was significantly 

lower expressed than the α-subunit monomer. The concatamer barttin_barttin_hClC-Ka 

 
Fig. 12 Expression and plasma membrane insertion of hClC-Ka/barttin concatamers 
(A) Fluorescence scan of a SDS-PAGE gel with protein lysates from HEK293T cells expressing hClC-Ka/barttin_mYFP concatamers (red) without 
or with barttin_mCFP (green). The faint red bands below the Ka monomer and the concatamers at around 60 kDa are degradation products 
of the channel and not barttin molecules. The quantitative expression analysis is shown in a bar chart below. Relative expression levels were 
normalized to the expression of the hClC-Ka monomer (white bar). All data show mean values ± S.E.M.. Student’s t-test was performed to 
test for significance (n>3, ** p < 0.01; *** p < 0.001). Inset shows linear correlation between the relative protein expression level and the 
calculated molecular weight. Dot colors correlate to colors of the bar chart. (B) Confocal microscopy images of MDCKII cells, expressing hClC-
Ka_mYFP monomers or concatamers in absence or presence of additional barttin_mCFP. YFP is visualized in red and CFP in green. Co-
localization of α- and β-subunits is visualized in yellow. – barttin = without barttin co-expression, + barttin = with barttin co-expression. Scale 
bars = 10 µm. (C) Fluorescence scan of SDS-PAGE gels with protein lysates from HEK293T (left) and MDCKII cells (right) expressing hClC-Ka 
monomers in absence or presence of barttin as well as hClC-Ka/barttin concatamers. YFP-tagged α-subunits were visualized in the YFP- and 
barttin in the CFP-channel. Total cell lysates (t) and surface membrane fractions (s), obtained from biotinylation assay, were loaded pairwise 
onto the gel. Relative plasma membrane expression of ClC-K proteins was determined by dividing surface membrane fluorescence intensity 
by intensity of total cell lysate and normalizing this to the condition hClC-Ka + barttin (black bar). All data show mean values ± S.E.M. (n=4 
(HEK293T), n>3 (MDCKII)). Statistical difference was tested by one-way ANOVA. Western blot (WB) detecting GAPDH was used to exclude 
contamination of surface membrane fractions by cytosolic proteins. Ka (+ B) = hClC-Ka (+ barttin), B_Ka (+ B) = barttin_hClC-Ka (+ barttin), 
B_B_Ka (+ B) = barttin_barttin_hClC-Ka (+ barttin). 
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migrated at around 170 to 180 kDa and was even lower expressed than the barttin_hClC-Ka 

concatamer. In presence of additional barttin the expression level for hClC-Ka monomers as 

well as for the concatamers was reduced. Interestingly, in presence of barttin_mCFP the 

complex-glycosylated protein fraction almost vanished. Between barttin_hClC-Ka and 

barttin_barttin_hClC-Ka there was still a significant difference when additional β-subunits 

were present in excess. The insert in figure 12A visualizes a linear relationship between the 

molecular weight of proteins and their relative expression. The longer the concatamer 

sequence the lower was the fluorescence intensity and therefore also the expression. 

Excessive barttin co-expression decreased channel biosynthesis and the slope of linear 

regression.  

Besides robust expression a successful transport of all investigated concatamers to the plasma 

membrane was also indispensable for whole cell current recording in patch clamp 

experiments. Moreover, checking the surface membrane presence of all concatamers gave 

information about the number of β- per α-subunits that is necessary for proper trafficking of 

the channel complex. We performed confocal microscopy to evaluate the effect of α:β-subunit 

stoichiometry on subcellular localization and plasma membrane trafficking. 48 h after 

transfection of MDCKII cells with plasmids encoding hClC-Ka_mYFP, barttin_mCFP or 

combinations of both cells were subjected to live cell confocal imaging. YFP fluorescence is 

shown in red and CFP fluorescence in green (Fig.12B). In absence of barttin a great fraction of 

hClC-Ka stayed in intracellular compartments (a). Barttin, solely expressed, was well 

transported to the plasma membrane even without the α-subunit (b). Furthermore, 

subcellular localization was tested under co-expression of both subunits (c). The individual 

fluorescence signals (mYFP in red, mCFP in green) are shown on the left side. An overlay of 

both signals in the middle panel should indicate co-localization of hClC-Ka and barttin by a 

yellow color. On the right side of this merged image the same section of the cell layer is 

presented together with transmitted light, demonstrating that evaluated signals are not 

generated by auto-fluorescence of cells but by specific fluorophore expression within 

individual cells of a confluent layer. In presence of barttin α- and β-subunit co-localized well 

in the plasma membrane as visualized by the yellow color in the merged image. This finding 

agrees very well with previously published observations (Scholl et al., 2006). Barttin_hClC-Ka 

in absence of further β-subunits also localized at the plasma membrane, indicating that one 

barttin per α-subunit is sufficient for proper transport of the whole channel complex (d). 
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Excess of barttin by co-expression of further β-subunits did not lead to an apparent change of 

concatamer distribution (e). Both barttin_hClC-Ka and unlinked β-subunit co-localized well at 

the plasma membrane. Same holds true for the concatamer barttin_barttin_hClC-Ka in 

absence and presence of additional β-subunits (f,g). In both cases concatamers were well 

transported to the plasma membrane.  

Although confocal images show both barttin_hClC-Ka and barttin_barttin_hClC-Ka localized at 

the plasma membrane they did not prove the integration of proteins into this surface 

membrane. Instead, it could be possible that they stayed in intracellular compartments in 

closest proximity to the cell surface. To exclude this possibility, biotinylation experiments were 

performed. During this approach only proteins incorporated in the plasma membrane were 

labeled with biotin from the extracellular side, which gave the opportunity to separate them 

from all other intracellular proteins. Therefore, HEK293T or MDCKII cells expressing the 

investigated proteins were exposed to biotin and subsequently lysed. Biotinylated proteins 

were isolated by NeutrAvidin beads and both whole cell lysate and purified surface membrane 

fractions were subjected to SDS-PAGE (see ‘methods’ chapter for details). Fluorescence scans 

of SDS-PAGE gels revealed the relative surface membrane fraction of YFP- and CFP-labeled 

proteins compared to the whole cell fraction of such proteins. Figure 12C represents 

fluorescence scans of electrophoresed proteins obtained from lysates of HEK293T (left) and 

MDCKII cells (right). The upper lane depicts the YFP fluorescence of the hClC-Ka α-subunit 

unlinked or linked to β-subunits. Fluorescence of additionally co-expressed barttin_mCFP is 

shown in the middle line and GAPDH, which was detected by Western Blot, in the lowest line. 

For HEK293T cells hClC-Ka channels were integrated into the plasma membrane even in 

absence of barttin. The relative fraction of complex-glycosylated channels was larger than in 

the whole cell lysate. The same holds true for the same condition in MDCKII cells. Plasma 

membrane insertion of hClC-Ka in HEK2932T cells in presence of unlinked barttin was 

comparable but with a higher fraction of non-/core-glycosylated channel protein. Also in 

MDCKII cells hClC-Ka was inserted into the plasma membrane to similar extend but exhibited 

a greater portion of complex-glycosylated channel protein than in HEK293T cells. With regard 

to the surface membrane expression of hClC-Ka/barttin concatamers, which is presented on 

the right side of both gels, biotinylation experiments confirmed results from confocal 

microscopy. Both concatamers with one or two barttins bound to one α-subunit were able to 

reach the surface membrane in HEK293T and MDCKII cells. Still, surface membrane expression 
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depended on total channel/concatamer expression (see also Fig.12A). Therefore, surface 

membrane expression decreased proportionally the longer the concatamer was. To compare 

the relative plasma membrane fraction of all tested conditions, the surface membrane 

fractions of the α-subunits were normalized to the fractions of the total cell lysate. By further 

normalization to the maximum mean value - in this case hClC-Ka plus extra barttin – this 

condition was set, as reference, to 1. This quantification is shown in bar graphs, resulting from 

three gels, below the gel images (see Fig.12C). There was no significant difference in relative 

surface membrane expression for all tested constructs. Despite the remarkable trend of 

expression decrease compared to the two other conditions - especially in MDCKII cells - this 

finding is in accordance with confocal imaging for both concatamers and prove the successful 

insertion of concatamers into the surface membrane. Notably, there was also no difference 

between the two conditions when the α-subunit is expressed without and with β-subunit co-

expression. This is at a first glance in contradiction to confocal microscopy and previous results 

that demonstrate an enhancement of ClC-K channel insertion into the plasma membrane by 

barttin (Scholl et al., 2006). In the ‘discussion’ chapter this finding will be debated in more 

detail. Western blots detecting GAPDH were performed as control for contamination of 

surface membrane fractions by cytosolic proteins. In case of cytosolic contamination, GAPDH 

would be present also in the surface membrane fraction. As shown in the lowest panel of 

images in figure 12C, GAPDH is only detectable in the whole cell lysate but not in the surface 

membrane fraction. 

 

3.1.3 Two β-subunits per α-subunit are sufficient to increase hClC-Ka currents similar to 

barttin excess 

One major aspect of this thesis was the electrophysiological characterization of concatamers 

with different ClC-K/barttin stoichiometries. Up to now, it is unknown whether one or more 

barttin molecules per channel subunit are sufficient to bestow full electrophysiological 

functionality on the ClC-K channel complex. Therefore, the use of ClC-K/barttin concatamers 

should illuminate the effects of different α:β-subunit stoichiometries on channel function. 

Currents of hClC-Ka/barttin concatamers, which were expressed in HEK293T cells, were 

analyzed electrophysiologically using the whole cell patch clamp technique. Figure 13A shows 

representative current traces of hClC-Ka under different α:β-subunit stoichiometries for 
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voltages between -255 and +195 mV. hClC-Ka without any β-subunit was not conducting and 

generated no currents. If the β-subunit was co-expressed or included in a concatamer, the 

channel complex became conductive. The reduction of current amplitudes at negative 

voltages below -150 mV is characteristic for hClC-Ka currents and interpreted as a 

hyperpolarization-induced ‘block’ (Fischer et al., 2010; Riazuddin et al., 2009; Steinke et al., 

2015; Wojciechowski et al., 2015). For the sake of clarity, current traces at -255 and +195 mV 

are colored in red in figure 13A. Mean IV-plots of tested conditions are visualized in figure 13B. 

The current/voltage (I/V) relationship at positive potentials is linear, giving a hook-like shape 

for the IV-plot. In presence of barttin abundance hClC-Ka channels produced mean whole cell 

current amplitudes of around 9 nA at +105 mV (Fig.13B,C). If one barttin is linked to one 

channel subunit, the channels were active, too, but with strongly decreased current 

amplitudes of about 1 nA at +105 mV. The co-expression of additional barttin raised current 

amplitudes to around 7 nA. This observation differs from the condition with two barttin 

molecules bound to one channel subunit. Here, the current of the concatamer in absence of 

additional barttin exceeded with around 6 nA the concatamer current in presence of 

additional barttin with about 4 nA. At a first glance, this is surprising because a greater excess 

of barttin is known to increase ClC-K currents. However, it is important to consider the 

different cellular expression of concatamers with varying composition and molecular weight. 

As described above the expression of channels and concatamers strongly depend on their 

protein size and whether there is a co-expression of additional barttin. Thus, mean currents 

at +105 mV were normalized to the relative expression level of pore forming α-subunits to 

obtain valuable information about effects of the here tested α:β-subunit stoichiometry 

(Fig.13D). After normalization, it became obvious that addition of extra barttin resulted in an 

enormous increase in current amplitude, if no or one barttin was linked to one channel 

subunit. If two barttins were linked to one channel subunit, there is no significant difference 

between presence and absence of co-expressed barttin. These results indicate that two 

barttin molecules per hClC-Ka channel subunit are necessary and sufficient to reach full 

channel activity. Nevertheless, one barttin per channel subunit is able to activate hClC-Ka at 

least to a small extend.  
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3.1.4 hClC-Ka/barttin stoichiometry influences single pore properties 

In the next step, the great difference between the currents of one and two barttins bound to 

a channel subunit will be elucidated in more detail. The whole cell current amplitude (I) of 

hClC-Ka is not only dependent on the expression of ClC-K channel complexes but additionally 

on the single pore current amplitude (i) and the open probability of the channel (Po) (see 

equation 3).  

𝐼 = 𝑁 ∙  𝑖 ∙  𝑃𝑜 

As only active membrane pores, which are inserted into the plasma membrane, contribute to 

the whole cell current (I), the parameter (N) is not only dependent on the whole cell 

expression but also on proper trafficking of the channel complex. It was shown by confocal 

microscopy and biotinylation assay that proper channel trafficking is f by one or two barttins 

available per one α-subunit. To investigate the influence of different α:β-subunit 

stoichiometries on single pore current amplitude (i) and channel open probability (Po) of hClC-

Fig. 13 Currents of hClC-Ka concatamers in absence and presence of additional barttin 
(A) Representative current traces of hClC-Ka concatamers in absence and presence of additional barttin after application of voltages between 
-255 mV and +195 mV. Red colored current traces represent currents at voltages of -255 mV and +195 mV. Dashed line represents 0 nA. (B) 
IV-plot of hClC-Ka concatamers, showing a hook-shaped IV-relationship at negative voltages. All data are mean values (± S.E.M. for Ka and 
Ka + B). (C) Mean current at +105 mV. All data are mean values ± S.E.M.. (D) Mean current at +105 mV normalized to channel expression as 
shown in Fig.12A. All data are mean values ± S.E.M.. Statistical significance was tested using Student’s t-test. B-D: Ka: n=9, Ka + B: n=21, B_Ka: 
n= 18, B_Ka + B: n=15, B_B_Ka: n= 35, B_B_Ka + B: n=13, *** p < 0.001, n.s. = not significant. Ka (+ B) = hClC-Ka (+ barttin), B_Ka (+ B) = 
barttin_hClC-Ka (+ barttin), B_B_Ka (+ B) = barttin_barttin_hClC-Ka (+ barttin). 
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Ka either single channel measurements are required or a special method, the noise analysis 

of whole cell currents. In the following part the stationary noise analysis was applied in a first 

instance to elucidate how the stoichiometry between both subunits affects single pore 

parameters. 

For this, negative voltages from -5 to -255 mV for 100 ms were applied and current amplitude 

and current variance were measured. As shown in figure 14A the current amplitude decreased 

and current variance increased for voltages below -150 mV. A voltage step to +75 mV (50 ms) 

was subsequently applied to avoid depletion of chloride ions from the intracellular solution by 

successive hyperpolarization, which presents strong outward driving forces for negative 

charges. Figure 14B shows representative noise analyses for the tested channels/concatamers 

in presence and absence of additional barttin. The macroscopic current variance (noise), 

normalized to the product of the mean current amplitude and the electrical driving force was 

plotted against the macroscopic conductance. A linear regression line yields the unitary 

channel conductance as y-axis-intercept. The number of active channel pores in the plasma 

membrane is given by the negative reciprocal of the slope from linear regression. A more 

detailed description of noise analysis including mathematical derivation can be found in the 

chapter ‘methods’. Co-expressed barttin led to a single pore conductance of approximately 24 

pS for hClC-Ka (black dots/bars, Fig.14B,D). When only one barttin was linked to a channel 

subunit, the single pore conductance was significantly decreased to around 13 pS (red 

dots/bars). Accordingly, the macroscopic conductance was also decreased for the same 

concatamer, since the number of active membrane pores was smaller than for other 

conditions. Reduced pore numbers led to a steeper slope in the representative plot of figure 

14B because the pore number is given by the negative reciprocal of the slope (− 
1

𝑁
). In 

conclusion, the small macroscopic current amplitude generated by α:β-subunits with a 1:1 

stoichiometry (see Fig.13A) is not only explained by lower protein expression but also by lower 

conductance of the single pore. Availability of more than one barttin per subunit raised the 

conductance to about 20 pS. However, for the concatamer, which owned two barttins per 

channel subunit, the single pore conductance was not affected by co-expressed barttin. But 

for both conditions, in presence and absence of additional barttin (dark and light blue 

dots/bars), the conductances were still significantly lower than those of hClC-Ka with co-

expression of barttin.  
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Since whole cell currents represent mean conditions for thousands of channels, slightly 

reduced mean conductance could be interpreted as mixture of different channel states with 

full and reduced conduction depending on the number of barttin molecules bound to a single 

pore. Then, binding of β-subunits to the α-subunit within a concatamer is supposed to be 

reduced compared to the hClC-Ka homodimer. Furthermore, this could explain the small 

number of active membrane pores for the concatamer with a 1:1 stoichiometry despite proper 

expression levels. For this condition many pores, which do not bind barttin in correct manner, 

would stay completely inactive and do not contribute to current and noise, as if these pores 

do not exist. Therefore, the conductance value of 12 pS for a 1:1 stoichiometry cannot result 

by a mixture of full and no conductance but by a reduced conductance of active pores 

featuring one correctly bound β-subunit. To evaluate results for single pore conductance 

obtained by stationary noise analysis hClC-Ka/barttin concatamers were subjected to single 

channel measurements. The outcome of these experiments is presented below in chapter 

3.3.2.   

 
Fig. 14 Stationary noise analysis of hClC-Ka concatamers in absence and presence of additional barttin 
(A) Representative current trace of hClC-Ka + barttin used for stationary noise analysis. Voltages from -5 mV to -255 mV were applied for 100 
ms followed by +75 mV for 50 ms. For more negative voltages current decreases with increasing noise. Dashed line represents 0 nA. (B) 
Representative stationary noise analyses for hClC-Ka and concatamers in absence and presence of barttin. Data points were fitted by linear 
regression. (C) Mean chloride conductance of tested hClC-Ka/barttin stoichiometries, obtained by y-axis intercepts of linear regressions as in 
(B). All data are mean values ± S.E.M. Statistical significance was tested by one-way ANOVA and Holm–Sidak post hoc test versus Ka + B: F(6, 

65) = 20.2 and p < 0.001, Ka +B: n=12, B_Ka: n= 9, B_Ka + B: n=9, B_B_Ka: n=19, B_B_Ka + B: n=7. (D) Absolute open probabilities of tested 
hClC-Ka/barttin stoichiometries at negative voltages, determined from (B). (E) Voltage of half maximum activation (V0.5) obtained from fits 
of activation curves from (D). All data in (D) and (E) are shown as mean ± S.E.M.. Statistical significance was tested using one-way ANOVA 
and Holm–Sidak post hoc test versus Ka + B: F(6, 55) = 9.3 and p < 0.001, Ka +B: n=11, B_Ka: n= 6, B_Ka + B: n=10, B_B_Ka: n=17, B_B_Ka + B: 
n=6. Ka (+ B) = hClC-Ka (+ barttin), B_Ka (+ B) = barttin_hClC-Ka (+ barttin), B_B_Ka (+ B) = barttin_barttin_hClC-Ka (+ barttin). 
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Figure 14D illustrates the voltage-dependence of absolute open channel probabilities, which 

were determined as the quotient of the conductance at certain voltages and the maximum 

absolute macroscopic conductance represented as x-axis intercept. Activation curves are 

presented as mean values from measurements of various cells. For each cell, the activation 

curve was fitted separately by a Boltzmann function. Parameters of these fits were consulted 

to evaluate potential differences between tested conditions. Considering the voltage at half 

maximum activation (V0.5), there is no difference between almost all stoichiometries (Fig.14E). 

Very low scatter within approaches results in few cases of significance between constructs 

without substantial shifts of activation curves. 

 

3.1.5 rClC-K1/barttin concatamers are expressed in HEK293T and MDCKII cells and 

transported to the plasma membrane 

Generally, two different gates regulate ClC-K channels. The protopore gate opens and closes 

the individual pore of each subunit and a distinct common gate regulates both pores of the 

dimer together. With hClC-Ka, however, such gating processes are not visible in whole cell 

recordings, because the common gate is constitutively opened by barttin and the channel is 

not conductive in absence of barttin (Fischer et al., 2010; Riazuddin et al., 2009; Steinke et al., 

2015; Wojciechowski et al., 2015). Therefore, we also studied effects of α:β-subunit 

stoichiometry on the rodent rClC-K1 channel. In contrast to hClC-Ka, rClC-K1 shows time-

dependent gating of the fast protopore and slow common gate, which offers the possibility to 

analyze stoichiometry effects on channel kinetics. In addition, rClC-K1 is the only ClC-K channel 

that is conductive even in absence of barttin, displaying inverse voltage dependencies for fast 

und slow gating processes (Fischer et al., 2010). Therefore, rClC-K1 channels with the same 

α:β-subunit stoichiometries as for hClC-Ka were constructed. 

As for hClC-Ka, successful concatamer expression in HEK293T cells was tested in a first step.  

Figure 15A shows a representative fluorescence SDS-PAGE gel with YFP fluorescence of α-

subunit monomers/concatamers in red and CFP fluorescence of barttin in green, together with 

expression analysis obtained from three gels. The rClC-K1 monomer in absence of barttin 

exhibited the highest expression level and, therefore, served as reference for all other 

conditions. The concatamer barttin_rClC-K1 in absence of barttin excess migrated at  
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an expected molecular weight of 110 to 150 kDa and was lower expressed than the α-subunit 

monomer. The concatamer barttin_barttin_rClC-K1 in absence of barttin excess migrated at 

around 170 to 180 kDa and was lower expressed than the rClC-K1 monomer and barttin_rClC-

K1. In presence of additional barttin the expression level for rClC-K1 monomers as well as for 

the concatamers was reduced. Moreover, in presence of barttin the complex-glycosylated 

monomer/concatamer fraction almost vanished. These results are in complete accordance 

with the hClC-Ka/barttin concatamers. However, the difference between barttin_rClC-K1 and 

 
Fig. 15 Expression and plasma membrane insertion of rClC-K1/barttin concatamers 
(A) Fluorescence scan of a SDS-PAGE gel with protein lysates from HEK293T cells expressing rClC-K1/barttin_mYFP concatamers (red) without 
or with barttin_mCFP (green) together with quantitative expression analysis shown in a bar chart below. Relative expression levels were 
normalized to the expression of the rClC-K1 monomer (white bar). All data show mean values ± S.E.M. (n>3, ** p < 0.01; *** p < 0.001). 
Student’s t-test was performed to test for significance. Inset shows linear correlation between the relative protein expression level and the 
calculated molecular weight. Dot colors correlate to colors of the bar chart. (B) Confocal microscopy images of MDCKII cells, expressing rClC-
K1_mYFP monomers (a,b) or barttin_rClC-K1_mYFP (c,d) and barttin_barttin_rClC-K1_mYFP (e,f) in absence or presence of additional 
barttin_mCFP. YFP is visualized in red and CFP in green. Co-localization of α- and β-subunits is visualized in yellow. – barttin = without barttin 
co-expression, + barttin = with barttin co-expression. Scale bars = 10 µm. (C) Fluorescence scan of SDS-PAGE gels with protein lysates from 
HEK293T (left) and MDCKII cells (right) expressing rClC-K1 monomers in absence or presence of barttin as well as rClC-K1/barttin concatamers. 
YFP-tagged α-subunits were visualized in the YFP- and barttin in the CFP-channel. Total cell lysates (t) and surface membrane fractions (s), 
obtained from biotinylation assay, were loaded pairwise onto the gel. Relative plasma membrane expression of ClC-K proteins was 
determined by dividing of surface membrane fluorescence intensity by intensity of total cell lysate and normalizing this to the condition hClC-
Ka + barttin. All data show mean values ± S.E.M. (n=3 (HEK293T), n=3 (MDCKII)). Statistical difference was tested by one-way ANOVA. Western 
blot (WB) detecting GAPDH was used to exclude contamination of surface membrane fractions by cytosolic proteins. K1 (+ B) = rClC-K1 (+ 
barttin), B_K1 (+ B) = barttin_rClC-K1 (+ barttin), B_B_K1 (+ B) = barttin_barttin_rClC-K1 (+ barttin). 
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barttin_barttin_rClC-K1 under barttin excess was not significant as for hClC-Ka. The insert in 

figure 15A visualizes a linear relationship between the molecular weight and the relative 

protein expression comparable to figure 12A. The longer the concatamer sequence the lower 

is the fluorescence intensity and therefore also the expression. A further barttin excess 

decreased the slope of linear regression.  

To test the subcellular distribution of rClC-K1 concatamers, confocal microscopy was 

performed. MDCKII cells were imaged 48 h after transfection with plasmids encoding the 

desired proteins. YFP fluorescence of α-subunits/concatamers is depicted in red and CFP 

fluorescence of β-subunits in green (Fig.15B). rClC-K1 in absence of barttin stayed 

intracellularly in major parts but also entered the plasma membrane (a). In presence of barttin 

α- and β-subunits channel complexes were well transported to the surface membrane (b). The 

single fluorescence channels are shown on the left side of this merged picture. On the right 

side the same recording together with transmitted light demonstrates that successfully 

transfected cells belonged to a confluent monolayer showing specific fluorophore expression 

without any auto-fluorescence of non-transfected cells. Barttin_rClC-K1 in absence of further 

β-subunits also localized at the plasma membrane, demonstrating that one β- per α-subunit 

is sufficient for proper rClC-K1 transport (c). In contrast to approaches with hClC-Ka 

concatamers, cytosol of some transfected MDCKII cells displayed uniform YFP staining, which 

is not expected for fluorescent tags fused to membrane-associated proteins. It was probably 

caused by some degradation of rClC-K1 concatamers leading to freely floating YFP molecules 

within the cytosol. The excess of β-subunits led again to a clear surface membrane localization 

of this concatamer and barttin (d). Same holds true for barttin_barttin_rClC-K1 in absence (e) 

and presence (f) of additional β-subunits. In both cases this concatamer was well transported 

to the plasma membrane. Also barttin_barttin_rClC-K1 exhibited a pronounced degradation 

leading to free YFP in the cytosol. Therefore, it seems to be a special and characteristic finding 

for rClC-K1 constructs. 

To substantiate the insertion of rClC-K1 concatamers into surface membrane and to confirm 

confocal microscopy, biotinylation experiments were performed analogously to hClC-Ka 

concatamers as described above. Figure 15C represents fluorescence scans of 

electrophoresed protein lysates from HEK293T (left) and MDCKII cells (right), revealing the 

relative surface membrane fraction of YFP- and CFP-labeled proteins compared to the whole 

cell fraction. The upper lane depicts the YFP fluorescence of the α-subunit unlinked or linked 
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to β-subunits. CFP fluorescence of additional barttin expression is shown in the middle line 

and GAPDH, which was detected by Western Blot, in the lowest line. rClC-K1 in absence and 

presence of barttin was integrated into plasma membrane for HEK293T and MDCKII cells. Also 

both concatamers with one or two barttins bound to one α-subunit were able to reach the 

surface membrane. For all conditions plasma membrane fraction comprised a higher fraction 

of complex-glycosylated channels compared to the total cell fraction. In HEK293T cells barttin 

predominantly promoted the plasma membrane insertion of non-/core-glycosylated 

channels, while in MDCKII cells mainly complex-glycosylated channels were incorporated into 

the surface membrane. As for hClC-Ka concatamers, surface membrane expression depends 

on total α-subunit/concatamer expression, which decreased for proteins with higher 

molecular weight (see also Fig.15A). To compare the relative plasma membrane fraction of all 

tested conditions, the surface membrane fractions of the α-subunits were normalized to the 

fractions of the total cell lysate. This quantification is shown in bar graphs, which include 

results from three gels. There was no significant difference in relative surface membrane 

expression for all tested constructs. This finding is in accordance with confocal imaging for 

both concatamers and proves the insertion of concatamers into the surface membrane. 

Noteworthy, the presence or absence of barttin did not alter the relative plasma membrane 

expression of rClC-K1. This seems in contradiction to confocal microscopy and literature 

results that demonstrated an enhancement of ClC-K channel insertion into the plasma 

membrane by barttin (Scholl et al., 2006). As for hClC-Ka concatamers this finding is 

commented in the ‘discussion’ chapter. Western blots detecting GAPDH showed that there is 

no contamination of plasma membrane fractions by cytosolic compounds because GAPDH 

was only visible in whole cell lysate fraction (Fig.15C, lowest panels).   

3.1.6 Two β-subunits per α-subunit are sufficient to increase rClC-K1 currents similar to 

barttin excess 

For hClC-Ka we found that α:β-subunit stoichiometry has a remarkable influence on whole cell 

current amplitudes by modulation of single pore parameters. In a next step, it was tested how 

the α:β-subunit stoichiometry affects the rClC-K1 channel properties. Figure 16A 

demonstrates representative patch clamp recordings of rClC-K1 as well as rClC-K1/barttin 

concatamers in absence and presence of co-expressed barttin. Corresponding IV-plots, which 

were measured immediately after initial capacitive peak, are shown in figure 16B. Without 

barttin rClC-K1 currents revealed a time-dependent current decrease upon depolarization and 
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an increase upon hyperpolarization. IV-plot shows a rather linear relationship especially under 

negative voltages and a mean current amplitude of 2.4 nA at +105 mV (Fig.16B,C, white 

dots/bars). rClC-K1 currents changed their kinetics under co-expression of excessive amounts 

of barttin. Here, current traces lost time-dependence. Instead, IV-plots revealed a 

hyperpolarization-induced reduction of current amplitudes (Fig.16B, black dots). Both missing 

time-dependent gating and the hook-shaped IV-plot have been reported to be characteristic 

features of the human hClC-Ka. The here obtained results, however, indicate that these 

features are also characteristic for rClC-K1. The barttin-dependent current increase results in 

a mean current amplitude of 6.4 nA at +105 mV (Fig.16C, black bars). 

 

  

 

For the concatamer barttin_rClC-K1 instantaneous currents decreased under positive and 

increased under negative potentials similar to the condition in absence of barttin (Fig.16A). 

However, now a hyperpolarization-induced current reduction became apparent, being one 

hint for interaction of the linked barttin with the channel protein (Fig.16B, red line). 

Furthermore, current amplitudes were increased to 5.8 nA at +105 mV (Fig.16C, red bar). A 

barttin excess by co-expression led to a diminished time-dependent gating and a pronounced 

hook-shaped IV-plot as observed for rClC-K1 in co-expression of barttin (Fig.16A,B, pink line). 

Mean current amplitude was 6.1 nA at +105 mV (Fig.16C, pink bar). 

Fig. 16 Currents of rClC-K1/barttin concatamers in absence and presence of additional barttin 
(A) Representative current traces of rClC-K1 concatamers in absence and presence of additional barttin after application of voltages between 
-255 mV and +195 mV. Red colored current traces represent currents at voltages at -255 mV and +195 mV. Dashed line represents 0 nA. (B) 
IV-plots of all tested rClC-K1 stoichiometries, measured immediately after initial capacitive peak. All values are shown as mean (± S.E.M. for 
K1 and K1 + B). (C) Mean current at +105 mV. All data are shown as mean ± S.E.M.. (D) Relative expression levels of rClC-K1 
monomers/concatamers in absence and presence of additional barttin as shown in Fig.15A (E) Mean current at +105 mV normalized to 
channel expression as shown in (D). All data are shown as mean ± S.E.M.. Statistical significance was tested using Student’s t-test. B,C,E: K1: 
n=11, K1 + B: n=13, B_K1: n= 21, B_K1 + B: n=14, B_B_K1: n= 10, B_B_Ka + B: n=9, ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001, n.s. = not significant. K1 (+ B) = 

rClC-K1 (+ barttin), B_K1 (+ B) = barttin_rClC-K1 (+ barttin), B_B_K1 (+ B) = barttin_barttin_rClC-K1 (+ barttin). 
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Currents of barttin_barttin_rClC-K1 showed a slight time-dependent gating but a more 

apparent hyperpolarization-induced block demonstrating an even stronger barttin influence 

as compared to barttin_rClC-K1 (Fig.16A,B, blue line). The mean current amplitude was 4 nA 

at +105 mV (Fig.16C, blue bar) and thus lower than for barttin_rClC-K1. The presence of more 

β-subunits led to a further current reduction to 2.5 nA at +105 mV but also to a reduced time-

dependent gating, which was observable for all the other channel constructs, too 

(Fig.16A,B,C). However, as for hClC-Ka, it was necessary to normalize currents to expression 

levels shown in figure 16D. Normalization unraveled that currents could be boosted by 

additional barttin expression for channel subunits with no or only one linked barttin (Fig.16E). 

Only if two barttins were linked to one channel subunit, additional barttin expression did not 

lead to a further current increase. This is conform to results of hClC-Ka, which indicate that 

two barttins per channel subunit are necessary for full activation of ClC-K in both subtypes of 

channel.  

  

3.1.7 Two β-subunits per α-subunit are sufficient to maximally induce hyperpolarization block 

Because the reduction of current amplitudes at negative voltages seemed to be one possible 

criterion to quantify the effect of rClC-K1/barttin stoichiometry on channel function, we 

analyzed this hyperpolarization-induced current reduction for the different α:β-subunit 

compositions more precisely. As similar current reduction at negative voltages was also 

observed for hClC-Ka, the current reduction for rClC-K1 is, consistently, also called ‘block’ in 

the following parts even though the exact mechanism is not known so far. Figure 17A collects 

IV-plots of instantaneous current amplitudes from concatamers in presence and absence of 

barttin excess. IV-plots were normalized to the current at +105 mV to compare their shape. 

We calculated relative conductances for rClC-K1/barttin concatamers by fitting a linear 

regression line to the IV-data between -55 mV and +55 mV, where open probability was high 

and voltage independent. Here maximum relative channel conductance was set to 1 (Gmax), 

revealing lower relative conductances for currents obtained at hyperpolarized membrane 

potentials (G). 
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Voltage-dependence of mean relative conductances (G/Gmax) is summarized in figure 17B for 

all tested conditions. Since deviation from linear regression appeared small for rClC-K1 in 

absence of barttin, relative conductances above 80% were obtained for the whole range of 

negative voltages (white dots). The presence of one barttin per channel subunit intensely 

promoted deviation from linear dependency. Minimum relative conductances declined to 

0.33 at -255 mV (Fig.17A,B,C, red dots/bar). Moreover, when two barttins were linked to one 

channel subunit relative conductances decreased even to 0.2 at -255 mV (Fig.17A,B,C, blue 

dots/bar). Further barttin excess did not cause any significant change (Fig.17A,B,C, pink, cyan, 

black dots/bar). This confirms the hypothesis that two barttin molecules per channel subunit 

are necessary and sufficient to obtain full effect on ClC-K channels. Boltzmann functions could 

be fitted to relative conductance curves for all conditions with the exception of rClC-K1 

without barttin. Voltage of half maximum channel conductance (V0.5) was determined, 

resulting in comparable values for all constructs (Fig.17D).    

So far, hyperpolarization-induced current ‘block’ has been reported for hClC-Ka but not for 

rClC-K1. Thus, the underlying mechanism for this block of rClC-K1 has not been investigated, 

yet. As described before, macroscopic currents depend on the number of active membrane 

pores, the single pore current and the pore’s open probability. Because number of active 

membrane pores was not supposed to change during measurements, it was rational to 

consider only open probability and single pore current amplitude. For hClC-Ka it has been 

shown above that stationary noise analyses revealed plots with linear dependence of current 

variance divided by (I·(V-Vrev)) versus macroscopic conductance (I/(V-Vrev)) (see Fig.14). We 

now took advantage of the rClC-K1 characteristic in presence of barttin exces, which is similar 

 
Fig. 17 Influence of barttin availability on hyperpolarization-induced block of rClC-K1 
(A) IV-plot of instantaneous rClC-K1 currents, obtained from currents as shown in Fig.16A. All data are shown as mean values (± S.E.M. for 
K1 and K1 + B). Dashed line represents linear regression of currents between -55 mV and +55 mV. (B) Relative conductances at negative 
voltages of all tested stoichiometries, obtained from current deviations from linear regression in (A). (C) Relative conductances at -255 mV 
for all tested stoichiometries. (D) Voltage of half maximum conductance (V0.5) obtained from fits of conductance curves from (B). (B)-(C): all 
values are shown as mean ± S.E.M.. K1: n=11, K1 + B: n=13, B_K1: n=21, B_K1 + B: n=14, B_B_K1: n=10, B_B_K1 + B: n=9. For (C) and (D) 
statistical significance was tested by one-way ANOVA with in (C) subsequent Holm–Sidak post hoc test: F(7, 93) = 137.4 and p < 0.001. K1 (+ B) 
= rClC-K1 (+ barttin), B_K1 (+ B) = barttin_rClC-K1 (+ barttin), B_B_K1 (+ B) = barttin_barttin_rClC-K1 (+ barttin). 
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to hClC-Ka, to perform stationary noise analysis for this type of channel as well. As described 

above, voltages between -5 to -255 mV were applied (Fig.18A). The more negative the applied 

voltage was the higher was the current noise. Parameters for current and current noise were 

obtained at negative voltages and plotted like in figure 14B. A representative noise analysis 

for rClC-K1 together with barttin excess is visualized in figure 18B. Obviously, data points 

resembled a linear regression, proving that single pore conductance did not change for the 

voltage range, where hyperpolarization block occurred. If single pore current amplitude would 

have decreased upon hyperpolarization, regression would be non-linear with lowered slope 

at lower conductances (Fig.18C). Therefore, hyperpolarization-induced block was presumably 

caused by changes in open probability and not by reduction of single pore currents. A chloride 

conductance of around 17 pS was obtained as represented by the y-axis intercept of linear 

regression (Fig.18D). Based on single channel measurements, Fischer et al. (2010) published a 

chloride conductance of around 33 pS for rClC-K1. However, it has been unclear whether this 

value reflected single or double pore conductance. High open probabilities for both protopore 

gates, which were permanently open, in combination with a lowered open probability for the 

common gate, which showed opening and closing events, might have masked double pore as 

single pore events. Results of the here shown noise analysis demonstrate that the previously 

determined 33 pS reflects double pore conductance and the here obtained 17 pS single pore 

conductance for rClC-K1 in presence of barttin. Decreasing channel open probabilities were 

responsible for hyperpolarization-induced block. The voltage-dependence of this ‘block’ is 

visible in figure 18E, where we plotted the mean absolute open properties of the channel, 

given by the conductance at different voltages normalized to the maximum absolute 

macroscopic conductance, which is represented by the x-axis intercept of the regression line 

in Fig.18B. By stationary noise analysis absolute conductances and open probabilities could be 

obtained, which decreased at negative voltages (V0.5 = -158.4 ± 6.4 mV; Pmin = 0.16). As 

absolute open probabilities from noise analysis, which were near 100% at 0 mV, are in very 

good agreement with the voltage-dependence of relative conductances as obtained from IV-

plots (compare Fig.17B) it can be assumed that maximum relative conductance (Gmax) 

corresponds to a condition where all channels are open and maximally conducting.    
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3.1.8 One β-per α-subunit opens rClC-K1 slow gate and two β-subunits open its fast gate 

Besides the induction of hyperpolarization-induced block, barttin excess seems to alter time-

dependent gating of rClC-K1. This finding motivated us to focus on the influence of ClC-

K/barttin stoichiometry on gating processes, mediated by the fast action of two individual 

protopore gates, and one common slow gate that regulates both protopores of the dimer 

simultaneously. For this, we applied voltage steps between -155 and +145 mV over a longer 

period of time (300 ms) followed by a shorter test pulse (100 ms). Figure 19A demonstrates a 

representative measurement of rClC-K1 with a comparable voltage protocol as used by Fischer 

et al. (2010). In absence of barttin rClC-K1 current quickly increased upon hyperpolarization, 

which was referred to the opening of the fast protopore gates. Subsequently, current slowly 

decreased, which was attributed to the closing of the slow common gate exhibiting an inverse 

voltage-dependence as compared to the fast gates. Under depolarization, respectively, fast 

gates tended to close and the slow gate opened. This characteristic time-dependent gating 

behavior, which was observed here, accords very well to that one, described previously for 

rClC-K1 in absence of barttin (Fischer et al., 2010). 

Fig. 18 Stationary noise analysis of rClC-K1 with barttin co-expression 
(A) Representative current trace of rClC-K1 + barttin used for stationary noise analysis. Voltages from -5 mV to -255 mV were applied for 100 
ms followed by +75 mV for 50 ms. For more negative voltages current decreases with increasing noise. Red colored current traces represent 
current at -255 mV and -5 mV. Dashed line represents 0 nA. (B) Representative stationary noise analysis for rClC-K1 in presence of barttin. 
Data points were fitted by linear regression. (C) Simulation of stationary noise analysis for a ClC-K channel, whose single pore conductance 
decreases successively from 19 pS to 10 pS at voltages lower than -135 mV. Simulation was conducted using equations 3, 6 and 7. Dashed 
line represents linear regression, if single pore conductance would not decrease for more negative voltages. (D) Mean chloride conductance 
of rClC-K1 plus barttin, obtained by y-axis intercepts of linear regressions as in (B). Data are shown as mean ± S.E.M.. (E) Absolute open 
probabilities of rClC-K1 plus barttin at negative voltages, determined from (B). All data in (D) and (E) are shown as mean ± S.E.M. (n=11 in 
(D) and n=10 in (E)). 
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To determine the relative open probabilities of fast gate, slow gate and of the total channel 

under different voltages, similar voltage protocols were used as in figure 19A leading to 

voltage and time-dependent adaption of gating processes (Fig.19B). For a better visualization 

of gating processes longer voltage pulses as in figure 19A were shown. After reaching a steady 

state open probability, a test step to +105 mV was applied and instantaneous tail current 

amplitudes were used to calculate the relative open probabilities of the total channel (rel. Po 

= I/Imax). Voltage-dependence of such open probabilities is plotted in figure 19E (triangles). 

Lowest open probabilities were observed around -35 mV with higher values upon hyper- and 

depolarization. Tail current traces at the applied test pulse showed a clear bi-phasic shape. 

After an early and very fast current decrease a slow current increase was observed, which 

could be exclusively attributed to slow gating. Notably, changes of slow gate open probability 

must have started directly after the voltage step although masked by fast gating processes. To 

extract pure slow gate open probabilities the slow current relaxations were fitted back to the 

 
Fig. 19 Determination of fast gate, slow gate and total rClC-K1 channel open probability in absence of barttin 
(A) Representative current traces of rClC-K1 in absence of barttin at voltages between -155 mV and +145 mV for 300 ms. Currents show clear 
fast and slow gating components. Dashed line represents 0 nA. (B) Representative current traces of rClC-K1 in absence of barttin at voltages 
from -155 mV to + 145 mV for 1.2 s. Dashed line represents 0 nA. Black frame surrounds instantaneous current of the test pulse at +105 mV, 
magnified in (C) and (D) and used for determination of relative total channel and slow gate open probabilities. (C) Determination of relative 
total channel open probabilities by plotting the current amplitudes at the beginning of the test pulse (blue dashed line + arrow) against 
respective voltages of the pre-pulse. (D) Determination of relative slow gate open probabilities by fitting mono-exponential functions into 
slow current relaxation during test pulses at +105 mV. Mono-exponential functions were fitted back to the previous voltage step (blue dashed 
line + arrow). Current amplitudes at this time point correspond to relative slow gate open probabilities. (E) Combination of slow gate 
(rectangle), fast gate (triangle) and total channel (circle) activation curves of rClC-K1. Relative fast gate open probabilities were re-calculated 
as the quotient of total channel and slow gate open probabilities (see equation 1). Data are shown as mean values ± S.E.M. (n>6). Channel 
model at the top right illustrates protopore fast gates (yellow) and common slow gate (blue). 
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voltage step by mono-exponential functions (blue lines) and the instantaneous current 

amplitudes from such fits were used (arrow and blue dashed line) to calculate relative slow 

gate open probabilities (Fig.19D). They were lowest for negative voltages and increased at 

positive voltages (Fig.19E, rectangle). Since the total channel open probability is the product 

of fast and slow gate open probability, relative fast (protopore) gate open probabilities were 

calculated as the quotient of total channel and slow (common) gate open probability as 

described in methods chapter 2.2.7.4 (according to equation 1).  

Pp = Ptotal / Pc 

Relative fast gate open probabilities were inversely voltage-dependent compared to slow gate 

open probabilities. Their highest value was found at -155 mV, while open probabilities 

decreased for more positive potentials (Fig.19E, circles).  

The presence of barttin – either linked to the pore subunit or added in co-expression – 

changed the shape of current traces. In contrast to rClC-K in absence of barttin, slow current 

relaxations vanished and only fast gating processes remained. This finding agrees with 

previous publications, that report a constitutively opened slow gate in presence of barttin 

(Fischer et al., 2010; Wojciechowski et al., 2015; Wojciechowski et al., 2018b). Notably, the 

amount of fast time-dependent gating varied considerably between cells. Typical examples 

are shown in figure 20A. We sorted cells into three groups with more or less time-dependent 

gating. For this, we took advantage of voltage steps from -155 mV to +105 mV and analyzed 

the current relaxation at +105 mV. A quotient between the steady state current (Iss) and the 

instantaneous current (Iinst) was calculated. If steady state tail currents at +105 mV were below 

60% of the maximum tail current amplitude (Iss/Iinst < 0.6), cells were classified as phenotype 

with + (strong) time-dependent fast gating. These current responses were very similar to 

previously published measurements of rClC-K1 in presence of co-expressed barttin, which 

exhibited an open slow gate under the here used pulse lengths and a fast gate with voltage-

dependent open probabilities (Fischer et al., 2010). 
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Cells with Iss/Iinst between 60% and 80% were sorted into a group with +/- (medium) time-

dependent fast gating and cells with Iss/Iinst higher than 80% were defined as subtype with – 

(weak) time-dependent fast gating. Using these criteria for categorization, HEK293T cells 

expressing the diverse constructs of rClC-K1/barttin channels were sorted according to their 

fast gate relaxation mode in figure 20B. Cells expressing rClC-K1 in absence of barttin were 

also included in this graph. In this case, however, fast gate current relaxations were difficult 

to extract from bi-phasic tail current traces. We therefore took fast gate open probabilities 

from figure 19E (circles) and divided steady state open probabilities at +105 mV by steady 

state open probabilities at -155 mV which would closely resemble the current relaxation by 

fast gate closure, if slow gating was absent. As shown in the scatter plots of figure 20B and pie 

charts of figure 20C, rClC-K1 in absence of barttin (white dots) showed strong time-dependent 

fast gating for all cells. When barttin was co-expressed additionally to the α-subunit, rClC-K1 

generated only weak time-dependent fast gating (Fig.20B, black dots, C). For the concatamer 

barttin_rClC-K1 the majority of cells (68%) showed strong time-dependent fast gating (Fig.20B, 

red dots, C). Barttin_rClC-K1 in co-expression of extra barttin led to a great portion of cells 

exhibiting weak time-dependent fast gating (83%, Fig.20B, pink dots, C). However, 17% of cells 

showed medium time-dependent fast gating. Connecting two barttins to one rClC-K1, data 

points were shifted towards weak time-dependent gating compared to barttin_rClC-K1 

(Fig.20B, blue dots). Even 42% of cells had weak time-dependent gating, 33% medium and 

25% strong time-dependent gating (Fig.20C). So, the more barttin molecules were covalently 

linked to rClC-K1 the weaker was the time-dependent fast gating. Cells expressing 

barttin_barttin_rClC-K1 in presence of extra barttin were classified at 44% as medium and at 

56% as weak time-dependent fast gating (Fig.20B, light blue dots, C). This indicates that the 

effect of additional expressed barttin to attenuate time-dependent fast gating lessens the 

more β-subunits are linked to one α-subunit.  In total, pie charts in figure 20C demonstrate 

that the prevalence of weak time-dependent gating raised the more barttin molecules were 

Fig. 20 Time-dependent fast gating of rClC-K1 under different α:β-subunit stoichiometries 
(A) Categorization of time-dependent fast gating of rClC-K1 currents for different barttin availabilities. Cells were sorted as strong time-
dependent (white color), when after the voltage step from -155 mV to +105 mV the steady state current amplitude (Iss) was lower than 60% 
of instantaneous current amplitude (Iinst), as medium time-dependent (grey color), when Iss/Iinst was between 60% and 80% and as weak time-
dependent (black color), when Iss/Iinst was higher than 80%. Red colored current traces represent relevant traces for categorization and dashed 
grey line 0 nA. (B) Scatter plot of cells measured under different α:β-subunit stoichiometries according to their Iss/Iinst values. Each dot is one 
measured cell. Dashed lines represent thresholds for categorization as in (A). (C) Distribution of cells under different barttin availabilities after 
categorization into the three classes as in (A) visualized as pie charts. Colors accord to color code as in (A). (D) Relative fast gate open 
probabilities under different barttin availabilities, determined by plotting instantaneous current amplitudes during test pulse versus voltages 
of the pre-pulse. For rClC-K1 fast gate open probabilities were taken from Fig.19E. Data in (D) are shown as mean values ± S.E.M.. K1: n=10, 
K1 + B: n=12, B_K1: n=21, B_K1 + B: n=12, B_B_K1: n=12, B_B_K1 + B: n=9. K1 (+ B) = rClC-K1 (+ barttin), B_K1 (+ B) = barttin_rClC-K1 (+ 
barttin), B_B_K1 (+ B) = barttin_barttin_rClC-K1 (+ barttin). 
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connected to one α-subunit (black area enlarges). Moreover, the co-expression of barttin 

induced a further shift towards weak time-dependent fast gating. If two barttins were linked 

to one α-subunit, values for with and without barttin co-expression converged. 

Representative current recordings for all tested conditions and categories are given in 

supplemental figure 1.  

Since current relaxations represent time-dependent changes in open probabilities, the 

voltage-dependence of fast gate open probabilities is summarized for all conditions in figure 

20D. Values were obtained from instantaneous tail current amplitudes at the +105 mV test 

step and normalized to the maximum tail current amplitude as observed for a pre-potential 

of -155 mV. In case of rClC-K1 in absence of barttin the relative fast gate open probabilities 

were taken from figure 19E. All conditions had highest fast gate open probabilities at -155 mV 

and lowest at +145 mV. Data demonstrate, as already indicated by figures 20B and C, that a 

higher barttin presence increased fast gate open probabilities. Notably, already two barttin 

molecules, which were connected to one rClC-K1 subunit, were able to considerably higher 

minimum fast gate open probabilities. This conveys the presumption that two barttin 

molecules are necessary to obtain constitutive fast gate opening. Barttin co-expression in 

addition to concatamers increased minimum fast gate open probabilities but not as strong as 

for the rClC-K1 monomer. Values were lower the more barttin subunits were bound to the α-

subunit (pink, light blue dots). For the here applied pulse lengths the slow gate seemed to 

open constitutively, if at least one barttin molecule was connected at one α-subunit. Results 

of figure 20 indicate that in contrast to previous studies barttin is supposed not only to 

constitutively open the slow gate but also fast gates of both pores, if all barttin binding sites 

are occupied.  

However, not every cell showed a maximum barttin effect despite two barttin molecules per 

channel subunit. In general, there is a variation in time-dependent fast gating even for 

individual conditions. Potential explanations for this remarkable finding are given in the 

‘discussion’ chapter.  

3.1.9 Effects of rClCK1/barttin stoichiometry on slow channel gating 

In a next step, we reconsidered the effects of barttin on slow gating. So far, it is known that 

barttin in general opens the slow gate of rClC-K1 constitutively and independent of voltage. 

Recordings with voltage protocols as shown in figure 20 supported this accepted view by the 

vanished slow current relaxations. However, a closer look disclosed a residual slow gating 
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process, especially, if only one barttin is linked to one rClC-K1 subunit (Suppl. Fig.1). To 

investigate this process in more detail, we applied voltage steps with extended duration, i.e. 

four times longer than previous protocols (Fig.21), and indeed found slow gating processes 

with prolonged time constants. In absence of barttin the voltage step from +65 mV to negative 

voltages led to an initial fast current increase followed by a well-known slow decrease 

(Fig.21A). This slow process was fitted by mono-exponential functions (blue lines) and we 

obtained voltage-independent time constants (tau) around 100 ms (Fig.21E, white dots). If 

one barttin was linked to one rClC-K1 subunit, time constants increased to around 300-400 ms 

(Fig.21B,E, red dots). Two barttins per channel subunit decelerated slow gating even more, 

resulting in time constants of around 1 s (Fig.21C,E, blue dots). Notably, this value closely 

approximates to time constants, when α-subunits/concatamers were co-expressed with large 

excess of barttin (~1.5 s) (Fig.21D,E, black dots). These findings indicate that barttin does not 

totally abolish but decelerates the slow gating process of rClC-K1 channels. Furthermore, 

deceleration was promoted by the increasing number of available barttins per channel 

subunit. Presumably, two barttins per rClC-K1 subunit corresponded to the state at which all 

available binding sites were occupied. Otherwise this was only achieved by excessive barttin 

co-expression. Due to the less pronounced gating processes at positive voltages, we only 

focused on time constants at negative voltages.  

However, a possible pitfall comes into consideration, when cells are clamped using long-

lasting negative potentials. Intracellular depletion of chloride ions could reduce current 

amplitudes due to limited charge carriers and thus mimic slow gating processes. To rule out 

this possibility, we tested cells with a specific envelope protocol. We applied negative voltage 

steps to -135 mV with increasing duration (Δ = 50 ms) and stepped afterwards to +105 mV for 

200 ms (Fig.21F). If the current reduction at negative pre-pulses were caused by depletion of 

chloride ions and not by gating, instantaneous currents at +105 mV test pulses would stay at 

constant amplitude, since extracellular solution provides an unlimited number of charge 

carriers for chloride influx at positive voltages. If the current decrease at -135 mV is caused by 

reduction of slow gate open probability, instantaneous currents at +105 mV would decrease 

likewise according to reduced permeability of the cell membrane for chloride ions. 
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Plotting instantaneous current amplitudes at +105 mV against final current amplitudes at       -

135 mV revealed a clear, linear correlation between currents under negative and positive 

potentials. Therefore, intracellular chloride ion depletion could be excluded as reason for 

current reduction at negative voltages. Time constants of slow gating were very large for rClC-

K1 with two barttins bound and therefore possibly underestimated using protocols with step 

durations of one second. Unfortunately, only very few cells were stable enough to endure 

voltage pulses for several seconds. Figure 21G shows one example measurement of rClC-K1 in 

co-expression of barttin excess with voltages applied for 4.8 s. On the right side time constants 

of slow gating for the same recording were plotted against their respective voltages. They 

ranged from 2 to 4 s and were higher compared to mean values for the same condition in 

figure 21E. 

3.1.10 One barttin per two hClC-Ka α-subunits is not sufficient to facilitate surface membrane 

transport and channel function 

So far, we have seen that one barttin per pore is sufficient to promote surface membrane 

integration of the channel complex and to open the slow gate of rClC-K1, while hClC-Ka 

currents remained small. With two barttins per pore, fast gate open probability of rClC-K1 

 
Fig. 21 Impact of α:β-subunit stoichiometry on slow gate kinetics of rClC-K1 
(A) Representative current traces of K1 used for determination of slow gating time constants. Blue lines demonstrate mono-exponential 
functions, fitted in slow current relaxations at negative voltages. Voltages steps, used for determination of time constants were 1.2 s long. 
(B) Representative current traces of B_K1. (C) Representative current traces of B_B_K1. (D) Representative current traces of K1 + B. (A)-(D) 
dashed lines indicate 0 nA. (E) Slow time constants (tau) obtained from mono-exponential fits of currents as shown in (A)-(D) at negative 
voltages. Values are given as mean ± S.E.M.. K1: n=8, B_K1: n=7, B_B_K1: n=9, K1 + B: n=5. Values were fitted by linear regressions. (F) 
Protocol and representative current trace used to evaluate potential intracellular chloride ion depletion by long negative voltages. Right 
panel: Instantaneous currents at +105 mV plotted versus final currents at pre-pulses of -135 mV for different pre-pulse lengths. Values were 
fitted by linear regression. (G) Representative current trace of K1 + B for voltage steps, which were 4.8 s long. On the right, time constants 
(tau) of slow current relaxation were plotted against the applied voltages for this shown example registration. K1 = rClC-K1, B_K1 = 
barttin_rClC-K1, B_B_K1 = barttin_barttin_rClC-K1, K1 + B =rClC-K1 + barttin. 
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increases and hClC-Ka displays robust currents. We next asked how a single barttin molecule 

linked to two pores of the dimer would affect the channel conductance. Is one barttin 

sufficient to open the common slow gate? So, we built two concatamers, i.e. barttin_hClC-

Ka_hClC-Ka with the human isoform and barttin_rClC-K1_rClC-K1 with the rodent isoform. 

At first, proper expression of barttin_hClC-Ka_hClC-Ka was checked in HEK293T cells, which 

were used for electrophysiological characterization. For this, cells expressing this concatamer 

were lysed and whole cell lysates were subjected to SDS-PAGE. Figure 22A shows a 

representative SDS-PAGE gel and expression analysis for hClC-Ka monomers and barttin_hClC-

Ka_hClC-Ka concatamers in absence and presence of additional barttin. YFP was fused to hClC-

Ka monomers and concatamers, and CFP to barttin. The concatamer was expressed with an 

expected molecular weight of 219 kDa. However, expression level was only around 30% as 

compared to hClC-Ka monomer expression. The presence of additional barttin caused an even 

lower expression, which has been shown also for other constructs (compare Figs.12,15). 

Subcellular localization of barttin_hClC-Ka_hClC-Ka was investigated by confocal microscopy 

(Fig.22B). Here, MDCKII cells were transfected and imaged after expression periods of 48h. In 

general, expression efficiency of concatamer was very poor and YFP fluorescence mainly 

localized intracellularly (left image). Co-expression of barttin_mCFP resulted in partial co-

localization of pore-forming subunits (red) and barttin (green) at the plasma membrane (right 

image). Though, a considerable fraction of pore-forming subunits remained in intracellular 

compartments. We next aimed to verify observation of confocal microscopy by biotinylation 

assay. For this, surface membrane proteins were exposed to biotin and subsequently 

separated from other cytosolic proteins by avidin affinity chromatography. Figure 22C shows 

a fluorescence scan of whole cell and surface membrane fractions of MDCKII (left) and 

HEK293T (right) cells, expressing either hClC-Ka monomers or barttin_hClC-Ka_hClC-Ka. While 

hClC-Ka monomers were detected in the surface membrane for both cell lines, fluorescence 

of barttin_hClC-Ka_hClC-Ka was found almost exclusively in the cytosolic fraction. Western 

blots, detecting GAPDH, demonstrated that plasma membrane fractions were free of cytosolic 

remnants. This result gives evidence that a linkage of one β-subunit to two α-subunits is 

insufficient for proper trafficking to the plasma membrane.   
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Still, we tried to perform patch clamp measurements and obtained small but valid chloride 

currents for barttin_hClC-Ka_hClC-Ka. Figure 23A opposes representative current recordings 

of barttin_hClC-Ka_hClC-Ka in absence (green symbols) and presence of barttin (yellow 

symbols) as well as the representative currents of hClC-Ka plus barttin (black symbols). Mean 

concatamer currents were smaller than currents of hClC-Ka plus barttin but also featured the 

typical hooked-shaped IV-relationship (Fig.23A,B). The presence of further barttin excess 

increased current amplitudes. Figure 23C compares the mean values at +105 mV (1.7 nA in 

presence and 1.0 nA in absence of additional barttin). After normalization to protein 

expression the difference in current amplitudes became significant (Fig.23D).   
 

Fig. 22 Expression and plasma membrane 
insertion of barttin_hClC-Ka_hClC-Ka 
(A) Fluorescence scan of a SDS-PAGE gel with 
protein lysates from HEK293T cells expressing 
the Ka monomer or B_Ka_Ka in presence or 
absence of additional barttin. YFP 
fluorescence of α-subunits was merged with 
CFP fluorescence of co-expressed β-subunits 
(right lane). The faint bands below the Ka 
monomer and the B_Ka_Ka concatamer at 
around 60 kDa are degradation products of 
the channel and not barttin molecules. On 
the right a quantitative expression analysis is 
shown as bar chart. Relative expression levels 
were normalized to the expression of the 
hClC-Ka monomer (white bar). All data show 
mean values ± S.E.M.. Student’s t-test was 
performed to test for significance (n=3, * p < 
0.05; *** p < 0.001). (B) Confocal microscopy 
images of MDCKII cells, expressing 
B_Ka_Ka_mYFP in absence (left) or presence 
(right) of additional barttin_mCFP. YFP is 
visualized in red and CFP in green. Co-
localization of α- and β-subunits is visualized 
in yellow. – barttin = without barttin co-
expression, + barttin = with barttin co-
expression. Scale bars = 10 µm. (C) 
Fluorescence scan of SDS-PAGE gels with 
protein lysates from MDCKII (left) and 
HEK293T cells (right) expressing Ka 
monomers as well as B_Ka_Ka concatamers. 
YFP-tag of α-subunits was visualized. Total 
cell lysates (t) and surface membrane 
fractions (s), obtained from biotinylation 
assay, were loaded pairwise onto the gels. 
Western blot (WB) detecting GAPDH was 
used to exclude contamination of surface 
membrane fractions by cytosolic proteins. Ka 
= hClC-Ka, B_Ka_Ka (+ B) = barttin_hClC-
Ka_hClC-Ka (+ barttin). 
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Stationary noise analysis was performed to obtain single pore parameters as described above 

for other hClC-Ka/barttin concatamers. As shown by the example in figure 24A, noise increase 

at negative voltages could be resolved successfully despite relatively small current amplitudes. 

Representative noise analyses for barttin_hClC-Ka_hClC-Ka in absence and presence of barttin 

excess are visualized in figure 24B. Y-axis intercept of linear regression revealed single pore 

conductance for the concatamer of around 12 pS, which is in great accordance with the value 

for a 1:1 stoichiometry (compare Fig.14). Thus, the concatamer presented a reduced single 

pore conductance, when compared to hClC-Ka plus barttin (Fig.24C, green/black bars). 

Remarkably, the concatamer’s single pore conductance was hardly increased by barttin excess 

(Fig.24C, yellow bar), which on trend was also noticed for barttin_barttin_hClC-Ka (see 

Fig.14C). Possible explanations for this finding are given in the ‘discussion’ chapter. Figure 24D 

shows the voltage-dependence of absolute channel open probabilities, which were 

determined as described above for other hClC-Ka concatamers. Activation curve of this 

concatamer was not altered compared to hClC-Ka with barttin excess and V0.5 was not 

significantly shifted (Fig.24D-E).  

  

 

Fig. 23 Currents of barttin_hClC-Ka_hClC-Ka in absence and presence of additional barttin 
(A) Representative current traces of Ka in presence of barttin and B_Ka_Ka in absence or presence of co-expressed barttin under application 
of voltages between -255 mV and +195 mV. Red colored current traces represent currents at voltages of -255 mV and +195 mV. Dashed 
line represents 0 nA. (B) IV-plot of hClC-Ka dimers/concatamers, showing a hook-shaped IV-relationship at negative voltages. All values are 
shown as mean ± S.E.M.. (C) Mean current at +105 mV. All data are shown as mean ± S.E.M.. (D) Mean current at +105 mV normalized to 
channel expression as shown in Fig.22A. Current traces and mean current values for Ka + B in (A) and (B) are taken from Fig.13. All data are 
shown as mean ± S.E.M.. Statistical significance was tested using Student’s t-test. (B)-(D): Ka + B: n=21, B_Ka_Ka: n=12 (+9 not included 
cells without current), B_Ka_Ka + B: n=6 (+10 not included cells without current), ** p < 0.01. Ka + B = hClC-Ka + barttin, B_Ka_Ka (+ B) = 
barttin_hClC-Ka_hClC-Ka (+ barttin). 
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3.1.11 The concatamer possessing one barttin per two rClC-K1 α-subunits is hardly expressed 

but generates robust currents  

The concatamer barttin_rClC-K1_rClC-K1 gave the opportunity to investigate the behavior of 

fast and slow gate, if an rClC-K1 homodimer was supplied with only one barttin molecule. 

Figure 25A left panel shows a representative SDS-PAGE gel of lysates from HEK293T cells, 

expressing rClC-K1 monomers or barttin_rClC-K1_rClC-K1 in absence and presence of barttin 

excess. On the right there is a densitometric quantification of respective channel protein 

expression. The concatamer reached only 16% of monomer expression. The presence of 

further barttin molecules left expression levels unchanged (15% of the monomer expression). 

The concatamer migrated at a molecular weight of 219 kDa, which was expected. Next, 

subcellular localization of barttin_rClC-K1_rClC-K1 was determined by confocal microscopy of 

transfected MDCKII cells (Fig.25B). YFP fluorescence of the concatamer (red) in absence of 

barttin localized intracellularly with a quite even distribution (left picture). This suggests a 

concatamer degradation leading to free YFP molecules within the cytosol. Fluorescence scans 

 
Fig. 24 Stationary noise analysis of barttin_hClC-Ka_hClC-Ka in absence and presence of additional barttin 
(A) Representative current trace of B_Ka_Ka used for stationary noise analysis. Voltages from -5 mV to -255 mV were applied for 100 ms 
followed by +75 mV for 50 ms. For more negative voltages current decreases with increasing noise. Dashed line represents 0 nA. (B) 
Representative stationary noise analyses for B_Ka_Ka in absence and presence of barttin. Data points were fitted by linear regression. (C) 
Mean chloride conductance of tested hClC-Ka/barttin stoichiometries, obtained by y-axis intercepts of linear regressions as in (B). All data 
are shown as mean values ± S.E.M.. Statistical significance was tested by one-way ANOVA and Holm–Sidak post hoc test versus Ka + B: F(6, 65) 
= 20.2 and p < 0.001, Ka + B: n=12, B_Ka_Ka: n=10, B_Ka_Ka + B: n=6. (D) Absolute open probabilities of tested hClC-Ka/barttin stoichiometries 
at negative voltages, determined from (B). (E) Voltage of half maximum activation (V0.5) obtained from fits of activation curves from (D). Data 
for Ka + B are taken from Fig.14. All data in (D) and (E) are shown as mean values ± S.E.M.. Statistical significance was tested using one-way 
ANOVA. Ka + B: n=11, B_Ka_Ka: n=7, B_Ka_Ka + B: n=5. Ka + B = hClC-Ka + barttin, B_Ka_Ka (+ B) = barttin_hClC-Ka_hClC-Ka (+ barttin). 
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of SDS-PAGEs for rClC-K1 concatamers confirmed this presumption by the presence of a 

distinct degradation product for rClC-K1 concatamers (discussion Fig.47). The excess of CFP-

tagged barttin (green) led to a similar channel distribution within the cells (right picture). A 

faint YFP staining near the plasma membrane for some cells with rather no cytosolic YFP might 

indicate that the concatamer was transported to the cell surface. Biotinylation assay would 

help to prove plasma membrane insertion. However, expression levels were so low that this 

assay failed to give reliable results. We therefore subcloned the construct into a pcDNA3.1 

vector with higher transcription rate. But in contrast to any other tested constructs, this vector 

did not lead to any detectable expression of expected molecular weight for this concatamer 

in HEK293T or MDCKII cells. Instead, only an intense band of degraded protein was detected 

(data not shown).  

         
 

 

Because for barttin_hClC-Ka_hClC-Ka currents could be recorded despite a minimum surface 

membrane expression, electrophysiology was also performed for the respective rClC-K1 

construct. Unexpectedly, recordings displayed robust rClC-K1 currents. Figure 26A shows 

representative currents of barttin_rClC-K1_rClC-K1 without and with co-expression of further 

barttin. Currents were smaller without co-expression of barttin. However, the 

hyperpolarization-induced block was prominent for both conditions (Fig.26B). The mean 

current amplitude of this concatamer at +105 mV was 3.6±0.9 nA without barttin excess and 

6.1±1.4 nA with barttin excess (Fig.26C). After normalization to expression levels the 

Fig. 25 Expression and plasma membrane insertion of 
barttin_rClC-K1_rClC-K1 
(A) Fluorescence scan of a SDS-PAGE gel with protein 
lysates from HEK293T cells expressing the K1 monomer or 
B_K1_K1 in absence or presence of additional barttin. YFP 
fluorescence of α-subunits was merged with CFP 
fluorescence of co-expressed β-subunit (right lane). On 
the right quantitative expression analysis is shown in a bar 
chart. Relative expression levels were normalized to the 
expression of the rClC-K1 monomer (white bar). All data 
are shown as mean values ± S.E.M.. Student’s t-test was 
performed to test for significance (n=3, *** p < 0.001). (B) 
Confocal microscopy images of MDCKII cells, expressing 
B_K1_K1 in absence or presence of additional 
barttin_mCFP. YFP is visualized in red and CFP in green. 
Co-localization of α- and β-subunits is visualized in yellow. 
– barttin = without barttin co-expression, + barttin = with 
barttin co-expression. Scale bars = 10 µm. K1 = rClC-K1, 
B_K1_K1 (+ B) = barttin_rClC-K1_rClC-K1 (+ barttin). 
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difference between the two conditions was not significant (Fig.26D). Robust current 

amplitudes of both conditions are in disaccord with results of expression analysis and confocal 

microscopy, which indicated poor concatamer expression and poor plasma membrane 

presence. Possible explanations for this finding will be debated in the ‘discussion’ chapter. 

As for other rClC-K1/barttin concatamers the impact of barttin availability on 

hyperpolarization-induced block was analyzed. Relative channel conductances were 

determined from IV-plots as described above for other rClC-K1 concatamers and plotted 

against the applied voltage in figure 27A. Relative conductances for barttin_rClC-K1_rClC-K1 

without and with barttin co-expression were similar for a wide range of voltages. Values at 

negative voltages around -250 mV for the concatamer barttin_rClC-K1_rClC-K1 with about 

23% (Fig.27A, green dots) was only marginally higher than for conditions with barttin excess 

(Fig.27A, black/yellow dots). This would indicate that one barttin per two α-subunits is enough 

for a robust hyperpolarization-induced block. Further, it might suggest that the block is more 

pronounced in a 2:1 than in a 2:2 α:β-subunit stoichiometry because the relative conductance 

of 23% was lower than under the condition that one barttin was linked to one α-subunit (33%, 

Fig.17C, red bar). This is contradictory to results from other characterized concatamers and 

suggests an inverse correlation. In the ‘discussion’ chapter this critical finding is debated in 

more detail. By fitting Boltzmann functions to data points the voltage of half maximum 

channel conductance (V0.5) was determined. The values did not differ between barttin_rClC-

K1_rClC-K1 in absence and presence of barttin excess and rClC-K1 plus barttin, meaning that 

the curve was not shifted according to altered rClC-K1:barttin stoichiometry (Fig.27B). 

Fig. 26 Currents of barttin_rClC-K1_rClC-K1 in absence and presence of additional barttin 
(A) Representative current traces of B_K1_K1 in absence and presence of co-expressed barttin under application of voltages between -255 
mV and +195 mV. Red colored current traces represent currents at voltages of -255 mV and +195 mV. Dashed line represents 0 nA. (B) IV-
plot of B_K1_K1, measured immediately after initial capacitive peak. All values are shown as mean ± S.E.M.. (C) Mean current at +105 mV. 
All data are shown as mean values ± S.E.M.. (D) Mean current at +105 mV normalized to channel expression as shown in Fig.25A. All data are 
shown as mean values ± S.E.M. Statistical significance was tested using Student’s t-test. B-D: B_K1_K1: n=15, B_K1_K1 + B: n=10. B_K1_K1 (+ 

B) = barttin_rClC-K1_rClC-K1 (+ barttin). 
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Besides the hyperpolarization-induced block, which is potentiated by barttin, time-dependent 

gating of barttin_rClC-K1_rClC-K1 was addressed, too. Figure 28A shows representative 

current traces for the concatamer without and with additional barttin expression. Voltages 

from -155 mV to +145 mV were applied for 300 ms followed by a test step to +105 mV. The 

ratio of steady state current Iss at +105 mV and the corresponding instantaneous current Iins 

was used to categorize cells into classes of time-dependent gating as described above 

(Fig.28B). Cells with values below 0.6 were classified having a strong, between 0.6 and 0.8 a 

medium and above 0.8 a weak time-dependent fast gating. Cells expressing barttin_rClC-

K1_rClC-K1 featured 21% strong, 43% medium and 36% weak time-dependent fast gating 

(Fig.28B, green dots). This was a higher tendency towards weak time-dependent fast gating 

than for barttin_rClC-K1, which had a higher barttin:rClC-K1 ratio (see Fig.20). A further barttin 

excess in parallel to barttin_rClC-K1_rClC-K1 caused a shift to 10% of cells featuring medium 

and 90% of cells featuring weak time-dependent fast gating (Fig.28B, yellow dots). This finding 

validates that one β-subunit per two α-subunits is not sufficient to obtain the full barttin 

effect. Figure 28C summarizes voltage-dependence of relative fast gate open probabilities of 

the concatamer in absence (green dots) and presence of barttin excess (yellow dots). For 

comparison, values for rClC-K1 without (grey line) and with barttin surplus (grey dashed line) 

as well as for barttin_rClC-K1 without (dark red line) and with barttin surplus (dark red dashed 

line) from figure 20 were additionally integrated. The concatamer barttin_rClC-K1_rClC-K1 

exhibits the typical voltage-dependence of the rClC-K1 fast gate with lowest values at positive 

voltages. Barttin within the 2:1 rClC-K1:barttin stoichiometry (green dots) had a stronger 

impact on the channel  than for the 2:2 stoichiometry per dimer (dark red line) because fast 

gate open probability was higher than for the latter condition. If there was a further barttin 

excess, minimum open probabilities were shifted up to above 90% for the concatamers and 

the homodimer. 

  

Fig. 27 Influence of 2:1 α:β-subunit stoichiometry on 
hyperpolarization-induced block of rClC-K1 
(A) Relative conductances at negative voltages of all tested 
stoichiometries, obtained from current deviations from 
linear regression of currents in Fig.26 between -55 mV and 
+55 mV. (B) Voltage of half maximum conductance (V0.5) 
obtained from fits of conductance curves from (A). Data for 
K1 + B are taken from Fig.17. All values are shown as mean 
± S.E.M.. K1 + B: n=13, B_K1_K1: n=15, B_K1_K1 + B: n=10. 
For (B) statistical significance was tested by one-way 
ANOVA. K1 (+ B) = rClC-K1 (+ barttin), B_K1_K1 (+ B) = 
barttin_rClC-K1_rClC-K1 (+ barttin). 
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3.2 ClC-K/barttin concatamers of different stoichiometries containing non-palmitoylated 
barttin 
 
By covalent linkage of different numbers of barttin to ClC-K subunits it became apparent that 

two barttin molecules per ClC-K channel subunit are necessary to obtain the maximum effect 

of β-subunits on α-subunits by opening of the channel’s fast and slow gate. Furthermore, it 

was found that only one β- per α-subunit is sufficient for proper subcellular trafficking but not 

for constitutive opening of the fast gate. This differential functional stoichiometry of α- and β-

subunits offered the opportunity to use the here applied α:β-subunit concatamers as a tool 

for the functional characterization of barttin mutations known to be involved in induction of 

Bartter syndrome. Using the knowledge about barttin’s effect on ClC-K channels for different 

stoichiometries made it possible to directly deduce functional consequences of these barttin 

mutations for example on trafficking or fast gating. As previously shown, a post-translational 

modification of barttin is essential for its function (Steinke et al., 2015). Proper activation of 

hClC-Ka is only possible, if palmitic acid is covalently linked to two cysteines at positions 54 

and 56 of barttin. A replacement of both cysteines by serines caused a complete inactivity of 

hClC-Ka without affecting subcellular localization of the whole channel complex (Steinke et al., 

2015). Moreover, it was demonstrated that the disease-causing barttin mutations R8L, R8W 

and G47R exhibit a reduced level of palmitoylation compared to WT barttin (Gorinski et al., 

2020; Steinke et al., 2015), raising the assumption that lack of palmitoylation might play a key 

role for disturbed channel function and disease development. 

 
Fig. 28 Time-dependent fast gating of barttin_rClC-K1_rClC-K1 
(A) Representative current traces of B_K1_K1 in absence and presence of additional barttin. Voltages from -155 mV to +145 mV were applied 
for 300 ms. Dashed grey line represents 0 nA. (B) Scatter plot of measured cells expressing either B_K1_K1 in absence (green dots) or 
presence of barttin excess (yellow dots) according to their Iss/Iinst values. Cells were sorted as strong time-dependent, when after the voltage 
step from -155 mV to +105 mV steady state current amplitude (Iss) was lower than 60% of instantaneous current amplitude (Iinst), as medium 
time-dependent, when Iss/Iinst was between 60% and 80% and as weak time-dependent, when Iss/Iinst was higher than 80%. Each dot is one 
measured cell. Dashed lines represent thresholds for categorization. (C) Relative fast gate open probabilities under different barttin 
availabilities, determined by plotting instantaneous current amplitudes during test pulse versus voltages of the pre-pulse. Data for B_K1_K1 
(+ B) are shown as mean values ± S.E.M.. B_K1_K1: n=14, B_K1_K1 + B: n=10. As references mean relative fast gate open probabilities of K1 
(+ B) and B_K1 (+ B) from Fig.20 were included (grey/red lines). K1 (+ B) = rClC-K1 (+ barttin), B_K1 (+ B) = barttin_rClC-K1 (+ barttin), B_K1_K1 
(+B) = barttin_rClC-K1_rClC-K1 (+ barttin). 
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In a further approach of this study, we aimed to get more insights into the mechanistic 

function of barttin palmitoylation and thus mutated both palmitoylation sites of barttin to 

serines. This non-palmitoylated barttin is named ‘barttinMUT’ in the following. Analyzing the 

mutated concatamers should disclose which barttin effects are preserved or abolished by non-

palmitoylation and whether the abolished functions could be recovered, if co-expressed WT 

barttin competes with mutant barttin for the binding sites. 

3.2.1 Non-palmitoylated barttin does not influence relative expression and subcellular 

localization of hClC-Ka/barttin concatamers 

Prior to electrophysiological investigation, expression of non-palmitoylated hClC-Ka/barttin 

concatamers in HEK293T cells was investigated. After lysis of cells expressing concatamers in 

absence and presence of additional WT barttin whole cell lysates were subjected to SDS-PAGE. 

Figure 29A shows a fluorescence scan of a representative SDS-PAGE gel as well as expression 

analysis (n=3; hClC-Ka_mYFP in red, barttin_mCFP in green). Concatamers were expressed 

with the identical molecular weight as non-mutant concatamers and with comparable relative 

expression levels (see also Fig.12). hClC-Ka exhibited highest expression and was set as 

reference for all other conditions. For the concatamers with one or two linked barttins the 

expression decreased with the length of the protein. Additional barttin expression generally 

lowers the expression of all α-subunits.  

Next, subcellular localization of non-palmitoylated hClC-Ka concatamers was investigated to 

clarify potential trafficking defects caused by palmitoylation deficiency. For this, MDCKII cells 

expressing barttinMUT_hClC-Ka and barttinMUT_barttinMUT_hClC-Ka in absence and presence of 

WT barttin was imaged using confocal microscopy (Fig.29B). YFP fluorescence of concatamers 

is depicted in red and CFP fluorescence of WT barttin in green. Overall expression of 

concatamers was very weak and only detectable within particular cells. One and two non-

palmitoylated barttins per α-subunit led to clear surface membrane staining, comparable to 

the palmitoylated form (a and c, see also Fig.12). This indicates that non-palmitoylation of 

barttin does not prevent plasma membrane transport in general, which supports previous 

findings obtained on hClC-Ka and co-expressed non-palmitoylated barttin (Steinke et al., 

2015). Co-expression of WT barttin and non-palmitoylated concatamers led to co-localization 

of both components near plasma membrane as well, visualized by the yellowish staining (b 

and d).  
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3.2.2 Currents of hClC-Ka/barttinMUT concatamers recover by the co-expression of WT barttin 

Whole cell patch clamp analysis was performed using HEK293T cells expressing hClC-Ka 

concatamers harboring non-palmitoylated barttins. Figure 30A shows representative current 

recordings using voltages from -255 mV to 195 mV. Mean IV-plots are presented in figure 30B. 

As already shown, hClC-Ka did not conduct currents in absence of barttin (white dots). The 

channel was also not conductive in presence of non-palmitoylated barttin. This holds true, 

when one (dark red dots) or two non-palmitoylated barttin molecules (dark blue dots) were 

linked to one α-subunit, and also, if non-palmitoylated barttin was co-expressed (grey dots). 

This observation is conform to published data (Steinke et al., 2015). If WT barttin was co-

expressed to barttinMUT_hClC-Ka, channels became conductive again (violet dots) and 

exhibited the typical hyperpolarization-induced block. This result might be interpreted as 

binding of WT barttin to the second predicted binding site, which was not occupied by non-

palmitoylated barttin. There was a similar effect for barttinMUT_barttinMUT_hClC-Ka in 

presence of WT barttin (cyan dots). Actually, for this concatamer both hypothetical barttin 

binding sites were meant to be occupied by non-palmitoylated barttin leading to an inactive 

 
Fig. 29 Expression and plasma membrane insertion of hClC-Ka/barttinMUT concatamers 
(A) Fluorescence scan of SDS-PAGE gel with protein lysates from HEK293T cells expressing hClC-Ka_mYFP concatamers (red), which harbored 
non-palmitoylated barttin molecules, without or with WT barttin_mCFP co-expression (green). The faint red bands below the Ka monomer 
and the concatamers at around 60 kDa are degradation products of the channel and not barttin molecules. The quantitative expression 
analysis is shown in a bar chart below. Relative expression levels were normalized to the expression of the hClC-Ka monomer (white bar). All 
data show mean values ± S.E.M.. Student’s t-test was performed to test for significance (n>3, ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001). (B) Confocal 
microscopy images of MDCKII cells, expressing BMUT_Ka_mYFP (a,b) and BMUT_BMUT_Ka_mYFP (c,d) in absence (a,c) and presence (b,d) of 
additional WT barttin_mCFP. YFP is visualized in red and CFP in green. Colocalization of α- and β-subunits is visualized in yellow. – barttin = 
without WT barttin co-expression, + barttin = with WT barttin co-expression. Scale bars = 10 µm. Ka (+ B) = hClC-Ka (+ WT barttin), BMUT_Ka 
(+ B) = barttinMUT_hClC-Ka (+ WT barttin), BMUT_BMUT_Ka (+ B) = barttinMUT_barttinMUT_hClC-Ka (+ WT barttin). 
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channel. One possible explanation might be that non-palmitoylated barttin is pushed out of 

the binding site and replaced by WT barttin. Figure 30C shows mean current amplitudes at 

+105 mV. Conditions, where hClC-Ka is expressed without or only with non-palmitoylated 

barttin, offered current amplitudes at +105 mV far below 1 nA. In contrast, WT barttin co-

expression increased mean currents to 4.9±1.1 nA for barttinMUT_hClC-Ka and 3.0±1.3 nA for 

barttinMUT_barttinMUT_hClC-Ka. Currents were normalized to channel expression in figure 30D. 

We obtained almost no current increase for hClC-Ka with barttinMUT co-expression compared 

to hClC-Ka alone. Both concatamers showed a highly significant difference between with and 

without WT barttin co-expression, highly supporting the re-activating effect of palmitoylated 

barttin on hClC-Ka concatamers partially occupied by non-palmitoylated barttins. 

3.2.3 Single pore parameters of hClC-Ka/barttinMUT concatamers recover by co-expression of 

WT barttin 

To investigate the effect of barttin palmitoylation on single pore parameters, stationary noise 

analysis was performed for concatamers, containing non-palmitoylated barttin molecules. 

Because noise analysis was only applicable, if channels generate robust currents, single pore 

parameters could only be determined for conditions, where WT barttin was co-expressed. 

Representative noise analyses of barttinMUT_hClC-Ka and barttinMUT_barttinMUT_hClC-Ka in 

presence of WT barttin were visualized in figure 31A,B. As described above, voltages from -5 

mV to -255 mV were applied. The macroscopic current variance normalized to the product of 

 
Fig. 30 Currents of hClC-Ka concatamers, containing non-palmitoylated barttin, in absence and presence of additional WT barttin 
(A) Representative current traces of hClC-Ka concatamers, harboring non-palmitoylated barttin molecules, in absence and presence of 
additional WT barttin under application of voltages between -255 mV and +195 mV. Red colored current traces represent currents at voltages 
of -255 mV and +195 mV. Dashed line represents 0 nA. (B) IV-plot of hClC-Ka concatamers, showing a hook-shaped IV-relationship at negative 
voltages, when channels were conductive. All values are shown as mean ± S.E.M.. (C) Mean currents at +105 mV. All data are shown as mean 
± S.E.M.. (D) Mean currents at +105 mV normalized to channel expression as shown in Fig.29A. All data are shown as mean ± S.E.M.. Data for 
hClC-Ka in (A)-(D) is taken from Fig.13. Statistical significance was tested using Student’s t-test. (B)-(D): Ka: n=9, Ka + BMUT: n=11, BMUT_Ka: n= 
10, BMUT_Ka + B: n=11 (+6 not included cells without current), BMUT_BMUT_Ka: n=13, BMUT_BMUT_Ka + B: n=7 (+7 not included cells without 
current), ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001. Ka (+ BMUT) = hClC-Ka (+ barttinMUT), BMUT _Ka (+ B) = barttinMUT_hClC-Ka (+ WT barttin), BMUT_BMUT_Ka (+ 
B) = barttinMUT_barttinMUT_hClC-Ka (+ WT barttin). 
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the mean current amplitude and the electrical driving force was plotted against the 

macroscopic conductance. Linear regression of data distribution yielded a mean chloride 

conductance of 18.5 pS for one α-subunit connected to one non-palmitoylated barttin (violet 

dots/bars) and 19.7 pS for one α-subunit connected to two non-palmitoylated barttins (cyan 

dots/bars), which is represented by the y-axis intercept of linear regression lines (Fig.31B,C). 

Here it should be kept in mind, that WT barttin was co-expressed. Both conductances were 

slightly below chloride conductance of hClC-Ka with co-expressed WT barttin and in absence 

of non-palmitoylated barttin. This finding indicates that the presence of one or two non-

palmitoylated barttins per α-subunit might prevent maximum conductance level but facilitate 

a higher conductance than for the condition, if only one WT barttin was linked to an α-subunit 

(see Fig.14C). Figure 31D illustrates the voltage-dependence of absolute open probabilities, 

which were determined as the quotient of the conductance at certain voltages and the 

maximum macroscopic conductance represented as x-axis intercept. Open probabilities were 

 
Fig. 31 Stationary noise analysis of hClC-Ka concatamers, containing non-palmitoylated barttin, in presence of additional WT barttin 
(A) Representative current trace of BMUT_Ka + B used for stationary noise analysis. Voltages from -5 mV to -255 mV were applied for 100 ms 
followed by +75 mV for 50 ms. For more negative voltages current decreases with increasing noise. Dashed line represents 0 nA. (B) 
Representative stationary noise analyses for hClC-Ka/barttinMUT concatamers in presence of additional WT barttin. Data points were fitted 
by linear regression. (C) Mean chloride conductance of tested conditions, obtained by y-axis intercepts of linear regressions as in (B). All data 
are shown as mean ± S.E.M.. Statistical significance was tested by one-way ANOVA and Holm–Sidak post hoc test versus Ka + B: F(2, 23) = 9.5 
and p < 0.001, Ka + B: n=12, BMUT_Ka + B: n=9, BMUT_BMUT_Ka + B: n=5. (D) Absolute open probabilities of tested conditions at negative voltages, 
determined from (B). (E) Voltage of half maximum activation (V0.5) obtained from fits of activation curves from (D). Values for hClC-Ka + B in 
(C)–(E) are taken from Fig.14. All data in (D) and (E) are shown as mean ± S.E.M.. Statistical significance in (E) was tested using one-way 
ANOVA. For (D) and (E): Ka + B: n=11, BMUT_Ka + B: n=8, BMUT_BMUT_Ka + B: n=4. Ka + B = hClC-Ka + WT barttin, BMUT_Ka (+ B) = barttinMUT_hClC-
Ka (+ WT barttin), BMUT_BMUT_Ka (+ B) = barttinMUT_barttinMUT_hClC-Ka (+ WT barttin). 
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fitted by Boltzmann functions. Voltage of half maximum activation (V0.5) was comparable for 

concatamers and hClC-Ka plus WT barttin (Fig.31E). This indicates that non-palmitoylated 

barttins linked to hClC-Ka do not change voltage-dependence of channel activation.  

 
            

3.2.4 Non-palmitoylated barttin does not influence relative expression and subcellular 

localization of rClC-K1/barttin concatamers 

Up to now, the impact of non-palmitoylated barttin on WT rClC-K1 is fairly unknown; especially 

the effect on fast and slow gating has not been reported. Therefore, also exchange of cysteines 

by serines at positions 54 and 56 of barttin within rClC-K1 concatamers was conducted to 

characterize these mutants electrophysiologically.   

Expression of concatamers was checked prior to patch clamp analysis. Figure 32A shows a 

fluorescence scan of a representative SDS-PAGE gel after separation of whole cell lysates from 

HEK293T cells, expressing concatamers in absence and presence of additional WT barttin. YFP 

fluorescence of rClC-K1 monomers/concatamers is stained in red while CFP fluorescence of 

 

 
Fig. 32 Expression and plasma membrane insertion of rClC-K1/barttinMUT concatamers 
(A) Fluorescence scan of a SDS-PAGE gel with protein lysates from HEK293T cells expressing rClC-K1_mYFP concatamers (red), which harbored 
non-palmitoylated barttin molecules, without or with WT barttin_mCFP co-expression (green) together with quantitative expression analysis 
shown in a bar chart below. Relative expression levels were normalized to the expression of the rClC-K1 monomer (white bar). All data show 
mean values ± S.E.M.. Student’s t-test was performed to test for significance (n>3, ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001). (B) Confocal microscopy images 
of MDCKII cells, expressing BMUT_K1_mYFP and BMUT_BMUT_K1_mYFP in presence or absence of additional WT barttin_mCFP. YFP is visualized 
in red and CFP in green. Colocalization of α- and β-subunits is visualized in yellow. – barttin = without WT barttin co-expression, + barttin = 
with WT barttin co-expression. Scale bars = 10 µm. K1 (+ B) = rClC-K1 (+ WT barttin), BMUT_K1 (+ B) = barttinMUT_rClC-K1 (+ WT barttin), 
BMUT_BMUT_K1 (+ B) = barttinMUT_barttiMUT_rClC-K1 (+ WT barttin). 
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WT barttin is illustrated green. All monomers were expressed with their expected molecular 

weight as for previously described constructs. Statistical analysis of relative concatamer 

expression is shown under the representative gel (n>3 experiments). Expression of rClC-K1 

monomers was taken as reference and set to 1. As for other investigated constructs expression 

decreased with higher molecular weight. However, the concatamer barttinMUT_rClC-K1 

exhibited a higher expression level than other comparable concatamers. It was similar to the 

expression of rClC-K1 monomers (dark red bar). If barttin was co-expressed, barttinMUT_rClC-

K1 expression even exceeds expression of rClC-K1 monomers. Still, general α-subunit 

expression was lower in presence of extra barttin.  

Subcellular localization was investigated using confocal imaging of transfected MDCKII cells. 

YFP fluorescence of concatamers is shown in red and CFP fluorescence of WT barttin in green 

(Fig.32B). YFP fluorescence of barttinMUT_rClC-K1 was in major parts located near the plasma 

membrane (a). Besides, a faint and even YFP staining covered the inner space of the cell. This 

was probably attributed to C-terminal concatamer cleavage, which has been previously 

observed for other rClC-K1/WT barttin concatamers as well (see Fig.15, Fig.47). Barttin co-

expression led to a co-localization of both barttin and the concatamer visualized by the yellow 

color (b). A similar distribution of YFP fluorescence was given for barttinMUT_barttinMUT_rClC-

K1. This concatamer located close to the surface membrane while degraded YFP stained the 

cytosol (c). In presence of barttin both YFP and CFP were also found near the surface 

membrane (d).  

 

3.2.5 Non-palmitoylated barttin does not influence the macroscopic current amplitude of 

rClC-K1 channels 

Whole cell patch clamp analysis was performed with HEK293T cells expressing non-

palmitoylated rClC-K1/barttinMUT concatamers. Representative current recordings for voltages 

between -255 mV and +195 mV are visualized in figure 33A. Mean IV-relationships were 

plotted in figure 33B. As for rClC-K1 in absence of barttin (solid line) currents featured a clearly 

visible time-dependence. A less pronounced hyperpolarization-induced ‘block’ was found for 

conditions, where one (dark red dots) or two non-palmitoylated barttins (dark blue dots) were 

linked to an α-subunit or if non-palmitoylated barttin was co-expressed with rClC-K1 

monomers (grey dots). In contrast, current traces of rClC-K1 in presence of co-expressed WT 

barttin were hardly time-dependent and had a distinct hyperpolarization-induced block  
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(see also Fig.16). The co-expression of WT barttin with barttinMUT_rClC-K1 and 

barttinMUT_barttinMUT_rClC-K1 seemed to promote hyperpolarization-induced block and to 

extenuate time-dependent gating, which is analyzed below. Figure 33C compares mean 

instantaneous current amplitudes at +105 mV. rClC-K1 and barttinMUT_rClC-K1 in presence of 

WT barttin excess documented the highest current amplitudes with more than 6 nA. 

Conditions without or only with non-palmitoylated barttin expression were lower with 2 to 4 

nA. Interestingly, barttinMUT_barttinMUT_rClC-K1 in presence of WT barttin also generated 

mean currents of only 2 nA (cyan bar), which is similar to conditions without WT barttin. 

Possibly, for this concatamer all binding sites were already occupied by non-palmitoylated 

barttin leading to no further activation by WT barttin. This would confirm the existence of only 

two functional binding sites of ClC-K for barttin. However, this would imply that the 

replacement of non-palmitoylated barttin by palmitoylated barttin does not lead to a 

significant current increase for rClC-K1 as for former analyzed hClC-Ka concatamers. 

Normalization of current amplitudes to channel expression (Fig.33D) made clear that WT 

barttin is not able to increase current amplitudes, if two non-palmitoylated barttins are 

 
Fig. 33 Currents of rClC-K1 concatamers, containing non-palmitoylated barttin, in absence and presence of additional WT barttin 
(A) Representative current traces of rClC-K1 concatamers, containing non-palmitoylated barttin, in absence and presence of additional WT 
barttin after application of voltages between -255 mV and +195 mV. Red colored current traces represent currents at voltages of -255 mV 
and +195 mV. Dashed lines represent 0 nA. (B) IV-plots of all tested rClC-K1 stoichiometries, measured immediately after initial capacitive 
peak. All values are shown as mean ± S.E.M.. Mean values for K1 and K1 + B are shown as solid/dashed lines. (C) Mean currents at +105 mV. 
All data are shown as mean ± S.E.M.. (D) Relative expression levels of rClC-K1 monomers/concatamers in absence and presence of additional 
WT barttin as shown in Fig.32A. (E) Mean current at +105 mV normalized to channel expression as shown in (D). Values for rClC-K1 and rClC-
K1 + B in (B), (C) and (E) are taken from Fig.16. All data are shown as mean values ± S.E.M.. Statistical significance was tested using Student’s 
t-test. (B),(C),(E): K1: n=11, K1 + B: n=13, BMUT_K1: n=13, BMUT_K1 + B: n=9, BMUT_BMUT_K1: n=11, BMUT_BMUT_Ka + B: n=13, K1 + BMUT: n=9, *** 
p < 0.001, n.s. = not significant. K1 (+ B) = rClC-K1 (+ WT barttin), BMUT_K1 (+ B) = barttinMUT_rClC-K1 (+ WT barttin), BMUT_BMUT_K1 (+ B) = 
barttinMUT_barttinMUT_rClC-K1 (+ WT barttin), K1 + BMUT = rClC-K1 + barttinMUT. 
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already linked to an α-subunit (Fig.33E). Moreover, rClC-K1 plus barttinMUT generated mean 

currents (grey bar), which are comparable to WT barttin expression (black bar). This confirms 

that barttin palmitoylation rather has a minor influence on rClC-K1 current amplitudes, in 

contrast to hClC-Ka. Still, as rClC-K1 is also conductive in presence of non-palmitoylated 

barttin, this result may just prove the preserved trafficking ability of non-palmitoylated 

barttin, already shown above by confocal images. This could explain that equal current 

amplitudes for rClC-K1 in presence of non-palmitoylated barttin and palmitoylated barttin 

were observed here. 

  

3.2.6 Non-palmitoylated barttin facilitates hyperpolarization-induced block for rClC-K1 less 

intense as palmitoylated barttin 

To characterize the hyperpolarization-induced block for rClC-K1 in presence of non-

palmitoylated barttin in more detail, mean IV-plots were normalized to the current amplitude 

at +105 mV (Fig.34A). Relative channel conductances at negative voltages were determined 

as described above for other rClC-K1 concatamers. Figure 34B summarizes all conductance 

curves, which decreased, as expected, for more negative voltages. The barttin effect was 

quantified using relative conductance at -255 mV (Fig.34C). This value was highest, if rClC-K1 

was expressed in complete absence of barttin (0.88, white bar), and lowest, if rClC-K1 and WT 

barttin were co-expressed (0.14, black bar). One or two non-palmitoylated barttins linked to 

rClC-K1 in presence of further WT barttin featured relatively low G-255mV/Gmax values of 0.19 

(violet bar) and 0.27 (cyan bar), indicating that WT barttin promotes the block for both 

concatamers and, thus, binds to both. This result might be interpreted as competition 

between WT and mutated barttin for binding to the α-subunit.  G-255mV/Gmax ratio of 0.43 for 

rClC-K1 plus barttinMUT was higher than with WT barttin but lower than without any barttin 

(grey bar). Concatamers with one and two non-palmitoylated barttins per α-subunit exposed 

higher G-255mV/Gmax values of 0.62 (dark red bar) and 0.57 (dark blue bar), respectively. Thus, 

the block was not as pronounced as for rClC-K1 plus barttinMUT excess. Possibly, either one or 

two non-palmitoylated barttins were not as effective as co-expression of barttinMUT, or binding 

of barttinMUT to the α-subunit was incomplete within concatamers due to sterical issues. A 

shift in conductance curves was checked by comparing voltages of half maximum conductance 

(V0.5, Fig.34D). There were only slight differences between concatamers without and with WT 

barttin co-expression.  
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3.2.7 Barttin palmitoylation is necessary for rClC-K1 fast gate modulation but not for slow 

gate modulation 

In the following approach time-dependent fast gating was analyzed for rClC-K1 in presence of 

non-palmitoylated barttin. For this, we applied voltage steps between -155 and 145 mV over 

a longer time period of 300 ms followed by a test pulse to + 105 mV for 100 ms. Figure 35 

compares representative measurements of rClC-K1 in co-expression of WT barttin (left) and 

barttinMUT (right). For WT barttin no time-dependent fast gating was observed at all. In 

contrast, non-palmitoylated barttin caused a fast increase in current at negative and a 

decrease at positive voltages. 

 

 
Fig. 34 Influence of barttin palmitoylation on hyperpolarization-induced block of rClC-K1 
(A) IV-plot of instantaneous rClC-K1 currents normalized to currents at +105 mV, obtained from currents as shown in Fig.33A. All data are 
shown as mean values ± S.E.M.. Dashed line represents linear regression of currents between -55 mV and +55 mV. (B) Relative conductances 
at negative voltages of all tested stoichiometries, obtained from current deviations from linear regression in (A). Mean values for K1 and K1 
+ B are shown as solid/dashed lines. (C) Relative conductances at -255 mV for all tested conditions. (D) Voltage of half maximum conductance 
(V0.5) obtained from fits of conductance curves from (B). Values for rClC-K1 and rClC-K1 + B in (A)-(D) are taken from Fig.17. (B)-(D): all values 
are shown as mean ± S.E.M.. K1: n=13, K1 + B: n=13, BMUT_K1: n=13, BMUT_K1 + B: n=9, BMUT_BMUT_K1: n=11, BMUT_BMUT_K1 + B: n=13, K1 + 
BMUT: n=9. For (C) and (D) statistical significance was tested by one-way ANOVA with subsequent Holm–Sidak post hoc test: for (C): F(10, 107) = 
87.4 and p < 0.001; for (D): F(10, 104) = 204.7 and p < 0.001. K1 (+ B) = rClC-K1 (+ WT barttin), BMUT_K1 (+ B) = barttinMUT_rClC-K1 (+ WT barttin), 
BMUT_BMUT_K1 (+ B) = barttinMUT_barttinMUT_rClC-K1 (+ WT barttin), K1 + BMUT = rClC-K1 + barttinMUT. 
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To quantify the effect of non-palmitoylated barttin on time-dependent fast gating for all 

concatamers steady state currents at a test pulse of +105 mV (Iss), normalized to the 

instantaneous current (Iinst), were plotted for single cells and categorized into three different 

classes of time-dependent fast gating according to figure 20. As reference, data of rClC-K1 

without any barttin co-expression and with WT barttin co-expression was included from figure 

20D. As already visible in figure 20D, Iss/Iinst values for rClC-K1 resided below 0.6, while WT 

barttin shifted values close to 1 (Fig.36A white/black dots). In contrast, non-palmitoylated 

barttin in any stoichiometry to the α-subunit did not increase Iss/Iinst but even lowered values 

below 0.4 (dark red, dark blue, grey dots). Thus, non-palmitoylated barttin did not reduce but 

even promoted time-dependent fast gating. The presence of further WT barttin molecules 

shifted values up again (pink, cyan dots). However, this effect for two linked β-subunits to one 

α-subunit was not as intense as if there was only one barttin linked to one α-subunit. Maybe, 

both β-subunits hindered WT barttin to bind to the channel. Values for single cells were 

categorized into groups to visualize changes in time-dependent fast gating. Below a value of 

0.6 currents were sorted as ‘strong time-dependent gating’, between 0.6 and 0.8 as ‘medium 

time-dependent gating’ and above 0.8 as ‘weak time-dependent gating’. Pie charts of 

categorization for each condition are given in figure 36B. Without barttin and with only non-

palmitoylated barttin all currents were sorted exclusively as ‘strong time-dependent’. WT 

barttin shifted currents to ‘medium’ or even to ‘weak time-dependent gating’. This shift was 

more pronounced the lower the number of non-palmitoylated barttins was, which was linked 

to one α-subunit. It demonstrates again that palmitoylated and non-palmitoylated barttin 

molecules compete for binding to the α-subunit. For the α-subunit homodimer without 

linkage currents were exclusively ‘weak time-dependent’, when WT barttin was co-expressed. 

Fig. 35 Time-dependent gating of rClC-K1 in co-expression 
of WT barttin or non-palmitoylated barttin 
Representative current traces of rClC-K1 in presence of WT 
barttin (left) or in presence of non-palmitoylated barttin 
(right) under application of voltages between -155 mV and 
+145 mV. Dashed lines represent 0 nA. 
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Representative current recordings for all tested conditions and categories are given in 

supplemental figure 2.  

Relative fast gate open probabilities for all conditions were determined as for the 

palmitoylated concatamers, which was described above, and summarized in figure 36C. In co-

expression with WT barttin the rClC-K1 fast gate was constitutively open and thus not voltage-

dependent (black dots), whereas the other conditions exhibited data with highest values at -

155 mV and lowest at +145 mV. As shown in figure 20, linkage of WT barttin increases the 

minimum fast gate open probability of rClC-K1. Mutant barttin, however, decreased the fast 

gate open probability (compare red, blue and grey symbols with white symbols for rClC-K1 in 

absence of barttin). Co-expression of WT barttin reversed this effect. Notably, this evaluation 

relies on relative open probabilities. (For absolute values, noise analyses or single channel 

recordings might help.)  

A short inter-pulse to -180 mV (20 ms) was applied between pre- and test pulses that opens 

the fast gate without affecting the slow gate. Current amplitudes at the beginning of the test 

pulse were, thus, directly proportional to relative slow gate open probabilities for voltages of 

pre-pulses. A representative recording used for determination of relative rClC-K1 slow gate 

open probabilities in presence of barttin is given in supplemental figure 3. For conditions with 

two or even more barttin molecules available per α-subunit slow gate was open (Fig.36D grey, 

pink, dark blue, cyan dots). If only one non-palmitoylated barttin was available per α-subunit 

relative slow gate open probabilities decreased slightly to around 80% at negative voltages 

(dark red dots). However, in comparison to the respective concatamer containing one 

palmitoylated barttin molecule (red dots) relative slow gate open probabilities were only 

marginally different. If two palmitoylated barttin molecules were linked to one α-subunit, slow 

gate is highly expected to be open because it was already so for the respective condition with 

non-palmitoylated barttin (dark blue dots). This demonstrates that modulation of rClC-K1 slow 

gate open probabilities is rather independent of barttin palmitoylation as even non-

palmitoylated barttin can open the slow gate constitutively like palmitoylated barttin. 

Furthermore, results show that one barttin molecule per α-subunit is able to highly increase 

relative slow gate open probabilities compared to rClC-K1 in absence of barttin (white dots), 

although, two barttins per α-subunit seem to be necessary to fully transfer rClC-K1 slow gate 

into an open state. 
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Fig. 36 Time-dependent fast gating of rClC-K1/barttin concatamers, containing non-palmitoylated barttin 
(A) Scatter plot of cells measured under different α:β-subunit stoichiometries according to their Iss/Iinst values. Cells were sorted according to 
Fig.20 as strong time-dependent, when after the voltage step from -155 mV to +105 mV steady state current amplitude (Iss) was lower than 
60% of instantaneous current amplitude (Iinst), as medium time-dependent, when Iss/Iinst was between 60% and 80% and as weak time-
dependent, when Iss/Iinst was higher than 80%. Each dot is one measured cell. Dashed lines represent thresholds for categorization. (B) 
Distribution of cells under different barttin availabilities after categorization into the three classes as in (A) visualized as pie charts. (C) Relative 
fast gate open probabilities under different barttin availabilities, determined by plotting instantaneous current amplitudes during the test 
pulse versus voltages of the pre-pulse. For K1 ± B in (A)-(C), values were taken from Fig.20. (D) Relative slow gate open probabilities under 
different barttin availabilities and for different voltages. Data in (C) and (D) are shown as mean values ± S.E.M.. K1: n=10, K1 + B: n=12, 
BMUT_K1: n=13, BMUT_K1 + B: n=9, BMUT_BMUT_K1: n=11, BMUT_BMUT_K1 + B: n=12, K1 + BMUT: n=9, B_K1: n=13. K1 (+ B) = rClC-K1 (+ WT barttin), 
BMUT_K1 (+ B) = barttinMUT_rClC-K1 (+ WT barttin), BMUT_BMUT_K1 (+ B) = barttinMUT_barttinMUT_rClC-K1 (+ WT barttin), K1 + BMUT = rClC-K1 + 
barttinMUT, B_K1 = barttin_rClC-K1. 
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Furthermore, the influence of barttin palmitoylation on slow gate kinetics should be 

investigated. For concatamers owning WT barttin it was already shown that barttin increases 

time constants of slow gating in a way that makes it difficult to determine them with pulses of 

only 300 ms. Therefore, voltage steps were extended four-fold to 1.2 s (Fig.37). Time constants 

were obtained by fitting mono-exponential functions to the slow gating process at negative 

voltages (Fig.37A, blue lines). Representative current traces show that slow gating decelerates 

with higher availability of non-palmitoylated barttin molecules, too. Time constants of rClC-K1 

in absence of barttin, which were taken as reference from figure 21E, were around 100 ms 

(Fig.37A,E, white dots) and increase to around 300 ms for barttinMUT_rClC-K1 (Fig.37B,E, dark 

red dots). Two barttins increased constants to around 1 s (Fig.37C,E, dark blue dots) similar to 

barttinMUT excess (> 1 s, Fig.37D,E, grey dots). This closely resembles respective conditions for 

WT barttin (see Fig.21E). Comparing slow gating time constants exemplarily at -115 mV 

between concatamers containing palmitoylated and non-palmitoylated barttin molecules 

indicates that there is no change in slow gating kinetics due to barttin’s palmitoylation status 

(Suppl. Fig.4).  

 

 

 
Fig. 37 Impact of barttin palmitoylation under different α:β-subunit stoichiometries on rClC-K1 slow gate kinetics 
(A) Representative current traces of K1 used for determination of slow gating time constants. Blue lines demonstrate mono-exponential 
functions, fitted in slow current relaxation at negative voltages. Voltages steps, used for determination of time constants were 1.2 s long. (B) 
Representative current traces of BMUT_K1. (C) Representative current traces of BMUT_BMUT_K1. (D) Representative current traces of K1 + BMUT. 
(A)-(D) dashed lines indicate 0 nA. (E) Slow time constants (tau) obtained from mono-exponential fits of currents as shown in (A)-(D) at 
negative voltages. Representative current trace and tau-values for rClC-K1 were taken from Fig.21. Values are given as mean ± S.E.M.. K1: 
n=8, BMUT_K1: n=13, BMUT_BMUT_K1: n=5, K1 + BMUT: n=4. Values were fitted by linear regressions. K1 (+ BMUT) = rClC-K1 (+ barttinMUT), BMUT_K1 
= barttinMUT_rClC-K1, BMUT_BMUT_K1 = barttinMUT_barttinMUT_rClC-K1. 
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These results demonstrated that barttin palmitoylation is important for voltage-dependent 

rClC-K1 fast gating but not for slow gating. 

3.2.8 Co-expression of WT barttin influences barttinMUT_rClC-K1_rClC-K1 

For rClC-K1 the concatamer with one WT barttin connected to two linked α-subunits a 

considerable hyperpolarization-induced block together with rather weak time-dependent fast 

gating was observed, which was unexpected as this was usually seen for conditions with high 

barttin availability per α-subunit. So, also the respective concatamer with non-palmitoylated 

barttin was analyzed to check whether there was still this enormous barttin influence. Figure 

38A shows representative current recordings of barttinMUT_rClC-K1_rClC-K1 in absence and 

presence of WT barttin. Without WT barttin currents exhibited clear time-dependent gating 

and a rudimentary hyperpolarization-induced block. This changed under co-expression of WT 

barttin to diminished time-dependent gating and to a considerable hyperpolarization-induced 

block. Mean IV-plots of both conditions are shown in figure 38B. Current amplitudes at +105 

mV were compared and revealed significantly higher values under WT barttin co-expression 

(Fig.38C). Mean currents have not been normalized to relative expression level of this 

concatamer because only few HEK293T cells within the cell pool showed YFP fluorescence, 

which were subjected to patch clamp measurements. Furthermore, no YFP fluorescence at 

the expected molecular weight was detectable for expression analysis. Either the great 

majority of cells did not express the concatamer or almost the complete amount of 

concatamer proteins were cleaved C-terminally, thereby losing the fluorescence tag.

 

 
Fig. 38 Currents of barttinMUT_rClC-K1_rClC-K1 in absence and presence of additional WT barttin 
(A) Representative current traces of BMUT_K1_K1 in absence or presence of co-expressed WT barttin under application of voltages between 
-255 mV and +195 mV. Red colored current traces represent currents at voltages of -255 mV and +195 mV. Dashed line represents 0 nA. (B) 
IV-plot of BMUT_K1_K1 ± WT barttin, measured immediately after initial capacitive peak. All values are shown as mean ± S.E.M.. (C) Mean 
current at +105 mV. All data are shown as mean ± S.E.M.. Statistical significance was tested using Student’s t-test (** p < 0.01). (B)-(C): 
BMUT_K1_K1: n=10, BMUT_K1_K1 + B: n=8. BMUT_K1_K1 (+ B) = barttinMUT_rClC-K1_rClC-K1 (+ WT barttin). 
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In both cases, concatamer expression measurement over many cells does not reflect 

expression levels at the single cell level. 

To characterize the hyperpolarization-induced block of barttinMUT_rClC-K1_rClC-K1 mean IV-

plots were normalized to the current amplitude at +105 mV and fitted by a regression line 

between -55 mV and +55 mV (Fig.39A). Deviations from linear slope revealed relative channel 

conductances for different voltages (Fig.39B). As reference the curve of rClC-K1 plus WT 

barttin was added from figure 17. G-255mV/Gmax values of conductance curves were compared 

to quantify the ‘block’ intensity (Fig.39C). Values were similar for rClC-K1 and concatamer with 

WT barttin co-expression with around 0.14. Without WT barttin concatamer had a higher G-

255mV/Gmax value with 0.53. Here, effect of non-palmitoylated barttin on channel ‘block’ was 

much lower compared to the respective concatamer with WT barttin (see Fig.27). 

Conductance curves were fitted by Boltzmann functions to obtain the voltage of half 

maximum conductance (V0.5). There was no difference in V0.5 for the three conditions, 

indicating that there was no shift in conductance curve for barttinMUT_rClC-K1_rClC-K1 

(Fig.39D). 

  

 

 

Characterizing the time-dependent gating behavior of barttinMUT_rClC-K1_rClC-K1 pre-pulses 

of -155 mV up to +145 mV were applied for 300 ms followed by a test pulse of +105 mV 

(Fig.40A). Steady state currents during the test pulse of +105 mV (Iss) were normalized to the 

instantaneous current (Iinst) and plotted for each cell in figure 40B. Besides the concatamer in 

absence and presence of WT barttin also values for rClC-K1 in absence and presence of WT 

barttin were included as reference from figure 20. Measurements of the concatamer without 

Fig. 39 Influence of barttin palmitoylation on hyperpolarization-induced block of barttin_rClC-K1_rClC-K1 
(A) IV-plot of normalized instantaneous rClC-K1 currents, obtained from currents as shown in Fig.38A. All data are shown as mean values ± 
S.E.M.. Dashed line represents linear regression of currents between -55 mV and +55 mV. (B) Relative conductances at negative voltages of 
all tested stoichiometries, obtained from current deviations from linear regression in (A). (C) Relative conductances at -255 mV for tested 
conditions. (D) Voltage of half maximum conductance (V0.5) obtained from fits of conductance curves from (B). (A)-(D): values for rClC-K1 + 
barttin were taken from Fig.17 as reference. All values are shown as mean ± S.E.M.. K1 + B: n=13, BMUT_K1_K1: n=10, BMUT_K1_K1 + B: n=8. 
For (C) and (D) statistical significance was tested by one-way ANOVA with subsequent Holm–Sidak post hoc test for (C): F(10, 107) = 87.4 and p 
< 0.001. K1 + B = rClC-K1 + WT barttin, BMUT_K1_K1 (+ B) = barttinMUT_rClC-K1_rClC-K1 (+ WT barttin). 
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WT barttin presence (dark green dots) revealed exclusively strong time-dependent gating. This 

result is in great accordance to results of all other rClC-K1/barttinMUT concatamers, which were 

sorted as exclusively strong time-dependent gating as well (see Fig.36). It gives further 

evidence for the important role of barttin palmitoylation for constitutive fast gate opening, 

since time-dependent fast gating was much less pronounced for barttin_rClC-K1_rClC-K1 (see 

Fig.28). Iss/Iinst values for barttinMUT_rClC-K1_rClC-K1 in presence of WT barttin were 

predominantly shifted up to weak time-dependent gating (75%). This fraction was higher 

compared to respective values for barttinMUT_rClC-K1 (56%) and barttinMUT_barttinMUT_rClC-

K1 (25%, see Fig.36B). A feasible explanation might be that a 2:1 α:β-subunit stoichiometry 

offers more free binding sites for WT barttin than other concatamers with a higher barttinMUT 

fraction. Relative fast gate open probabilities revealed strong voltage-dependence for 

barttinMUT_rClC-K1_rClC-K1 comparable to other rClC-K1 concatamers with non-palmitoylated 

barttin (Fig.40C, dark green dots).  

 

 

 
Fig. 40 Time-dependent fast gating of barttinMUT_rClC-K1_rClC-K1 
(A) Representative current traces of BMUT_K1_K1 in absence and presence of additional WT barttin. Voltages from -155 mV to +145 mV were 
applied for 300 ms. Dashed lines indicate 0 nA. (B) Scatter plot of measured cells expressing either BMUT_K1_K1 in absence (dark green dots) 
or presence of WT barttin excess (light green dots) according to their Iss/Iinst values. Cells were sorted as strong time-dependent, when after 
a voltage step from -155 mV to +105 mV steady state current amplitude (Iss) was lower than 60% of instantaneous current amplitude (Iinst), 
as medium time-dependent, when Iss/Iinst was between 60% and 80% and as weak time-dependent, when Iss/Iinst was higher than 80%. Each 
dot is one measured cell. Dashed lines represent thresholds for categorization. (C) Relative fast gate open probabilities under different 
barttin availabilities, determined by plotting instantaneous current amplitudes during the test pulse versus voltages of the pre-pulse. (D) 
Relative slow gate open probabilities under different barttin availabilities and for different voltages. For (C) and (D) data for BMUT_K1_K1 (+ 
B) are shown as mean values ± S.E.M.. BMUT_K1_K1: n=9, BMUT_K1_K1 + B: n=8 (fast gate), n=2 (slow gate). As reference mean values for K1 
and K1 + B from Fig.20 are shown as solid/dashed lines in (C) and (D). K1 (+ B) = rClC-K1 (+ barttin), BMUT_K1_K1 (+B) = barttinMUT_rClC-
K1_rClC-K1 (+ WT barttin). 
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WT barttin co-expression caused a shift towards almost voltage-independence (light green 

dots). Both in absence and in presence of WT barttin relative slow gate open probabilities for 

barttinMUT_rClC-K1_rClC-K1 were rather voltage-independent (Fig.40D). 

 

3.3 Single channel measurements of ClC-K/barttin concatamers 

 

3.3.1 Niflumic acid blocks ClC-K channels in HEK293T cells 

For hClC-Ka/barttin concatamers stationary noise analysis indicated modification of single 

pore parameters dependent on different α:β-subunit stoichiometries. Using single channel 

measurements, in which pore characteristics can be deduced directly by opening and closing 

events, the mechanistic origin of noise results should be illuminated in more detail. On top of 

that, single channel measurements represent a further method to confirm results obtained 

from whole cell patch clamp measurements. Due to endogenous channels of HEK293T cells, 

however, single channel recordings of the desired channel were often not clearly 

distinguishable from others. Therefore, we used the ClC-K channel modulator niflumic acid 

(NFA) to prove, that obtained single channel currents were caused by ClC-K channels. Niflumic 

acid is a nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory fenamate, which also acts inhibitory on ClC-K 

channels in HEK cells. It was shown previously that an extracellularly applied concentration of 

1 mM niflumic acid is sufficient to block almost all ClC-K induced currents (Imbrici et al., 2014). 

Therefore, we also tested the effect of 1 mM NFA on ClC-K channels in whole cell configuration 

before application on single channels. Figure 41A-C shows NFA treatment of cells expressing 

hClC-Ka plus WT barttin, figure 41D-F cells expressing rClC-K1 in absence of barttin and figure 

41G-I cells expressing rClC-K1 in presence of WT barttin. Before perfusion with 1 mM NFA, 

currents were robust and exhibited the hyperpolarization-induced block, if barttin was 

present (Fig.41A,D,G, -NFA). Under NFA application currents decreased (+NFA). A special 

characteristic is found for hClC-Ka plus barttin, where currents seemed to be blocked 

preferentially at positive voltages by NFA. NFA block was reversible, since subsequent 

perfusion with bath solution recovered channel conductance (wash out). Comparison of IV-

plots in presence and absence of NFA demonstrates inhibition over the whole voltage range 

(Fig.41B,E,H). Comparing currents at +105 mV revealed a highly significant current reduction 

of about 90% caused by NFA (Fig.41C,F,I). 
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3.3.2 High availability of barttin molecules per hClC-Ka α-subunit stabilizes single pore 

opening and closing events 

As reference, single channel recordings were obtained from hClC-Ka homodimers with co-

expression of WT barttin (Fig.42). Measurements were performed in cell-attached 

configuration for most of measured patches to avoid channel rundown, which was previously 

observed for excised inside-out patches (Fischer et al., 2010). Figure 42 shows representative 

single channel measurement in cell attached configuration for hClC-Ka plus barttin at positive 

(Fig.42A,B) and negative voltages (Fig.42C,D). Channels exhibited three distinct and 

equidistant conductance states, which could be assigned to the closed state (C) or the states 

of one (O1) or two open pores (O2). This was expected for ClC-K channels as they harbor two 

separate conductance pathways. Amplitude histograms of current traces at +50 mV revealed 

single pore amplitudes of 1.1 pA (Fig.42A), which corresponds to a single 

 
Fig. 41 Inhibition of ClC-K channels by 1 mM NFA in whole cell configuration 
(A) Representative currents of hClC-Ka plus barttin without NFA perfusion, during NFA perfusion and after NFA washout for voltages between 
-255 mV and +195 mV. (B) IV-plots of hClC-Ka plus barttin without NFA perfusion (- NFA, black dots) or with NFA perfusion (+ NFA, red dots). 
(C) Relative mean currents at +105 mV for conditions with (red bar) and without (black bar) NFA perfusion after normalization on mean 
current without NFA perfusion. Data in (B) and (C) are mean values ± S.E.M.. (-NFA: n=3, +NFA: n=3). (D) Representative currents of rClC-K1 
without NFA perfusion, during NFA perfusion and after NFA washout for voltages between -255 mV and +195 mV. (E) IV-plots of rClC-K1 
without NFA perfusion (- NFA, black dots) or with NFA perfusion (+ NFA, red dots). (F) Relative mean currents at +105 mV for conditions with 
(red bar) and without (black bar) NFA perfusion after normalization on mean current without NFA perfusion. Data in (E) and (F) are mean 
values ± S.E.M.. (-NFA: n=3, +NFA: n=3). (G) Representative currents of rClC-K1 plus barttin without NFA perfusion, during NFA perfusion and 
after NFA washout for voltages between -255 mV and +195 mV. (H) IV-plots of rClC-K1 plus barttin without NFA perfusion (- NFA, black dots) 
or with NFA perfusion (+ NFA, red dots). (I) Relative mean currents at +105 mV for conditions with (red bar) and without (black bar) NFA 
perfusion after normalization on mean current without NFA perfusion. Data in (H) and (I) are mean values ± S.E.M.. (-NFA: n=3, +NFA: n=3). 
Statistical significance in (C), (F) and (I) was tested using Student’s t-test (*** p < 0.001). NFA = niflumic acid. 
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pore conductance of 22 pS, a value also obtained by stationary noise analysis (see Fig.14). 

Furthermore, single pore amplitudes at -50 mV with around -0.8 pA in (C) and (D) were smaller 

than those at +50 mV. To test whether this difference is caused by the cell attached mode, 

voltage ramps were applied on single channel measurements in excised patch and cell 

attached patch mode for the same patch (Fig.42E). For cell attached mode currents were 

reduced at negative voltages compared to positive (black trace). In contrast, in excised patch 

mode current/voltage relationship became linear (red trace). Negative currents correspond to 

a chloride flux out of the cell into the pipette. As in this study measurements were usually 

conducted in the cell attached mode, it is possible that chloride ions within the cell were not 

as high as chloride ion concentration in the bath or in the pipette solution, reducing all 

 
Fig. 42 Single channel recordings of hClC-Ka with barttin co-expression 
(A) Representative single channel recordings in cell attached configuration at voltages of +100 mV and +50 mV. (B) Amplitude histogram 
from registration shown in (A) at +50 mV and fits with the sum of three equidistant Gaussian distributions. (C) Representative single channel 
recordings in cell attached configuration at voltages of -50 mV and -100 mV. (D) Amplitude histogram from registration shown in (C) at -50 
mV and fits with the sum of three equidistant Gaussian distributions. (E) Current registration for voltage ramp from -100 mV to +100 mV in 
cell attached (black) or excised patch configuration (red). Red dashed line represents current amplitude to which both registrations were 
normalized. Grey dashed line represents 0 pA. (F) Representative single channel recordings in cell attached configuration without (-NFA) and 
with 1 mM NFA perfusion (+ NFA). Registrations are shown for +75 mV (blue traces) and for +150 mV (black traces). Dashed lines represent 
0 pA. (G) Single channel recording in cell attached mode, exhibiting noisy periods and periods of distinct conductance levels. Amplitude 
histogram from this registration is shown below together with fits with the sum of two Gaussian distributions. Flickering in between could 
not be fitted. (H) Single channel recording in cell attached mode, exhibiting exclusively high frequent channel flickering. Amplitude histogram 
from this registration is shown below together with a mono-Gaussian fit. (I) Distribution of measured patches according to channel behavior 
as patches featuring distinct conductance states (black), as patches exclusively exhibiting rapid channel flickering (white) or as patches, 
possessing both phases with clear conductance states and phases with channel flickering, interchangeably (grey). C = closed state, O1-3 = 
open states 1-3, NFA = niflumic acid. 
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outward directed currents. This indicates that in cell attached mode outward currents were 

rather unreliable due to the intracellular ion concentration, which could not be controlled 

exactly. Calculated on basis of Gaussian function areas, open probability of one pore at +50 

mV were high (84% at +50 mV (Fig.42B), 78% at -50 mV (Fig.42D)). As the open probabilities 

were calculated only about the here shown, short time periods, which were selected 

subjectively, the open probabilities cannot be seen as representative for hClC-Ka plus barttin. 

Besides the here shown traces, exhibiting high pore open probability at positive and negative 

voltages, recordings frequently also showed periods, in which individual pores were closed 

over a longer time. Actually, almost permanently open pores were expected as stationary 

noise analyses gave absolute open probabilities near 100% at least for positive potentials (see 

Fig.14). To verify that currents were conducted by hClC-Ka, patches were perfused with 1 mM 

NFA. Figure 42F shows single channel measurements at +75 mV (blue traces) and +150 mV 

(black traces) with or without NFA perfusion. Currents increased for higher voltages without 

NFA application. In presence of NFA, however, currents did not increase for higher voltages 

but channels produced tremendous noise. This is in great accordance with whole cell 

measurements which demonstrate a current ‘block’ especially for positive voltages (see 

Fig.41). Thus, measured currents were conducted by hClC-Ka channels. Measurements 

depicted in 42A and C show clear and distinct channel opening or closing events. Notably, a 

minor fraction of patches displayed noisy recordings even in absence of NFA. However, such 

recordings displayed less regular current fluctuations. Figure 42G illustrates one registration 

containing the transition from clear channel events to rapid flickering. Plotting current 

amplitudes in a histogram gave a distribution, which aggravated fitting by Gaussian functions. 

The closed and the open state of that pore might be determined by fitting two Gaussian 

functions to counts of lowest and highest current values. However, in between about 28% of 

all counts could not be fitted, representing the occurring flickering of the channel. There were 

also few patches permanently showing unstable opening events, which could not be 

segregated into distinct conductance levels at all (Fig.42H). Here, the amplitude histogram 

only gave one large Gaussian-like distribution. In total, only 20% of all patches had this noisy 

behavior and 5% were patches with alternating clear and noisy channel events (Fig.42I). Most 

of all patches (75%), though, had channels with clear and distinct opening or closing events. 

The distribution of patches with noisy and/or stable opening events is of importance as single 

channel measurements of hClC-Ka/barttin concatamers, which are described in the following 
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part, indicate that a change in this distribution might be induced by different α:β-subunit 

stoichiometries.  

Analogous to hClC-Ka plus barttin single channel measurements were performed for hClC-

Ka/barttin concatamers to investigate potential changes in single pore parameters. 

Representative single channel recordings for the concatamer barttin_barttin_hClC-Ka at 

different voltages in the cell attached patch mode are shown in figure 43A. As for hClC-Ka plus 

barttin co-expression there were three different, equidistant conducting states 

distinguishable, which were expected as one closed (C) and two open states (O1, O2) of a ClC-

K channel with two pores. Single pore current amplitudes in cell attached mode was higher 

for positive voltages (1.1 pA at +50 mV, Fig.43B) than for negative voltages (-0.6 pA at -50 mV, 

Fig.43C). For the here presented current traces the open probability of one pore was high with 

92% at +50 mV and 59% at -50 mV. In excised patch mode channel could adopt three different 

conducting states, too (Fig.43D). In contrast to the cell attached mode, single pore amplitudes 

were comparable for negative and positive voltages in the excised patch mode (Figs.43E,F). 

Furthermore, pore open probability was high with 94% at +50 mV and 98% at -50 mV for the 

here shown current traces. Again, as the open probabilities were calculated only about the 

here shown, short time periods, which were selected subjectively, the open probabilities 

obtained in cell attached and excised patch mode cannot be seen as representative for this 

concatamer. Both for cell attached and excised patch mode frequently also pores were 

observed with lower open probabilities. Plotting the single pore current amplitudes at 

voltages from -100 mV to +100 mV of the here shown current traces, confirms that currents 

were lower at negative than at positive voltages in cell attached mode (Fig.43G, black dots). 

In excised patch mode, now controlling both internal and external solutions, single pore IV-

plot became linear (red dots). Identity of ClC-K channel was again validated by perfusion with 

1 mM NFA at voltages of +50 mV (blue traces) and +150 mV (black traces, Fig.43H). If NFA was 

not perfused (-NFA), currents increased with higher voltage. Instead, currents did not increase 

but exhibited an intense flickering in presence of NFA (+NFA), proving the identity of ClC-K 

channels like for hClC-Ka plus barttin. Also for this condition there were patches, which 

switched between a noisy flickering and distinct conductance states (Fig.43I). Thus, besides of 

the open and closed state, 27% of amplitude histogram area could not be fitted by Gaussian 

functions. Moreover, many patches contained channels not keeping distant conductance 

levels at all but exclusively high frequent flickering (Fig.43J). 
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This flickering resulted in a distribution of current amplitudes, which could be fitted only by 

one Gaussian function. In total for the condition, where two barttins were available per hClC-

Ka α-subunit, patches with channels showing distant conductance levels had similar properties 

regarding single pore current amplitude and open probability as for hClC-Ka with barttin 

excess. However, the fractions of patches with distinct conductance states and patches with 

channel flickering changed (Fig.43K). For this condition the fraction of noisy patches increased 

to 43% and fraction of distinct conductance states decreased to 38%. From whole cell 

measurements it is known that two barttin molecules are sufficient to reach full hClC-Ka 

activation. Thus, for this condition a similar distribution of patches would be expected as for 

hClC-Ka with barttin co-expression. It could be speculated that barttin molecules linked within 

 
Fig. 43 Single channel recordings of barttin_barttin_hClC-Ka 
(A) Representative single channel recordings in cell attached configuration at voltages of +100 mV, +50 mV, -50 mV and -100 mV. (B) 
Amplitude histogram from registration shown in (A) at +50 mV and fits with the sum of three equidistant Gaussian distributions. (C) Amplitude 
histogram from registration shown in (A) at -50 mV and fits with the sum of three equidistant Gaussian distributions. (D) Representative 
single channel recordings in excised patch configuration at voltages of +100 mV, +50 mV, -50 mV and -100 mV. (E) Amplitude histogram from 
registration shown in (D) at +50 mV and fits with the sum of three equidistant Gaussian distributions. (F) Amplitude histogram from 
registration shown in (D) at -50 mV and fits with the sum of three equidistant Gaussian distributions. (G) IV-plot of single pore current 
amplitudes for cell attached (black dots) and excised patch configuration (red dots). Values were obtained from representative single channel 
recordings shown in (A) and (D). (H) Representative single channel recordings in cell attached configuration without (-NFA) and with 1 mM 
NFA perfusion (+ NFA). Registrations are shown for +50 mV (blue traces) and for +150 mV (black traces). Dashed lines represent 0 pA. (I) 
Single channel recording in cell attached mode, exhibiting noisy periods and periods of distinct conductance levels. Amplitude histogram 
from this registration is shown below together with fits with the sum of two Gaussian distributions. Flickering in between could not be fitted. 
(J) Single channel recording in cell attached mode, exhibiting exclusively high frequent channel flickering. Amplitude histogram from this 
registration is shown below together with a mono-Gaussian fit. (K) Distribution of measured patches according to channel behavior as 
patches featuring distinct conductance states (black), as patches exclusively exhibiting rapid channel flickering (white) or as patches, 
possessing both phases with clear conductance states and phases with channel flickering, interchangeably (grey). C = closed state, O1-2 = 
open states 1-2, NFA = niflumic acid. 
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a concatamer cannot bind to the α-subunit as stably as co-expressed barttin. Thus, a greater 

fraction of patches might display unstable opening events. 

Stationary noise analysis revealed smallest single pore conductance for hClC-Ka/barttin 

concatamers composed of only one β-subunit linked to one α-subunit (12 pS, see Fig.14C). 

Performing single channel measurements for this condition should illuminate whether this 

value arose really from reduced single pore current amplitudes. Figure 44A shows 

representative single channel measurements at different voltages in cell attached mode. For 

all traces three equidistant conducting states were observable, typical for channels with two 

pores. Single pore current amplitude of 0.9 pA at +50 mV was higher than -0.7 pA at -50 mV 

(Fig.44B-C), consistent with results of other conditions, as shown above. Furthermore, single 

pore current amplitude was rather not or only minimally reduced compared to conditions with 

higher barttin availability. Also, single pore open probability was high (53% at -50 mV, 92% at 

+50 mV). In excised patch mode single pore open probabilities with 98% at -50 mV and 88% 

at +50 mV were also comparably high as values in cell attached mode (Fig.44D-F). As the open 

probabilities were calculated only about the here shown, short time periods, which were 

selected subjectively, the open probabilities obtained in cell attached and excised patch mode 

cannot be seen as representative for barttin_hClC-Ka. Single pore current amplitudes at 

positive voltages were comparable between cell attached and excised patch mode, while 

current amplitudes at -100 mV were smaller in cell attached mode (black dots) than in excised 

patch mode (red dots, Fig.44G). Identity of ClC-K channels was tested by perfusion with 1 mM 

NFA leading to an increasing channel flickering or, in this case, even to a complete deactivation 

of ClC-K channels at +150 mV (Fig.44H), while, in contrast, the absence of NFA led to a current 

increase at +150 mV. Channel block by NFA proves that measured channels are ClC-K channels. 

The great majority of 76% of all measured patches, however, did not show clear opening or 

closing events in contrast to (A) and (D). Instead, channel activity was characterized by a high 

and noisy flickering with a single Gaussian distribution of current amplitudes (Fig.44I,K). 

Similar behavior was already observed for conditions with higher barttin availability but with 

a much lower prevalence than for this condition. Comparing all three conditions it seems likely 

that a higher barttin availability per α-subunit opens the hClC-Ka and stabilized opening or 

closing events. If only one barttin was present per α-subunit, the channel was opened but 

rather unstably, leading to a high frequent channel flickering. In cell attached mode a reduced 

single pore current amplitude was not observed for this stoichiometry although indicated 
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by stationary noise analysis. Still, a remarkable change in channel behavior was seen after 

patch excision (Fig.44J). While before excision channels flickered and possessed a high open 

probability, many channels closed after excision. This might be induced by a channel rundown, 

also previously seen for ClC-K channels after patch excision (Fischer et al., 2010). More 

interestingly, channels now exhibited clear and stable opening and closing events. Amplitude 

histogram for the period after patch excision revealed a single pore current amplitude of 0.6 

pA at +50 mV, which was reduced compared to other measurements shown before. The 

calculated single pore conductance of this example (12 pS) is in high accordance with the 

 
Fig. 44 Single channel recordings of barttin_hClC-Ka 
(A) Representative single channel recordings in cell attached configuration at voltages of +50 mV, -50 mV and -100 mV. (B) Amplitude 
histogram from registration shown in (A) at -50 mV and fits with the sum of three equidistant Gaussian distributions. (C) Amplitude histogram 
from registration shown in (A) at +50 mV and fits with the sum of three equidistant Gaussian distributions. (D) Representative single channel 
recordings in excised patch configuration at voltages of +50 mV, -50 mV and -100 mV. (E) Amplitude histogram from registration shown in 
(D) at -50 mV and fits with the sum of two Gaussian distributions. (F) Amplitude histogram from registration shown in (D) at +50 mV and fits 
with the sum of three equidistant Gaussian distributions. (G) IV-plot of single pore current amplitudes for cell attached (black dots) and 
excised patch configuration (red dots). Values were obtained from representative single channel recordings shown in (A) and (D). (H) 
Representative single channel recordings in cell attached configuration without (-NFA) and with 1 mM NFA perfusion (+ NFA). Registrations 
are shown for +50 mV (blue traces) and for +150 mV (black traces). Dashed lines represent 0 pA. (I) Single channel recording in cell attached 
mode, exhibiting exclusively high frequent channel flickering. Amplitude histogram from this registration is shown below together with a 
mono-Gaussian fit. (J) Representative single channel recording of one patch showing channel behavior before and after patch excision 
(arrow). While channel exhibits flickering and high open probability before patch excision, many channels close after excision and show 
distinct conducting states after patch excision. Below registration amplitude histogram of currents after patch excision discloses fits of four 
equidistant Gaussian-like distributions. (K) Distribution of measured patches according to channel behavior as patches featuring distinct 
conductance states (black), as patches exclusively exhibiting rapid channel flickering (white) or as patches, possessing both phases with clear 
conductance states and phases with channel flickering, interchangeably (grey). C = closed state, O1-3 = open states 1-3, NFA = niflumic acid. 
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conductance, given by stationary noise analysis for this stoichiometry (see Fig.14C). Still, it 

could not be proved whether the remaining current arose from ClC-K channel action or from 

others. Nevertheless, this remarkable observation was seen for three independent patches 

and displays a characteristic at least for this stoichiometry.  

In the ‘discussion’ part of this thesis the potential impact of rapid channel flickering on the 

outcome of stationary noise analysis is commented. It might be an explanation for noise 

analysis results, which could not be fully confirmed by single channel measurements. Thus, 

this discussion might indicate special circumstances, in which noise analysis results do not 

reflect channel properties correctly. 

3.3.3 Barttin availability does not affect single pore conductance of rClC-K1 

As for hClC-Ka concatamers the effect of different barttin availabilities per α-subunit should 

be examined also for rClC-K1 concatamers on single channel level. As demonstrated in figure 

18, stationary noise analysis revealed a single pore conductance of around 17 pS for rClC-K1 

in presence of barttin. This was lower than the value of 34 pS, which was postulated before  

as unitary conductance for rClC-K1 (Fischer et al., 2010). However, at the time point of that 

publication it was unclear whether this value reflects single or double pore conductance. 

Because stationary noise analysis for hClC-Ka/barttin concatamers revealed for some 

conditions single pore conductances, which potentially did not reflect real circumstances, 

obtained conductance for rClC-K1 should be also verified by single channel measurements. As 

in this study only few single channel measurements were conducted for particular rClC-

K1/barttin stoichiometries, the example registrations, which are shown in the following, might 

not be representative for every parameter and for the respective conditions. Especially with 

respect to open probabilities the given values are not comparable between tested conditions 

as amplitude histograms, used for determination of open probabilities, refer to registrations 

of different time scales. Moreover, registrations were conducted at different voltages. 

However, obtained parameters were consulted to substantiate former findings regarding rClC-

K1 single pore conductance. 

As reference, single channel measurements were also conducted for rClC-K1 with barttin co-

expression (Fig.45A). For the shown registration three conducting states can be identified that 

can be assigned either to two closed pores (C) and one (O1) or two open pores (O2). As  
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it is visible in the amplitude histogram, conducting states were equidistant and correspond to 

a single pore conductance of around 15 pS. This is close to the value determined by stationary 

noise analysis.  

If two barttin molecules were linked to one α-subunit of rClC-K1, open probability was quite 

high for the subjectively selected registration excerpt (82%, Fig.45B). Channel mostly switched 

between states, where one or two pores were open. Still, in several moments, both pores 

 
Fig. 45 Single channel recordings of rClC-K1 under different α:β-subunit stoichiometries 
(A) Representative single channel recording of rClC-K1 with barttin co-expression in cell attached mode at +50 mV. A magnification of one 
section of the upper trace (indicated by a bar) is depicted below. Amplitude histogram from this registration is shown at the bottom with 
the sum of three equidistant Gaussian distributions. (B) Representative single channel recording of rClC-K1 in a 2:4 α:β-subunit stoichiometry 
for a ClC-K homodimer in cell attached mode at +50 mV. A magnification of one section of the upper trace (indicated by a bar) is depicted 
below. Amplitude histogram from this registration is shown at the bottom with the sum of three equidistant Gaussian distributions. (C) 
Representative single channel recording of rClC-K1 in a 2:2 α:β-subunit stoichiometry for a ClC-K homodimer in cell attached mode at +100 
mV. A magnification of one section of the upper trace (indicated by a bar) is depicted below. Amplitude histogram from this registration is 
shown at the bottom with the sum of three equidistant Gaussian distributions. (D) Representative single channel recording of barttin_rClC-
K1 concatamers with additional barttin co-expression in cell attached mode at +50 mV. Under perfusion with bath solution (buffer, black 
colored sections) channels exhibit a high open probability, while channels almost completely close under perfusion with 1 mM NFA (red 
colored section). A magnification of one section of the upper trace (indicated by a bar) is depicted below. C = closed state, O1-5 = open states 
1-5, NFA = niflumic acid. 
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were closed (C). A single pore conductance of 16 pS was obtained, highly consistent with 

results of stationary noise analysis. 

Recording of the concatamer barttin_rClC-K1 conveyed quite rare events of channel openings, 

which indicate a rather low open probability of one pore for the here presented recording 

section (11%, Fig.45C). However, when the channel became active, two conducting states 

were distinguishable (O1/O2). As it gets apparent by the amplitude histogram pore 

conductance was around 14 pS (O1) and 13 pS (O2), respectively. Co-expression of barttin with 

barttin_rClC-K1 increased channel open probability with more channels switching into an 

open state (Fig.45D). Perfusion with 1 mM NFA induced a channel block (red bar phase), 

verifying the identity of rClC-K1 channels. NFA perfusion was stopped after around one minute 

and wash out with buffer solution started. rClC-K1 channels recovered from inhibition. 

Zooming into a region of high channel open probability demonstrates that the patch contained 

many channels. Despite high fluctuation between closed and open states distinct current 

states were identifiable with an amplitude of 0.85 pA at +50 mV, which corresponds to a pore 

conductance of 17 pA as determined by noise analysis.  

Although it could not be completely excluded that there was a slightly lower pore conductance 

for rClC-K1 bound to only one barttin than for rClC-K1 with higher barttin availability, rClC-K1 

pore conductance was not presumably changed by different α:β-subunit ratios and was 

around 17 pS. 
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4 Discussion  
 
 
ClC-K channels together with their β-subunit barttin are vitally important for physiological 

processes in the stria vascularis of the inner ear and in the Henle’s loop of the kidney by the 

passive transepithelial transport of chloride ions. A deficiency of ClC-K channel complexes may 

lead to severe symptoms like deafness or salt-wasting polyuria, summarized as Bartter 

syndrome (Bartter et al., 1962). Understanding and analysis of determinants important for 

channel functionality might give the possibility to develop drugs targeting this disease. Since 

a concomitant symptom of Bartter syndrome is a distinct hypotension, studying functional 

determinants of ClC-K channels might support further approaches for the development of 

antihypertensive drugs.  

Since barttin influences stability, trafficking and gating of ClC-K/barttin complexes (Fischer et 

al., 2010; Janssen et al., 2009; Scholl et al., 2006; Waldegger et al., 2002) one key requirement 

for proper channel activity is supposed to be the correct binding of the β-subunit barttin to 

the α-subunit of the ClC-K channel. Up to now it has been only shown that the B- and J-helices 

of the α-subunit are sufficient for barttin binding (Tajima et al., 2007). Because both helices 

are located at the opposite side of the channel a binding stoichiometry of at least two β-

subunits per one α-subunit is rational. However, it is still unknown what the stoichiometry is, 

which necessary is for channel modulation. As binding of barttin to the B- and J-helices has 

been only demonstarted by immunoprecipitation of very short channel segments, it remains 

to be shown that binding at these positions is also possible within the whole channel protein, 

as binding sites for barttin at both helices might be not accessible under physiological 

conditions. In addition, there might also exist further barttin binding sites within the whole 

channel α-subunit, which have not been identified, yet. To investigate the functional 

stoichiometry between barttin and ClC-K channels in a first approach, we covalently linked 

either one or two β-subunits to one α-subunit or one β- to two connected α-subunits and 

analyzed expression level, subcellular transport and electrophysiological parameters like 

current amplitudes, open probabilities, time constants of current relaxations and single pore 

current amplitudes. Investigation was performed both for the human hClC-Ka and for the 

rodent rClC-K1. In a second approach we used these concatamers of different α:β-subunit 

stoichiometries as a tool to investigate the role of barttin palmitoylation for stability, 

trafficking and gating of ClC-K/barttin complexes. Previous studies indicate that lack of barttin 
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palmitoylation, induced by point mutations within barttin, might be involved in development 

of Bartter syndrome (Gorinski et al., 2020; Steinke et al., 2015). 

An overview about the putative effects of α:β-subunit stoichiometries and barttin 

palmitoylation on ClC-K fast and slow gates is given in figure 46. 

In brief, the first approach of this study shows that at least one barttin available per α-subunit 

is able to transport the ClC-K complex to the plasma membrane. Furthermore, one barttin per 

α-subunit activates hClC-Ka channels and opens the slow gate. For the rodent rClC-K1 it was 

observed in similar way that one barttin per protopore can open the common slow gate, while 

voltage-dependent gating of fast gate was marginally affected. However, with two barttins 

per α-subunit also the fast gate was opened at physiological voltages for rClC-K1. The fast gate 

of the human orthologous channel hClC-Ka was found to be stabilized at physiological voltages 

by the second barttin per one α-subunit. 

Results of the second approach support the previous finding that barttin palmitoylation is not 

necessary for plasma membrane trafficking of hClC-Ka and rClC-K1. In exclusive presence of 

non-palmitoylated barttin the hClC-Ka channel is not conducting. This changes upon co-

expression of palmitoylated barttin, proving that non-palmitoylated barttin can be replaced 

by palmitoylated barttin within the barttin binding site of the α-subunit. For the rodent rClC-

K1 we demonstrated that one non-palmitoylated barttin per α-subunit is sufficient to open 

the slow gate in similar way as palmitoylated barttin. Instead, fast gate could not be opened 

constitutively by non-palmitoylated barttin for a 1:2 α:β-subunit stoichiometry or even for 

higher mutant barttin availabilities. Consequently, barttin palmitoylation is important for fast 

gate modulation but not for slow gate modulation. It can be hypothesized that barttin 

palmitoylation is relevant for opening of the hClC-Ka fast gate, too. Thus, inactive hClC-Ka 

channels in presence of non-palmitoylated barttin could be explained by closed fast gates.  

The results of this study, which substantiate the effects of the ClC-K/barttin stoichiometry as 

depicted in figure 46, are interpreted and debated in more detail in the following section. 
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4.1 All ClC-K/barttin concatamers were successfully expressed in used cell lines  
 
 

As a basic requirement of this study we found that concatamers of ClC-K α-subunits and 

barttin β-subunits were successfully expressed at every tested stoichiometry. Expression 

analyses confirmed this finding both in the HEK293T and MDCKII cell lines. However, 

expression level of concatamers was lower than for the α-subunit monomers (Figs.12,15). 

Furthermore, expression level decreased with the molecular weight of the concatamer. 

Possibly, mRNA or protein sequence of longer concatamers was more unstable or was 

degraded faster than shorter concatamers. In presence of additional barttin, expression level 

 
Fig. 46 Overview about putative effects of palmitoylated and non-palmitoylated barttin on ClC-K channel gating 
‘B’ in green circle represents palmitoylated and ‘B’ in grey circles non-palmitoylated barttin. Double-arrows visualize flexible movement of 
fast or slow gates. Gates without arrows are proposed to stay mainly in the open or closed position. 
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of α-subunit proteins decreased even more compared to the absence of additional barttin. At 

first glance, it seems to disagree with published data, demonstrating that barttin increased 

ClC-K expression (Janssen, 2008; Janssen et al., 2009).  However, in the previous study both α- 

and β-subunits were expressed by vectors, containing the CMV promotor for protein 

expression. Thus, the basic expression levels of both proteins are meant to be similar. 

However, in this study barttin was expressed by the pcDNA3.1 vector, which expressed 

encoded proteins very effectively, while ClC-K proteins were expressed by the pSVL vector 

exhibiting a lower expression effectivity. This might result in a competition between 

expression of both components for the cellular protein production machinery, which was 

clearly dominated by the pcDNA3.1 vector. A further study supports this assumption as it 

demonstrates that the co-expression of α- and β-subunits in HEK293T cells might compete for 

expression, meaning that high expression of the α-subunit repressed expression of the β-

subunit and vice versa (Wojciechowski, 2013). Indeed in the present study, a clear barttin 

overexpression was required to guarantee the occupation of all potential barttin-binding sites 

per α-subunit. Different expression levels of the tested conditions (different :-

stoichiometries) have to be considered for interpretation of whole cell current amplitudes as 

they depend on the expression level of channels. By biotinylation experiments in HEK293T 

cells we demonstrated that the relative fraction of channels/concatamers within the plasma 

membrane, which is relevant for current generation, is similar between tested conditions in 

comparison to the whole cell expression level (Figs.12,15). This means that relative expression 

levels of all conditions could be directly used to normalize whole cell current amplitudes, 

which was also done in this study (Figs.13,16,23,30,33).  

Confocal images of MDCKII cells, expressing concatamers composed of rClC-K1, frequently 

exhibited a faint YFP veil within the whole cytosol (Figs.15,25,32). This was actually not 

expected, since YFP was covalently bound to the concatamers and should stay membrane-

associated. On basis of this finding it might be possible that degradation of rClC-K1/barttin 

concatamers falsifies subsequent electrophysiological analyses with normalization of current 

amplitudes to expression analyses. Therefore, we firstly investigated, on which factors 

degradation is dependent. 

SDS-PAGE gels of HEK293T and MDCKII cell lysates indicate that parts of the constructs near 

the C-terminus, where the YFP tag was located, were cleaved off and spread freely in the 

cytosol, causing staining of the entire cytosol with YFP fluorescence. Such degradation was 
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especially seen by use of the pSVL vector but not of the pcDNA3.1 vector as vehicle for the 

rClC-K1 cDNA (Fig.47A,B). Moreover, constructs including hClC-Ka did neither show such 

intense degradation (Fig.47C,D). In the case of hClC-Ka/barttin concatamers, not only one but 

at least two additional distinct degradation bands appeared. This suggests that the C-terminus 

of hClC-Ka is processed differently from the C-terminus of rClC-K1 and harbors at least two 

cleaving sites for endogenous proteases. Comparing hClC-Ka and rClC-K1, the impact of 

protein degradation on the quantification of relative expression levels for hClC-Ka 

concatamers is thought to be smaller.  

 

 

SDS-PAGE gels show, that the amount of concatamer degradation depends on the expression 

vector and on the α-subunit isoform within the concatamers. In the next step we want to give 

 
Fig. 47 Fluorescent expression products of rClC-K1/hClC-Ka concatamers in HEK293T cells 
(A), (B) Fluorescence scan of a total SDS-PAGE gel with protein lysates from HEK293T cells, expressing rClC-K1 monomers/concatamers in 
presence or absence of additional barttin. YFP-tagged α-subunits are shown in the upper picture and CFP-tagged barttin in the lower picture. 
(C), (D) Fluorescence scan of a total SDS-PAGE gel with protein lysates from HEK293T cells, expressing hClC-Ka monomers/concatamers in 
presence and absence of additional barttin. YFP-tagged α-subunits are shown in the upper picture and CFP-tagged barttin in the lower picture. 
Both α- and β-subunits in (A) and (C) were expressed via the pcDNA3.1 vector for one day. α-subunits in (B) and (D) were expressed via the 
pSVL vector for two days. Degradation products of α-subunits in (A) – (D) are always highlighted by a red box. K1 (+ B) = rClC-K1 (+ barttin), 
B_K1 (+ B) = barttin_rClC-K1 (+ barttin), B_B_K1 (+ B) = barttin_barttin_rClC-K1 (+ barttin), Ka (+ B) = hClC-Ka (+ barttin), B_Ka (+ B) = 
barttin_hClC-Ka (+ barttin), B_B_Ka (+ B) = barttin_barttin_hClC-Ka (+ barttin). 
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reasons for these degradation products. Furthermore, the relevance of these degradation 

products for validity of expression analyses should be pointed out. 

One explanation for the intense cleavage product of rClC-K1 constructs could be that the 

entire channel was degraded and a cleavage product at around 35 kDa remained. In this case, 

there should be no consequences for the expression analysis, since only the bands with the 

expected molecular weight would be relevant for analysis.  

Expression profiles could imply that the amount of functional channels depended on their 

synthesis and degradation. For pcDNA3.1 expression, synthesis might be faster than 

degradation. The intact channels could be already clearly expressed after one day and 

accumulated in plasma membrane and endoplasmic reticulum. The short 35 kDa product as a 

sign of degradation could be left behind and is not relevant. For pSVL expression, synthesis 

might be so slow that degradation reduces the amount of functional channels. Also for this 

case there would be no falsification of results from expression analysis as only bands with 

expected molecular weight are relevant for analysis. 

On the other hand, a further possible reason for degradation products could be that 

intracellular proteases cleaved off its C-terminus for physiological maturation of the channel. 

If in this case invisible/non-tagged proteins were still present, expression analyses could be 

biased. Since expression analyses were performed exclusively on rClC-K1 concatamers when 

expressed via the pSVL vector - and in this case the degradation bands were particularly 

intense - a high proportion of invisible channel proteins would be expected. As, using the pSVL 

vector, the proteins were expressed for two days (instead of one day for pcDNA3.1 vector), 

this could be the reason why the degradation bands were so intense. The degradation 

products would have had more time to accumulate than with shorter expression time. 

Therefore, we also checked whether the degradation products were formed after one day of 

expression time. The proteins with expected molecular weight were still barely expressed 

after one day, while the degradation products were already clearly visible (Fig.48A). This 

means that regardless of the expression time, more of the degradation product was formed 

than the intact protein. In addition, the fluorescence intensity of the degradation product 

decreased the longer the expected protein was and also when barttin was co-expressed 

(Fig.48B,C). This observation is consistent with the results of expression analysis for the intact 

proteins, showing that the expression of the degradation products correlates with that of the 

intact proteins. This also means that even if invisible channels arose as a result of cleavage, 
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the total amount of functional channels would be proportional to the amount of channels still 

visible in the gel. Even if the absolute expression level of all channel proteins is not 

determinable due to partial degradation, relative channel/concatamer expression levels 

between different conditions correlate to absolute values. Accordingly, the fluorescence 

intensities of the intact proteins would reflect the actual expression of intact channels. It 

means that degradation products would be irrelevant for subsequent normalization steps 

using relative expression levels.  

 

 

4.1.1 The concatamer barttin_rClC-K1_rClC-K1 represents an expressional and functional 

exception among tested concatamers 

Interestingly, the concatamer barttin_rClC-K1_rClC-K1 generated robust currents but was 

almost not expressed with the expected molecular weight (Figs.25,26). 

As one explanation for the discrepancy between expression levels and current amplitudes, it 

might be conceivable that, unlike for other concatamers, the expression of the concatamer 

within the entire cell layer might not correlate with the expression of the single cells used for 

patch clamp experiments and confocal images. The mean expression of the concatamer within 

a cell layer might be very weak and only single cells fluoresced (strongly), which presumably 

had inserted many channels in the plasma membrane. These cells might have been 

subjectively selected for patch clamp experiments and presumably exhibited larger currents 

than expected for the average of cells. Similarly, areas within the MDCKII cell layer that 

exhibited particularly high numbers of YFP-fluorescent cells were specifically selected for 

Fig. 48 Amount of rClC-K1 concatamer degradation 
product after one expression day correlates with 
concatamer expression level after two days 
(A) Fluorescence scan of a SDS-PAGE gel with protein 
lysates from HEK293T cells, expressing rClC-K1 
concatamers via the pSVL vector for one day. YFP-
tagged α-subunits are shown in the upper picture and 
CFP-tagged barttin in the lower picture. Degradation 
products of α-subunits are highlighted by a red box. (B) 
Fluorescence intensity profile in grey values of rClC-K1 
degradation products of (A) surrounded by a red box. 
(C) Relative expression levels of rClC-K1 concatamer 
degradation products determined from YFP 
fluorescence intensity profile in (B). Expression levels 
were normalized to expression of the rClC-K1 monomer 
(white bar). K1 (+ B) = rClC-K1 (+ barttin), B_K1 (+ B) = 
barttin_rClC-K1 (+ barttin), B_B_K1 (+ B) = 
barttin_barttin_rClC-K1 (+ barttin). 
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confocal imaging. This should not obscure the fact that the majority of all cells did not exhibit 

fluorescence. 

To test whether the concatamer barttin_rClC-K1_rClC-K1 induces differences in fluorescence 

between expressing cells, which is higher than for other tested conditions, fluorescence 

measurements were carried for rClC-K1 and barttin_rClC-K1_rClC-K1 out by the use of a plate 

reader (Fig.49A,B). Using this method the fluorescence intensities of hundreds of individual 

cells per cover slip could be recorded automatically. The advantage is that the variance in 

fluorescence between cells can be compared between both channel constructs, which would 

be not possible by biochemical approaches. Mean fluorescence intensity over more than 

thousand cells appeared similar for both conditions, which is caused by great fractions of YFP-

tagged degradation product freely floating within the cytosol. Therefore, it is not correlated 

to expression levels of intact channel proteins as shown in figure 25. The standard deviation 

of fluorescence intensity for all YFP-positive cells was compared between both constructs and 

revealed nearly identical values (Fig.49C). Thus, it seems unlikely that an altered fluorescence 

distribution within the cell layer caused the discordance between expression levels and 

measured whole cell current amplitudes.  

 

 

Within this study it has not been clarified up to now, why there is such a remarkable 

discrepancy between measured expression level and whole cell current amplitudes for the 

concatamer barttin_rClC-K1_rClC-K1. The consequence is that expression analysis of this 

concatamer is not reliable for normalization of current amplitudes as values may not 

correspond to real expression.  

Fig. 49 Analysis of YFP fluorescence distribution between HEK293T cells expressing rClC-K1 or barttin_rClC-K1_rClC-K1 
(A) Singularized HEK293T cells expressing K1_mYFP. Representative bright field image is shown left and YFP fluorescence on the right. YFP-
positive cells are visible as yellow dots. (B) Singularized HEK293T cells expressing B_K1_K1_mYFP. Representative bright field image is shown 
on the left and YFP fluorescence on the right. YFP-positive cells are visible as yellow dots. (C) Standard deviation of fluorescence of YFP-positive 
cells for conditions in (A) and (B). Data show mean values of four different wells of a six well plate for each condition ± standard deviation. In 
total, fluorescence of 1782 cells was measured for K1 and of 1577 cells for B_K1_K1. Student’s t-test was performed to test for significance. 
Scale bars in (A) and (B) = 200 µm. 
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Excluding the data of the concatamer barttin_rClC-K1_rClC-K1 from the overall evaluation is 

also justifiable due to electrophysiological results. 

For the rClC-K1 concatamers with one, two or even more β-subunits per α-subunit the 

influence of barttin on the channel increased the more barttin subunits were available per one 

α-subunit. However, the concatamer barttin_rClC-K1_rClC-K1, exhibiting one β- per two α-

subunits, represented an exception.The time-dependent fast gating was more decreased and 

the hyperpolarization-induced block was more pronounced for this construct in comparison 

to the concatamer barttin_rClC-K1 with one β- per one α-subunit (Figs.17,20,27,28). This is 

surprising, since for these two stoichiometries an inverse correlation would have been 

expected for gating characteristics. One great difference between this concatamer and others 

is that here also two α-subunits were covalently linked by a 22 amino acid long linker 

sequence. Although such linker sequences of comparable length have been successfully used 

in previous studies on ClC-K channels (Fahlke et al., 1997; Stölting et al., 2014), it might be 

possible that the linker induced a conformational change in both α-subunits and the β-subunit, 

which led to an altered gating behavior. Potentially, one additional function of barttin is the 

correct orientation of both α-subunits or the enhancement of binding affinity for both α-

subunits within a homodimer. The linker might adopt this part of barttin’s function and 

orientate both α-subunits in a way that mimics a higher barttin availability.  

Remarkably, the altered gating behavior observed for this stoichiometry compared to other 

concatamers was only restricted to the concatamer with two rClC-K1 α-subunits. The 

respective concatamer with hClC-Ka did not exhibit conflicting results. Macroscopic current 

amplitudes were remarkably lowered compared to hClC-Ka in co-expression of barttin, which 

is in accordance with results for other hClC-Ka concatamers. Moreover, whole cell expression 

level of barttin_hClC-Ka_hClC-Ka was only around 33% of hClC-Ka monomer expression level 

(Fig.22), which is in high agreement with low whole cell current amplitudes for this construct 

(Fig.23). Therefore, we assume the hClC-Ka/barttin concatamer in 2:1 stoichiometry as valid 

for data interpretation. 

To summarize expressional studies of this thesis, it is obvious that the concatamer 

barttin_rClC-K1_rClC-K1 represents an exception within all tested concatamers because it 

exhibits an expression level and gating behavior which is - at this time - not explainable and in 

disaccord to other rClC-K1/barttin concatamers. Still, for all other tested concatamers we 

found a successful protein expression, which could be taken for normalization of whole cell 
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current amplitudes and to extract information about the impact of different α:β-subunit 

stoichiometries on whole cell currents. 

 

4.2 One barttin per one α-subunit is sufficient to promote plasma membrane insertion 
 
 

For the function of ClC-K/barttin channel complexes it is of high importance that trafficking to 

the plasma membrane is facilitated. Thus, it was tested which α:β-subunit stoichiometry is 

sufficient for proper surface membrane transport. 

Confocal microscopy images demonstrate that ClC-K monomers in absence of barttin 

predominantly stayed in intracellular compartments of MDCKII cells. An excessive 

overexpression of barttin led to a change in ClC-K distribution towards the plasma membrane 

together with barttin (Figs.12,15). This is consistent with published data, underlining barttin’s 

function to promote plasma membrane trafficking of ClC-K channel complexes to the surface 

membrane (Scholl et al., 2006). Investigating concatamers of different α:β-subunit 

stoichiometries it was found that at least one barttin available per α-subunit is able to 

transport the ClC-K complex to the plasma membrane. This was demonstrated by confocal 

images of transfected MDCKII cells. YFP fluorescence of tagged channel proteins was located 

near the plasma membrane and rather not in intracellular compartments for ClC-K 

concatamers.  

To prove not only transport but also plasma membrane insertion, biotinylation assays were 

performed, which enabled the extraction of proteins incorporated in the surface membrane. 

All concatamers and also ClC-K monomers were found in the surface membrane in comparable 

fractions for HEK293T and MDCKII cells (Figs.12,15). Still, previous results showed increased 

surface membrane expression for ClC-K channels in presence of barttin (Janssen, 2008; 

Janssen et al., 2009). However, in the previous studies complete cell biotinylation assays were 

performed on non-confluently grown MDCKII cells, exhibiting no clear cell polarization under 

this condition. In this study MDCKII cells were grown to confluency at day of biotinylation 

assay, which leads to clear cell polarization with development of tight junctions. The effect is 

that only the apical side of the cells was exposed to biotin. In a further approach of Janssen et 

al. (2009) using confluently grown, polarized MDCKII cells, it was found that the presence of 

barttin sorts ClC-K channels predominantly to the basolateral side of MDCKII cells. For MDCKII 

cells within a confluent cell layer the basolateral side is separated by tight junctions from the 
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apical side. Thus, biotin at the apical side is not able to reach the basolateral side where most 

of the ClC-K channels in presence of barttin are supposed to be. This circumstance could 

explain the difference between biotinylation results of this study and previous studies. 

Nevertheless, in this study biotinylation experiments were also performed with HEK293T cells 

that are not polarized and have not been used for biotinylation experiments of ClC-K channels 

in previous studies, yet. Thus, subcellular channel distribution and results of biotinylation 

experiments could completely differ from studies in which different cell lines were used. As 

non-polarized cells were not supposed to build tight junctions, biotin should be able to reach 

most parts of the plasma membrane. Relative surface membrane expression of channels in 

HEK293T cells, shown here, are therefore valid for the total plasma membrane. The fact that 

no difference between the different barttin availabilities were found for channel expression 

in the surface membrane constrains that normalization of macroscopic currents only by total 

cell expression level is sufficient without further normalization on plasma membrane 

expression. Confocal microscopy images as well as biotinylation experiments prove that 

transport and plasma membrane insertion is conducted in HEK293T as well as MDCKII cells, if 

there is at least one barttin bound to one α-subunit.  

One further aim was to investigate whether even one barttin molecule bound to two α-

subunits (2:1 α:β-subunit stoichiometry) is sufficient to guarantee proper trafficking of the 

channel complex. Still, hClC-Ka/barttin concatamers of this stoichiometry have not been found 

to be in the plasma membrane by biotinylation assay (Fig.22C). However, this result might be 

caused by the low expression level of these concatamers. Considering confocal microscopy 

images it is hard to interpret subcellular localization of this concatamer, maybe again due to 

the low expression level (Fig.22B). Most of the concatamers seem to stay in intracellular 

compartments. However, electrophysiological whole cell currents refer to conductive hClC-Ka 

channels and show that channel complexes reach the surface membrane even at a 2:1 α:β-

subunit stoichiometry (Fig.23). As ClC-K channels reach the plasma membrane even without 

barttin at least to a certain extent, it remains questionable whether one barttin per two α-

subunits promotes plasma membrane trafficking or whether measured whole cell currents are 

just a concomitant phenomenon of overexpression in HEK293T cells. 
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4.3 One barttin per one ClC-K α-subunit opens the common slow gate  
 
 

Barttin has been shown to activate ClC-K channels by modifying fast and slow gating (Fischer 

et al., 2010; Scholl et al., 2006; Wojciechowski et al., 2015). We here show for the human hClC-

Ka that one β- per α-subunit is sufficient to open the channel. Although highly reduced, there 

is a chloride conductance for respective concatamer (Fig.13). Corresponding results of single 

channel recordings for this condition suggest that activated hClC-Ka subunits by one barttin 

possess an open slow gate. Rapid channel flickering, which is mostly observed for this 

condition, premises that it is conducted by the fast gate, which regulates protopores 

individually (Fig.44). The unitary conductance within flickering, though hard to determine, 

does not exceed 20 pS which is the conductance of one hClC-Ka pore. If the flickering would 

have been mediated by the slow gate, the amplitude of flickering would be twice as high 

because the slow gate regulates both protopores together. To observe a flickering of the fast 

gate in single channel recordings an open slow gate is the precondition. 

Similarly, for the rodent isoform rClC-K1, linked to one β-subunit, barttin seems to affect 

predominantly the slow gate. Slow gate seems constitutively open in presence of one barttin 

per pore (Figs.20,36), as interpreted from shorter pulse length around 300 ms in previous 

reports (Fischer et al., 2010). However, in this study we found that one barttin per pore 

decelerates time course of slow gating by increasing time constants in comparison to rClC-K1 

in absence of barttin (Fig.21). Two barttins per α-subunit increase time constants of this slow 

gating process even more indicating that slow gate opening is even more promoted in 

presence of a second barttin molecule per one α-subunit.  

In contrast, relative fast gate open probabilities were rather not increased by one barttin per 

rClC-K1 subunit and were comparable to values for rClC-K1 in absence of barttin (Fig.20). 

These results demonstrate that one barttin linked to one α-subunit of ClC-K channels opens 

the common slow gate, while fast gate is less affected. 

 

4.4 Two barttin molecules per one ClC-K α-subunit open the protopore fast gate  
 
 

For the human hClC-Ka, it was found that two barttins bound to one α-subunit remarkably 

increase whole cell current amplitudes (Fig.13). After normalization on concatamer expression 

whole cell current amplitudes were comparable to conditions with barttin co-expression in 
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excess. This indicates that two β-subunits per one α-subunit are sufficient to fully activate 

hClC-Ka. For single channel measurements of hClC-Ka/barttin concatamers it was observed 

that a second barttin per α-subunit increased the fraction of patches, which did not exhibit 

high channel flickering but rather stable opening or closing events (Figs.42,43,44). Both 

channel flickering and stable open states represent two valid functional modes, as for both 

modes channels could be blocked by niflumic acid, demonstrating the identity of ClC-K 

channels. Since it could be assumed that high channel flickering was caused by a flickering fast 

gate, the second barttin stabilizes hClC-Ka fast gate at physiological voltages leading to longer 

dwell times in open or closed states. It is not sure whether open probabilities were well 

acquired within single channel recordings, since we found both stable open and closed states. 

Even channel rundown processes were described for single channel measurements of ClC-K 

channels (Fischer et al., 2010). However, consulting results from stationary noise analysis, the 

absolute open probability of the hClC-Ka channel at physiological voltages is meant to be near 

100% (Fig.14). Thus, the fast gate should be constitutively open. 

For the rodent isoform it was observed that one barttin per one α-subunit does not 

appreciably increase fast gate open probabilities. This changed by linking two β-subunits to an 

rClC-K1 subunit. In this case the relative fast gate open probabilities increased for physiological 

potentials so that channel minimized time-dependent gating (Fig.20). Thus, two barttins per 

one rClC-K1 subunit open the fast gate at physiological voltages. This result was confirmed by 

stationary noise analysis, revealing absolute open probabilities of around 100% for rClC-K1 in 

co-expression with barttin (Fig.18). Accordingly, rClCK1 fast gate has to be opened under this 

condition. 

Previous studies already demonstrated that strong barttin overexpression influences fast 

gating, too. For V166E rClC-K1, a mutant with an artificial reconstitution of the gating 

glutamate, it could be shown that in presence of barttin minimum relative fast gate open 

probabilities were reduced, either caused by increase of maximum absolute open probability 

or by decrease of minimum absolute open probability (Fischer et al., 2010). Moreover, barttin 

was shown to shift V166E rClC-K1 fast gate activation curve to more negative potentials 

(Wojciechowski et al., 2015). Since the V166E mutation inverts the voltage-dependence of 

rClC-K1 fast and slow gate, this shift corresponds to a general increase in fast gate open 

probabilities. This is in great accordance to data, shown in this study for WT rClC-K1 indicating 

an increased fast gate open probability by two barttin molecules per one α-subunit. 
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4.4.1 The fast gate as origin of time-dependent fast gating and hyperpolarization-induced 

block 

Still, in this study the impact of the second barttin per α-subunit on the fast gate was not 

uniform between cells. Electrophysiologically, rClC-K1 concatamers with defined α- to β-

subunit ratios comprised a high variability for time-dependent gating of the fast gate even for 

the same stoichiometry (Fig.20). This is unexpected at a first glance, since the same 

concatamer, expressed in different cells should actually feature the same α:β-subunit 

stoichiometry and an identical gating behavior. However, this variability could be explained at 

least by two possible reasons:  

I) Firstly, although cells used for patch clamp experiments originate from the same cell line 

and were cultured under highly similar conditions, they might differ from each other in 

expression of unknown subunits or co-factors, which are potentially involved in ClC-K 

regulation. Waldegger et al. (2002) hypothesized about barttin acting as scaffolding protein, 

which recruits other endogenous ClC-K modulators to the cell membrane. In addition, other 

studies demonstrate that identical ClC-K channels expressed in HEK293T cells and oocytes 

exhibit highly different gating behavior as well as different responses to pharmacological 

treatment dependent on the used cell line (Gradogna et al., 2010; Imbrici et al., 2014; 

Riazuddin et al., 2009). Thus, besides barttin, the residual biochemical environment of a cell, 

including many other potential accessory subunits or modulation factors, seem to have an 

enormous effect on ClC-K channels. However, no further interaction partner for ClC-K 

channels has been identified so far. 

II) Secondly, the covalent linkage of β- to β- and β- to α-subunits might cause a reduced binding 

affinity of both subunits potentially due to sterical interference. Especially one barttin, which 

is inserted between a further barttin and an α-subunit, might be susceptible for functional 

deficiencies because its N-terminus is linked to the C-terminus of the second barttin. The 

functional relevance of an intact barttin N-terminus on ClC-K channel activity was 

demonstrated recently with a nearly abolishment of barttin effect, if the short N-terminus was 

deleted (Wojciechowski et al., 2018b). A sterical disorder of barttin’s N-terminus induced by 

the other barttin’s C-terminus or the linker sequence could prevent the functionality of this 

barttin. Therefore, all the concatamers have been constructed with barttin’s N-terminus at 

the N-terminus of the whole concatamer. In case of barttin_barttin_ClC-K a linker sequence 

of 12 amino acids separated both β-subunits, which was used successfully in similar way for 
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previous studies linking two ClC-K α-subunits (Fahlke et al., 1997; Stölting et al., 2014). 

Furthermore, the C-terminus of the N-terminal barttin comprising a C-terminus length of 260 

amino acids is meant be sufficient to guarantee flexibility of the linked barttin N-terminus.  

Still, even if functional stoichiometry for one concatamer would be inhomogeneous due to 

reduced barttin binding affinity, one would assume that this effect would be similar for all 

cells, each exhibiting averaged currents of up to several thousands of channels in the plasma 

membrane.  

Having mentioned several hypotheses, the true reason for variability in time-dependent 

gating of rClC-K1 still needs to be resolved by future experimental approaches. 

Besides the reduction of time-dependent fast gating by opening of the rClC-K1 protopore gate, 

the second barttin also intensified the hyperpolarization-induced block of rClC-K1 (Fig.17). In 

this study this block was described the first time for rClC-K1, which was in former studies 

assigned as characteristic only for hClC-Ka. Other studies demonstrated that rClC-K1 in 

presence of barttin featured time-dependent fast gating, while barttin abolished slow gating 

by constitutive slow gate opening (Fischer et al., 2010). Instead, time-dependent gating of 

rClC-K1 under barttin overexpression vanished completely in this study. Because the only 

difference between this and the former study is the intense overexpression of barttin in this 

study, it is likely that hyperpolarization-induced block and reduction of time-dependent fast 

gating are only visible when all binding sites for barttin are occupied. Up to now the functional 

and structural determinant of the hyperpolarization-induced block is unknown for rClC-K1 as 

well as for hClC-Ka. Since this block was conducted in an extremely fast process (< 1 ms), the 

fast gate might be involved. As coincidence with intensified hyperpolarization-induced block 

for increased barttin availability, the time-dependent opening of the fast gate vanished. The 

correlation between hyperpolarization-induced block (G-255mV/Gmax) and time-dependent fast 

gating (rel. open probability at +105 mV) is visualized in figure 50. When relative fast gate open 

probability at +105 mV is high as for rClC-K1 in co-expression of WT barttin, G-255mV/Gmax values 

are low, while it is vice versa for lower barttin availability (Fig.50A). Same correlation was 

found for respective constructs with non-palmitoylated barttins available for ClC-K (Fig.50B). 

If the fast gate is responsible for both gating processes, it is possible that hyperpolarization-

induced block is conducted in presence of two barttins per one α-subunit, which lock fast gate 

in a mode with low open probability and fast flickering. 
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Such rapid flickering of the fast gate at negative voltage (-100 mV) has already been proved 

by single channel measurements for hClC-Ka in co-expression with barttin (Riazuddin et al., 

2009). The availability of less barttin molecules per α-subunit might enable the rClC-K1 fast 

gate to leave this mode of high flickering and to increase its open probability. This might be 

represented by the fast current increase at negative voltages especially observed for 

conditions, in which no or only one barttin molecule was bound to one α-subunit (Fig.20, 

Suppl. Fig.1). Accordingly, the hyperpolarization-induced block is less pronounced for these 

conditions. Moreover, releasing the fast gate from flickering at negative potentials also allows 

relaxation of the fast gate form the open position at positive potentials, if less than two 

barttins are bound to one pore-forming subunit. This might be represented by the fast current 

decrease at positive voltages. 

Combining results of time-dependent rClC-K1 fast gating and results of hyperpolarization-

induced block provides new insights into the regulation of the rClC-K1 fast gate at different 

voltages and for different α:β-subunit stoichiometries.  

 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig. 50 Correlation between relative conductance at -255 mV and relative fast gate open probability at +105 mV for rClC-K1 under different 
α:β-subunit stoichiometries 
(A) Correlation between relative conductance at -255 mV and relative fast gate open probability at +105 mV for rClC-K1/barttin concatamers, 
possessing palmitoylated barttin. Values were fitted by linear regression. Mean values are given ± S.E.M.. Values are combined from 
Figs.17,20,27,28. G-255mV/Gmax / rel. fast gate open probability at +105 mV: K1 + B: n= 13/12, B_K1: n=21/21, B_K1 + B: n=14/12, B_B_K1: 
n=10/12, B_B_K1 + B: n= 9/9, B_K1_K1: n=15/15, B_K1_K1 + B: n=10/10. (B) Correlation between relative conductance at -255 mV and 
relative fast gate open probability at +105 mV for rClC-K1/barttin concatamers, possessing non-palmitoylated barttin. Values were fitted by 
linear regression. Mean values are given ± S.E.M.. Values are combined from Figs.17,20,34,36,39,40. G-255mV/Gmax / rel. fast gate open 
probability at +105 mV: K1 + B: n= 13/12, BMUT_K1: n=13/13, BMUT_K1 + B: n=9/9, BMUT_BMUT_K1: n=11/11, BMUT_BMUT_K1 + B: n= 13/12, 
BMUT_K1_K1: n=10/9, BMUT_K1_K1 + B: n=8/8, K1 + BMUT: n= 9/9. K1 (+ B) = rClC-K1 (+ barttin), B_K1 (+ B) = barttin_rClC-K1 (+ barttin), B_B_K1 
(+ B) = barttin_barttin_rClC-K1 (+ barttin), B_K1_K1 (+ B) = barttin_rClC-K1_rClC-K1 (+ barttin), B = palmitoylated barttin, BMUT = non-
palmitoylated barttin. 
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4.5 Dwell times of single pore events affect the outcome of noise analyses 
 
 

Having debated the influence of α:β-subunit stoichiometry on properties of fast and slow 

gating, stoichiometry’s impact on single pore conductance should be focused in the following 

part.  

By stationary noise analysis the single pore conductance for different hClC-Ka/barttin 

concatamers were determined. A single pore conductance of 24 pS was found for hClC-Ka in 

co-expression with barttin, which is in high accordance with single channel measurements 

(Figs.14,42). For barttin_hClC-Ka stationary noise analysis gave a reduced single pore 

conductance (13 pS) compared to hClC-Ka with barttin co-expression (Fig.14). Single channel 

measurements were consulted to validate this finding. However, due to the rapid channel 

flickering in most single channel measurements of barttin_hClC-Ka, this result could not be 

confirmed faithfully for this channel mode exhibiting rapid flickering. If distinct pore events 

occurred, they exhibited single pore amplitudes similar to conditions with higher barttin 

availability (18 pS, Fig.44). Accordingly, we asked whether fast flickering events are reliably 

captured by stationary noise analyses. Measurements for noise analyses were filtered by a 

low pass Bessel filter of 10 kHz. If the flickering frequency of the channel exceeded the filter 

frequency, single pore current amplitudes might have been cut off. Figure 51 compares the 

influence of filter frequency on single channel recordings and noise analysis for different dwell 

times of channel openings. In figure 51A an example single channel recording is depicted, 

which exhibits rather stable opening and closing events. Filtering with a 1 kHz low pass Bessel 

filter gave a higher background noise than with a filter frequency of 100 Hz. Very short channel 

closures occur rarely and are reduced in amplitude or are hardly visible with lower filter 

frequency. Nevertheless, the amplitude histogram revealed Gaussian functions with equal 

current levels for both filtering conditions, since most dwell times are long. For 100 Hz filter 

frequency the width of Gaussian functions was smaller than for 1 kHz filtering. If pore events 

were not so stable and featured a high frequency of flickering without longer open states the 

impact of filtering was more severe (Fig.51B). Short open states were not exactly displayed by 

cutting off the peak of such events. In the amplitude histogram this effect became visible as 

the Gaussian function of the opening state (O1) was shifted towards lower values. Gaussian 

function of the closed state (C) was rather not shifted because the channel prevailed for a 

longer time period in the closed state, supporting the correct registration of this state.
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The effect of filtering on conductance levels for different flickering frequencies is illustrated in 

figure 51C. If dwell times in open and closed states are long (low flickering frequency), 

Gaussian functions of conductance states are well separated (a). When the flickering between 

states increases and dwell times become short, both Gaussian functions converge for the 

same filter frequency. In the case of extreme flickering, neither open states nor closed states 

are correctly recorded and both Gaussian functions may fuse together as one (b). Potentially, 

this was the case for noisy patches commonly measured when only one barttin was linked to 

one hClC-Ka α-subunit (Fig.44). The gating frequency might be too high for proper registration 

of conductance states at the filter frequency of 1 kHz, as used for single channel 

measurements. 

Fig. 51 Influence of filter frequency on single pore current amplitudes in single channel recordings and on single pore conductance 
obtained by stationary noise analysis 
(A) Example single channel recording at +50 mV, showing distinct and stable opening and closing phases of pores. Recordings were either 
filtered by 100 Hz low pass Bessel filter (upper trace) or by a 1 kHz low pass Bessel filter (lower trace). Below, amplitude histograms of upper 
registration for both filter frequencies are shown with the sum of three Gaussian fits, each. (B) Example single channel recording at +100 mV, 
showing unstable opening and closing phases of pores with a rapid pore flickering. Recordings were either filtered by 100 Hz low pass Bessel 
filter (upper trace) or by a 1 kHz low pass Bessel filter (lower trace). Below, amplitude histograms of upper registration for both filter 
frequencies are shown with the sum of two Gaussian fits, each. (C) Hypothetical model for reaction of Gaussian distributions in amplitude 
histograms in the case of increasing channel flickering (a) and in the case of extreme rapid channel flickering (b), where different Gaussian 
distributions fuse to a large one. (D) Example stationary noise analysis of the same current recording but after subsequent filtering with 
different low pass Bessel filter frequencies. Values for each filter frequency were fitted by a linear regression. C = closed state, O1-2 = open 

states 1-2. 
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Next, it will be clarified how this high frequency flickering might impact the results of 

stationary noise analysis, where a reduced single pore conductance was observed for the 

condition that only one barttin was linked to one α-subunit. Effect of different filter 

frequencies on the outcome of stationary noise analysis was tested by analyzing the same 

current traces after subsequent filtering with different filter frequencies (Fig.51D). Traces 

were recorded at a 10 kHz filter frequency representing the maximum limit. At this frequency 

the single pore conductance of hClC-Ka was about 21 pS represented as the y-axis intercept. 

Applying lower filter frequencies the y-axis intercept or the single pore conductance 

respectively, decreased. There was only a slight conductance reduction for the frequency of 

7000 Hz but a dramatically higher reduction for filter frequencies of 3000 Hz or lower. This 

means that a channel flickering above 10 kHz causes a reduced value for single pore 

conductance in noise analysis because real single pore amplitudes would have been cut off by 

the amplifier due to the rapid channel flickering. Results of stationary noise analysis could be 

explained by this effect. Besides the concatamer barttin_hClC-Ka also concatamers with 

barttin co-expression exhibited reduced single pore conductances compared to hClC-Ka in co-

expression with barttin (Fig.14). Regarding the possible impact of filtering on noise analysis, 

single pore conductance is likely not reduced for these cases but at least a certain fraction of 

measured channels seem to be in a mode, which exhibits extremely rapid channel flickering. 

Single channel measurements prove that even for a 1:2 hClC-Ka/barttin stoichiometry a 

greater fraction of channel exhibited higher flickering than hClC-Ka in co-expression with 

barttin (Figs.42,43). A feasible explanation for this finding might be that functional binding of 

barttin to the α-subunit within concatamers is slightly less effective than to an α-subunit, 

which is not part of a concatamer. 

 

4.6 Barttin palmitoylation is responsible for rClC-K1 fast gate opening  
 
 

The second part of this study dealed with the role of barttin palmitoylation for distinct barttin 

functions. For this, expression level, subcellular localization and electrophysiological channel 

parameters were obtained for the ClC-K/barttin concatamers, lacking barttin palmitoylation. 

Biochemical analysis of these concatamers revealed expression of expected molecular weight 

for almost all concatamers in comparable amounts to concatamers possessing barttin 

palmitoylation (Figs.29,32). This is expected as palmitoylation deficiency of barttin did not 
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significantly reduce overall barttin and ClC-K expression levels (Gorinski et al., 2020; Steinke 

et al., 2015). 

Furthermore, confocal microscopy images proved that even with one non-palmitoylated 

barttin per α-subunit ClC-K channels were transported to the surface membrane, which is 

similar to the respective condition with palmitoylated barttin (Figs.29,32). This is consistent 

with previous studies demonstrating that barttin’s property to promote plasma membrane 

insertion of ClC-K channels is not affected by palmitoylation deficiency (Steinke et al., 2015). 

Thus, barttin palmitoylation is not a trafficking signal for ClC-K channels. 

Electrophysiologically, we found that exclusive presence of non-palmitoylated barttin caused 

a complete inactivity of hClC-Ka for any stoichiometry (Fig.30), which is in accordance with 

previous data (Steinke et al., 2015).  

Still, co-expressed WT barttin was able to open hClC-Ka even linked to two non-palmitoylated 

barttins (Fig.30). This result implies that co-expressed WT β-subunits competed with the 

mutant, covalently linked β-subunits for binding to the α-subunit. Accordingly, mutant barttin 

was frequently replaced but most likely not every mutant barttin. Relative whole cell current 

amplitudes of hClC-Ka/barttinMUT concatamers in co-expression with WT barttin were only 

60% as high as relative current amplitudes of hClC-Ka plus WT barttin excess (values not shown 

in ‘results’ chapter). This difference indicates that a fraction of non-palmitoylated barttin 

molecules were still bound to the α-subunit, which diminishes hClC-Ka current amplitude. So 

far, it is not clear whether the binding affinity of non-palmitoylated barttin and palmitoylated 

barttin is comparable. If the affinity of mutant barttin was lower, WT barttin would easily 

replace mutant barttin, but not vice versa. This hypothesis could be tested by co-expression 

of non-palmitoylated barttin and hClC-Ka concatamers linked to palmitoylated barttins. This 

condition would presumably not lead to a lower current level, since palmitoylated barttin 

would stay bound. 

For concatamers with hClC-Ka channels linked to non-palmitoylated barttins no conductivity 

was observed according to previous studies. As subcellular trafficking is not affected by barttin 

palmitoylation all channels are meant to stay inactive in the plasma membrane. However, the 

co-expression of WT barttin was able to re-activate the channels with generation of robust 

macroscopic currents (Fig.30). Stationary noise analysis of hClC-Ka linked to non-

palmitoylated barttin with additional WT barttin co-expression demonstrated that channel’s 

activation curve was not shifted in presence of non-palmitoylated barttin (Fig.31). This accords 
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to published data, proving that lack of palmitoylation at only one of both barttin 

palmitoylation sites does not change activation curves, too (Steinke et al., 2015). Chloride 

conductance in presence of both palmitoylated and non-palmitoylated barttin was lower than 

exclusive WT barttin co-expression but higher than for the condition with one WT barttin 

linked to one α-subunit (Figs.14,31). It might be possible that measured conductances were 

averaged by hundreds of channel pores with varying barttin composition. On the one hand, 

there could be pores to which one WT barttin and one barttinMUT were bound leading to a 

reduced conductance comparable to a 1:1 α:βWT-stoichiometry with rapid fast gate flickering. 

On the other hand, there could be pores, at which WT barttin replaced all non-palmitoylated 

barttin molecules. These pores would exhibit a higher conductance of about 20 pS as expected 

for a 1:2 α:βWT-stoichiometry with stabilized fast gate. A combination of both subunit 

compositions could lead to the measured conductance of around 18/19 pS, as obtained for 

hClC-Ka/barttinMUT concatamers with WT barttin co-expression (Fig.31). 

For rClC-K1 linked to non-palmitoylated barttin we found that time-dependent fast gating and 

relative fast gate open probabilities were not affected by different barttinMUT availabilities 

(Figs.36,40). On the contrary, fast gate of respective concatamers with palmitoylated barttin 

was constitutively opened, if two or more barttins were available per one α-subunit (Fig.20). 

Though, relative slow gate open probabilities and time constants were highly similar between 

concatamers containing palmitoylated and non-palmitoylated barttin (Figs.21,36,37). 

Obviously, barttin palmitoylation seems to be highly important for voltage independent 

opening of rClC-K1 fast gate, while the slow gate is rather not influenced. On basis of this 

finding, it is rational that barttin palmitoylation might also be responsible for fast gate 

regulation of the orthologous channel hClC-Ka. Thus, hClC-Ka inactivity in exclusive presence 

of non-palmitoylated barttin might be caused by a closed fast gate, which does not open 

voltage- and time-dependently. Unfortunately, hClC-Ka does not exhibit distinguishable 

voltage and time-dependency of fast and slow gate and is, furthermore, closed in absence of 

barttin palmitoylation, which makes it difficult to investigate the impact of barttin 

palmitoylation on both gates. Nevertheless, this presumption might indicate an evolutionary 

adaptation of the channel together with its β-subunit barttin. While the rodent rClC-K1 fast 

and slow gates are highly voltage-dependent, conductive even in absence of barttin and only 

modulated by the β-subunit, the human hClC-Ka fast and slow gates are rather not voltage-

dependent and channel is not conductive in absence of barttin. ClC-K channels are closely 
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related to ClC-1, which needs voltage-dependence to regulate muscle excitation. Due to the 

close relationship this voltage-dependence might be still preserved for the rodent rClC-K1. As 

voltage-dependence is not needed for channel function in the kidney and the inner ear the 

human hClC-Ka may has already lost this voltage-dependence but the importance of barttin 

for this channel increased. Within this theory, barttin palmitoylation plays a key role for 

correct interaction of barttin and the ClC-K channel. The molecular changes in protein 

conformation induced by palmitoylation are still not known. It is possible that the hydrophobic 

palmitate residue induces a direct hydrophobic interface between barttin and the 

phospholipid bilayer, orientates barttin within the membrane and facilitates specific 

interaction and conformational changes within the ClC-K channel itself, presumably within its 

B- and J-helices. Furthermore, through direct interaction with the membrane lipids, the 

palmitate residues of barttin might change the lipid membrane environment near the ClC-K 

channel and/or create membrane dipoles, which in turn influence the functional activity of 

the ClC-K/barttin channels (Gorinski et al., 2020).  

The barttin mutations R8W, R8L and G47R, which are known to cause Bartter syndrome type 

IV (Birkenhäger et al., 2001; Miyamura et al., 2003), have been shown to exhibit a reduced 

palmitoylation level in comparison to WT barttin (Gorinski et al., 2020; Steinke et al., 2015). 

Introduction of these barttin mutations into the here applied concatamers could be helpful to 

clarify the mechanistic origin of function deficiency. If concatamers with barttins, which 

contain these mutations, show similar behavior as concatamers possessing non-palmitoylated 

barttins, as used in this study, it is rational that function deficiency is caused by a lack of barttin 

palmitoylation.  

 

4.7 Summary 
 

In conclusion, this study gives deep insights into the ClC-K regulation by different barttin 

availabilities and barttin palmitoylation.  

Comparing results of hClC-Ka and rClC-K1 indicates that the same α:β-subunit stoichiometry 

affects the same functional determinant for both channels: One barttin per ClC-K subunit is 

sufficient for channel transport to the plasma membrane and for predominant modulation of 

the slow gate, while the second barttin primarily modulates the fast gate. This means that 

regulation of ClC-K channels by their β-subunit barttin is graduated as one or two barttins can 
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bind to one α-subunit with distinct affects. This is physiologically relevant, because different 

α:β-subunit stoichiometries caused by different expression levels of both components might 

be a tool for cells in the kidney or inner ear to adapt precisely to changing requirements. 

Combination of noise analysis with single channel measurements indicate that single pore 

properties like absolute open probabilities of hClC-Ka and conductances of hClC-Ka and rClC-

K1 are not changed by different α:β-subunit stoichiometries. 

Barttin palmitoylation is not relevant for expression and plasma membrane transport of ClC-

K/barttin complexes. However, barttin palmitoylation is necessary to open the fast gate of 

rClC-K1 but potentially also of hClC-Ka. Moreover, the data show that non-palmitoylated 

barttin molecules can be replaced by palmitoylated barttin at the barttin binding site of the 

ClC-K α-subunit. Thus, a dynamic exchange of barttin molecules within the plasma membrane 

can be supposed. 

 

4.8 Outlook 
 
 
This study indicates that the functional stoichiometry between ClC-K α-subunits and barttin 

can be regulated variably, while a 1:2 α:β-subunit stoichiometry appeared as functionally 

sufficient. By subsequent approaches clarifying also the structural stoichiometry between 

both subunits, the electrophysiological findings in this study might be confirmed. 

One possibility to determine structural stoichiometry is the application of FRET (Förster 

resonance energy transfer). By FRET assay the energy of an excited donor dye is transferred 

non-radiatively to a second acceptor dye when both dyes are in close proximity of only few 

nanometers to each other. The decrease in donor emission and the increase in acceptor 

emission induced by FRET can be measured. As these dyes can be linked to proteins, the 

interaction between proteins can be proved. In this study the ClC-K subunits and barttin were 

already linked to the fluorophores YFP and CFP, which both represent a donor-acceptor pair 

well suited to conduct FRET. The prerequisite for FRET is that emission spectrum of the donor 

overlaps with the excitation spectrum of the acceptor, which is given by YFP and CFP. Using 

this method not only the interaction between both proteins can be demonstrated but also the 

binding stoichiometry between both subunits. The FRET efficiencies obtained from donor 

quenching and increased acceptor emission differ from each other, if the stoichiometry 

between two subunits is not 1:1 (Ben-Johny et al., 2016). If more than one donor molecule is 
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bound to one acceptor, FRET efficiency, obtained from increased acceptor emission, would be 

higher than FRET efficiency, obtained from donor quenching, by the factor of the 

stoichiometry ratio and vice versa. In previous studies protein interactions and binding 

stoichiometries could already be determined by FRET for other protein interaction partners 

like myosin domains and calmodulin or calcium channel domains and calmodulin (Ben-Johny 

et al., 2016; Butz et al., 2016). Thus, this method might be easily adopted to determine 

structural stoichiometry between ClC-K channels and barttin. Some FRET measurements have 

already been conducted for ClC-K channels and barttin during establishing of this thesis. Up to 

now, data indicate that more than one barttin molecule can bind to one ClC-K α-subunit but 

stoichiometry seems to be variable. However, these findings have to be substantiated by 

further FRET approaches and have not been included in this thesis. Furthermore, FRET assay 

could be combined with patch clamp measurements for the same cells. The advantage of this 

approach would be that electrophysiological parameters of one cell could be directly 

correlated to the respective FRET efficiencies and, thus, potentially to different α:β-subunit 

stoichiometries. The general benefit of FRET assay is that protein interaction and function 

could be measured in real time, with a resolution in millisecond scale, within the physiological 

environment and within whole protein complexes. This might be an improvement compared 

to previous immunoprecipitation assays, which only showed interactions of short protein 

sequences, not supposed to be within their physiological arrangement.   

One further method to determine structural stoichiometry between ClC-K channels and 

barttin adopts TIRF (total internal reflection fluorescence) microscopy. This method enables 

observation and analysis of labeled particles within cells or within the plasma membrane of 

cells in direct proximity to a glass surface. From the other side of the glass light is directed to 

the glass surface with an angle that causes a total reflection. At the reflection site an 

evanescent electromagnetic field is generated, which only illuminates labeled proteins in a 

proximity of up to 200 nm to the glass coverslip. Fluorescently labeled protein complexes can 

be bleached by this light. As bleaching of a fluorophore is conducted in an all-or-nothing 

reaction, bleaching of several fluorescently labeled subunits within a complex causes a 

stepwise decay in fluorescence signal. The number of steps depends on the number of labeled 

subunits within a protein complex. This stepwise decay can be used to determine the number 

of labeled subunits within single fluorescent spots/complexes (Ulbrich & Isacoff, 2007). This 

method could be also applied to determine stoichiometry of ClC-K channels and barttin. Using 
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fluorescence tags for both subunits as they were used in this study (YFP, CFP), bleaching of 

labeled ClC-K/barttin complexes are also supposed to lead to a stepwise decay in fluorescence 

intensity, which could unravel binding stoichiometry of both subunits. In previous studies the 

fluorescence bleaching by TIRF microscopy has already been successfully applied to determine 

the channel composition of chloride channels as for CFTR (cystic fibrosis transmembrane 

conductance regulator) but also to determine stoichiometry between other ion channels and 

their accessory subunits as for hyperpolarization-activated cyclic nucleotide-gated (HCN) 

channels and voltage-gated potassium channels (Bankston et al., 2012; Haggie & Verkman, 

2008; Nakajo et al., 2010). 

Using a covalent linkage between α- and β-subunit in different stoichiometries we precisely 

determined the function of barttin palmitoylation, potentially relevant for development of 

Bartter syndrome IV. This tool is not only restricted to analysis of this modification but also for 

characterization of any other known disease causing α- or β-subunit alterations. Several 

mutations within the BSND gene, coding for barttin, are known to cause Bartter syndrome like 

the missense mutations R8L, R8W, G10S, I12T, V33L, G47R, and the nonsense mutations Q32X 

and E88X (Birkenhäger et al., 2001; García-Nieto et al., 2006; Kitanaka et al., 2006; Miyamura 

et al., 2003; Ozlu et al., 2006; Riazuddin et al., 2009; Shafique et al., 2014). These mutations 

could be introduced into concatamers of different α:β-subunit stoichiometries to investigate 

the loss of distinct functions. As mutations R8L, R8W and G10S disturb ClC-K function without 

affecting plasma membrane insertion (Janssen et al., 2009), it might be interesting to test 

whether trafficking function is preserved even for a 1:1 α:β-subunit stoichiometry and how 

these mutations affect fast and slow gate. The mutant G47R has been shown to modulate ClC-

K channels like WT barttin but has a lower binding affinity to the α-subunit (Janssen et al., 

2009). Using this mutation within concatamers could help to quantify the binding affinity for 

different stoichiometries. Furthermore, the barttin mutations R8L, R8W and G47R have been 

found to exhibit a reduced palmitoylation level in comparison to WT barttin (Gorinski et al., 

2020; Steinke et al., 2015). Introduction of these mutations into here used concatamers could 

clarify whether the mechanistic origin for function deficiency is the lack of barttin 

palmitoylation, as results could be directly compared with results of concatamers containing 

non-palmitoylated barttin. The nonsense mutations Q32X and E88X exhibit sorting and 

trafficking disorders within cells (Janssen et al., 2009). Covalent linkage of these mutations to 

α-subunits could clarify whether trafficking failure is caused by a low binding affinity, which 
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prevents binding of even one barttin to the pore-forming subunit, or by a different 

mechanism. Remarkably, the two barttin missense mutations I12T and V33L, which have been 

reported most recently, induce deafness without affecting renal function (Riazuddin et al., 

2009; Shafique et al., 2014). By functional analyzation of these mutations it became apparent 

that channel function was not altered by both barttin mutations but transport of the channel 

complexes to the plasma membrane was disturbed (Riazuddin et al., 2009; Tan et al., 2017). 

Consulting results of this thesis, it might be possible that the function of one barttin per one 

α-subunit to facilitate plasma membrane insertion is abolished for these two barttin 

mutations. Integrating these mutations into the here described concatamers might help to 

clarify whether a stoichiometric disorder is the reason for transport deficiencies and whether 

this function of barttin could be recovered by the presence of a second (mutated) barttin 

molecule per α-subunit.   

As investigated concatamers also contained ClC-K α-subunits, they can be used to characterize 

mutations within them. Mutations within the ClCNKb gene, coding for hClC-Kb, were found to 

cause Bartter syndrome type III. Integrating mutant ClC-Kb subunits into the concatamers 

could unravel deficiencies of distinct channel functions, caused by these mutations. As in this 

study also concatamers were characterized, which include two connected α-subunits, the 

impact of mutations on functional interaction between two α-subunits, forming the 

homodimer, might be elucidated, too. 

One far way aim might be to develop compounds that bear on the interaction between ClC-K 

channels and their β-subunit. On the one hand, this treatment could address the therapy 

against Bartter syndrome IV by strengthening the interaction between α- and β-subunit. On 

the other hand, this treatment could aim the weakening of this interaction causing an 

increased water and salt loss. This in turn would be advantageous to treat hypertension. In 

both cases, the here used defined stoichiometry between α- and β-subunits would be a well 

suited tool to monitor the effects of potential drugs on distinct barttin functions. 

Besides the interaction of ClC-K channels and their β-subunit barttin, concatamers of defined 

subunit ratios supposably can be applied as a tool to stoichiometry analyses of any other 

channel or protein and their respective interaction partners.    
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Cells were sorted as strong (+) time-dependent, when after the voltage step from -155 mV to 

+105 mV steady state current amplitude (Iss) was lower than 60% of instantaneous current 

amplitude (Iinst), as medium (+/-) time-dependent, when Iss/Iinst was between 60% and 80% and 

as weak (-) time-dependent, when Iss/Iinst was higher than 80%. Red colored current traces 

represent relevant traces for categorization. For each tested condition and category, if 

available, the total number of cells (n) are given, which were sorted likewise with the 

representative registration. If for one condition and category no suitable registration was 

achieved, the space was left empty.  

 

Suppl. Fig. 1 Overview about representative current traces for each tested α:βWT-subunit 

stoichiometry categorized into three classes of time-dependent fast gating 
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Cells were sorted as strong (+) time-dependent, when after the voltage step from -155 mV to 

+105 mV steady state current amplitude (Iss) was lower than 60% of instantaneous current 

amplitude (Iinst), as medium (+/-) time-dependent, when Iss/Iinst was between 60% and 80% and 

as weak (-) time-dependent, when Iss/Iinst was higher than 80%. Red colored current traces 

represent relevant traces for categorization. For each tested condition and category, if 

available, the total number of cells (n) are given, which were sorted likewise with the 

representative registration. If for one condition and category no suitable registration was 

achieved, the space was left empty. 

Suppl. Fig. 2 Overview about representative current traces for each tested α:βMUT-subunit 

stoichiometry categorized into three classes of time-dependent fast gating 
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(A) For determination of relative slow gate open probabilities for rClC-K1 in presence of 

barttinMUT, between the pre-pulses from -155 mV to +145 mV and the test pulse of +105 mV 

an inter-pulse of -180 mV for 20 ms was applied, which should open the fast gate without 

affecting the slow gate. Within the representative current recording of rClC-K1 + barttinMUT 

the relevant section for determination of slow gate open probabilities is surrounded by a red 

frame. Dashed line represents 0 nA. (B) Magnification of current section in (A), which is 

surrounded by a red frame and used for determination of relative slow gate open 

probabilities. Relative slow gate open probabilities were calculated by plotting the current 

amplitudes at the beginning of the test pulse (blue dashed line + arrow) against respective 

voltages of the pre-pulse. 

 

 

 

 

Suppl. Fig. 3 Representative current recording of rClC-K1 + barttinMUT used for determination 

of relative slow gate open probabilities 
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Slow gating time constants (tau) at -115 mV taken from Figs.21E and 37E. Values are given as 

mean ± S.E.M.. Student’s t-tests were performed to test for significance between rClC-

K1/barttin concatamers with and without barttin palmitoylation. n.s. = not significant. B_K1: 

n=7, B_B_K1: n=9, K1 + B: n=5, BMUT_K1: n=12, BMUT_BMUT_K1: n=11, K1 + BMUT: n=3. B_K1 = 

barttin_rClC-K1, B_B_K1 = barttin_barttin_rClC-K1, K1 + B, rClC-K1 + barttin, BMUT_K1 = 

barttinMUT_rClC-K1, BMUT_BMUT_K1 = barttinMUT_ barttinMUT_rClC-K1, K1 + BMUT = rClC-K1 + 

barttinMUT. 

Suppl. Fig. 4 Comparison of slow gating time constants at -115 mV between rClC-

K1/barttinWT and respective rClC-K1/barttinMUT concatamers 
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